BAND SAWS
6-page buying guide
plus 7 shop-tested
band saw techniques

AIR-DRY GREEN WOOD
and stack up big savings

CRAFTS FAIRS
Sell your work the fast, fun way

PROJECT PACKED
Country quilt rack
Kitchen canisters
Spice rack
Paper towel holder
‘Big Apple’ bank
Router straightedge
Block puzzle
Salt & pepper shakers

CRAFT A COUNTRY CLASSIC
See pages 68-82
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$3.50
The bits available in the Freud 16 Piece Forstner Bit set are now available individually. These individual bits range in size from 1/4” to 2 1/8” in 1/8” increments. A special heat treated steel is used in their production to assure long lasting edges.

The shanks are 3/8” in diameter on all but the 1/4” bit. That shank is 1/4” in diameter. These Forstner bits can be used with either a drill press or a portable drill.

You will find these Freud bits will produce a cleaner hole and offer more accuracy and versatility than other woodworking bits.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stock No.</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>List Price</th>
<th>Sale Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FB-001</td>
<td>1/4” Forstner Bit</td>
<td>7.50</td>
<td>6.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FB-002</td>
<td>3/8” Forstner Bit</td>
<td>7.50</td>
<td>6.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FB-003</td>
<td>1/2” Forstner Bit</td>
<td>8.20</td>
<td>6.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FB-004</td>
<td>5/8” Forstner Bit</td>
<td>9.80</td>
<td>8.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FB-005</td>
<td>3/4” Forstner Bit</td>
<td>11.50</td>
<td>9.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FB-006</td>
<td>7/8” Forstner Bit</td>
<td>11.90</td>
<td>10.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FB-007</td>
<td>1” Forstner Bit</td>
<td>13.90</td>
<td>11.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FB-008</td>
<td>1 1/4” Forstner Bit</td>
<td>15.40</td>
<td>13.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FB-009</td>
<td>1 1/2” Forstner Bit</td>
<td>16.10</td>
<td>13.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FB-010</td>
<td>1 5/8” Forstner Bit</td>
<td>19.90</td>
<td>16.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FB-011</td>
<td>1 3/4” Forstner Bit</td>
<td>23.90</td>
<td>20.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FB-012</td>
<td>1 7/8” Forstner Bit</td>
<td>24.70</td>
<td>20.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FB-013</td>
<td>2” Forstner Bit</td>
<td>26.70</td>
<td>22.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FB-014</td>
<td>2 1/8” Forstner Bit</td>
<td>28.90</td>
<td>24.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FB-015</td>
<td>2 1/4” Forstner Bit</td>
<td>30.80</td>
<td>26.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FB-016</td>
<td>2 1/2” Forstner Bit</td>
<td>34.80</td>
<td>29.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FB-100</td>
<td>Complete Set and Box</td>
<td>249.00</td>
<td>199.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Call Us Toll Free!
FOR THE NAME OF YOUR LOCAL DISTRIBUTOR:
- In California
  Call Toll Free: 1-800-824-0141
- If You Live
  In This Area:
  1-800-824-8045
- If You Live
  In This Area
  Call Toll Free
  (Outside CA)
  1-800-534-4107

216 Field Ave.
High Point, NC 27264
(919) 434-3171

1870 Corporate Dr., Suite G
Costa Mesa, Cal. 92626
(714) 751-8866

Offer Expires April 31, 1987
More Smash Hits!
- Hall & Oates: Live At The Apollo...
- Cocker: Under Lock & Key
- The Sound Of Music/Soundtrack
- Tchaikovsky: Pathétique
- Forster: Peter Gunn
- Jackson Browne: Lives In The Balance
- Robert Palmer: Riptide
- Arista:.....
- Byrds Adams: Redlins
- John Denver: One World
- Chicago: 17
- Peter Cetera: Spirit Of The Night
- Ace Murray: Something To Talk About
- Tomita: The Planets (solo)
- "Mister Wonderful" (duet)
- Simple Minds: Once Upon A Time
- Madonna: Like A Virgin
- The Cars: Glitter
- Hank Williams Jr.: Git Hit 2
- Jimi Hendrix: Electric Ladyland
- Julian Lennon: Secret Daydreaming
- Miami Vice Soundtrack
- Billy Joel: Live 76
- Willie Nelson: Collector's Series
- Bon Jovi: Night Moves
- Led Zeppelin IV
- Panchito Canino/Pallard
- Geraldo/Brooke/Brooke/.....
- Ronnie Mithal: Last In A Lifetime
- B.B. King: Live 83
- Chaka Khan: Destiny
- Hank Williams: I'm So Lonesome I Could Cry
- Sawyer Brown: Shakin'
- Prince: Around The World
- Barry Manilow: 20th Century
- Pointer Sisters: Contact
- Great Love Songs Of 66 & 67
- Gabriel & Mindiana In The Pink
- Jim Hendrix: Kiss The Sky
- Lionel Richie: Don't Slow Down

START SAVING NOW

Start Now with 6 Hit Albums for $11! Yes, pick any 6 tapes or records for only $11, plus choose 2 more as a bonus for acting now. You agree to buy only 1 more hit at regular Club prices ($10.98) the first 2 times you order, and take up to one full year to do it. Then you can choose another album free as a bonus. That's 8 smash hits for the price of one and there's nothing more to buy ever...

No Further Obligation whatsoever! It's all up to you. You buy what you want...when you want it. This is one music offer that really is different. And you pocket the savings!

Exciting "Members-Only" Benefits. Approximately every four weeks, you'll receive MEDLEY, the Club's exclusive music magazine featuring the Main Selection in your favorite music category, plus hundreds of other hits. You'll also receive six special mailing envelopes crammed with hit tapes and records—some as low as $4.98, $3.98 and even $2.98. In all, you'll have 19 convenient shop-at-home opportunities a year. As a member in good standing, send no money when you order, we'll bill you later. A shipping and handling charge is added to each shipment.

It's Easy to Get Your Favorite Hits! If you want the Main Selection do nothing. It will be sent to you automatically. If you want other selections, or none, just indicate your preference on the card always provided...and mail it back to us by the date specified. You'll always have at least 10 days to decide. But if you don't want it you may return your Main Selection at our expense for full credit. You may cancel your membership whenever you wish upon completing your enrollment agreement. Or, remain a member and take advantage of future money-saving bargains.

FREE 10-Day No-Risk Offer! Listen to your 6 introductory hits for a full 10 days. If not satisfied, return them with no further obligation. You risk nothing! So don't delay. Pick your hits, write their numbers on the coupon, and mail today!

MAIL TO: RCA Music Service, P.O. Box RCA 1, Indianapolis, IN 46281

Enclose 14. Please accept my trial membership in the RCA Music Service and send me the 4 hits I've indicated here, plus my 2 bonus albums for joining now, under the terms outlined in this advertisement. I agree to buy just 1 more hit at regular Club prices in 1 year's time—after which we will deliver a free bonus tape or record. (A shipping and handling charge is added to each shipment.)

SEND MY SELECTIONS ON (check one only): CASSETTES RECORDS 8-TRACK TAPES

1. EASY LISTENING Barry Manilow, John Denver, Kenny Rogers, Beach Boys
2. COUNTRY Alabama, Oak Ridge Boys, The Judds, Ronnie Milsap
3. HARD ROCK ZZ Top, Van Halen, Bryan Adams, Dire Straits
4. POP/SOFT ROCK Lionel Richie, Phil Collins, Prince, Hall & Oates
5. CLASSICAL James Galway, Luciano Pavarotti, Neville Marriner

RUSH ME THESE 4 SELECTIONS (indicate by number)

PLUS THESE 2 BONUS HITS

Have you bought anything else by mail in the last 6 months? Never

RCA Music Service reserves the right to request additional information or reject any application. Limited to new members, except one membership per family. Last chance, if not acted on, may be void.

Telephone: ( )

Address: 

City: State:

Are Code:

Apt: 

*Selections mailed ( )

Not available on 8-track
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WOOD PROFILE

YELLOW POPlar: WILLING TO WORK, PLEASANT TO PAINT, AND YOU CAN'T BEAT THE PRICE

35

Turned, carved, molded, painted — this wood can be found in everything from caskets to pianos.

CRAFTSMAN CLOSE-UP

RUSTIC REDWOOD SIGNS

36

Ever try routing a sign free-hand? Come on, give it a try — it's not that hard. Dave Jordan shares secrets gleaned from 11 years of sign cutting. We've also included a first-time project to start you out.

SHOP-TESTED TECHNIQUES

CURVING CURVES — AND MUCH MORE

40

Curves, yes — but did you know that cutting circles, arcs, chamfers, and duplicates can be done just as easily on the band saw? Our 7 shop-tested techniques show you how to do them.

WE KNOW YOU CAN BUILD THE BLOCK...NOW, CAN YOU SOLVE THE PUZZLE?

46

Challenge your friends to see how fast they can piece this band-sawn block puzzle back together again.

THE 'BIG APPLe' BANK

48

Colorful and inviting — here's a bank that youngsters will shine up to in a hurry. This easy-to-make project not only encourages thrift, it serves as a cheery-looking child's room accessory. Bet you don't build just one!

TOOL BUYMANSHP

BAND SAWS: THERE'S ONE OUT THERE FOR YOU

50

If there's a band saw on your wish list, you'll want to know about throat capacity, cutting height, blade guards, and other important features. Our tool experts talk about these and more.
ROUTER STRAIGHTEDGE: IT MAKES DADOES AND EDGE-JOINTING A SNAP

Simple to make, easy to use, and best of all, it takes up hardly any room in the shop. So don’t try routing another blind dado without it.

MAKE ‘EM IN A DASH SHAKERS

Spice up someone’s table setting with these palm-sized mahogany and walnut shakers. The special tenon technique makes it easy to turn them on a lathe.

WANT TO SELL YOUR WORK? FOR FUN AND PROFIT, TRY A CRAFTS FAIR

Hot, booming, the rage — all describe crafts fairs. One, or several, may be the perfect place to sell your ware. And, here’s help to get started!

AIR-DRYING GREEN WOOD

Many woodworkers take great pride in building with wood they’ve seasoned themselves. So can you — and save 50 percent or more, for your efforts. Here’s where you can find out more about it.

CRAFT A COUNTRY CLASSIC

QUILT RACK

Show off a treasured piece of handiwork or valued heirloom on this attractive oak quilt rack.

KITCHEN CANISTER & BRASS SCOOP

Make one, or half-a-dozen — we show you how, step-by-step.

SPICE CABINET

Charming oak, porcelain knobs, and antique glass — a winning combination.

PAPER TOWEL HOLDER

Its country charm will earn this holder a place on many a kitchen wall.

SHORT-SUBJECT FEATURES

Talking Back .............. 8 Wood words .............. 91
Tips from Your Shop .......... 12 Customer Service ........... 97
Wood Anecdote ............. 23 Dividing a Board .......... 98
Products that Perform ....... 24 3 Ways to Sell Your Work .... 104
Project Showcase .......... 58 Bulletin Board .......... 110
Professional quality, precision... 
Super 15" Scroll Saw
Comparable value over $500
Only $139.95 shipped complete
ready to run

This versatile machine makes cutting intricate wood patterns easy — great for making toys, jewelry, puzzles, fretwork, etc. The blade is driven on both up and down stroke with a smooth cutting parallel rocker arm system. This avoids blade breakage and creates a smooth finish that virtually eliminates sanding. Our saw is easy to use and is made with a cast construction that insures durability. We fully support our product with replacement parts and repairs if needed. Thousands of satisfied customers use this saw world-wide.

SPECIFICATIONS:
• Cast iron construction
• Throat depth — 15"
• Max depth of cut — 2" 
• Cuts per minute — 1725
• Weight — 43 lbs.
• Motor — Heavy duty totally enclosed fan cooled 110V - 120V UL listed, ball bearing — induction motor

30 Day Money Back Guarantee — 1 year warranty perfect for FREE: 12 Blades & Blade Holder with purchase

To order: Call or Write:
Penn State Industries
2850 Comly Road • Philadelphia, PA 19154
1-215-676-7609 (Ext. 15)

Visa, Master Card, Check or Money Order Accepted • Add $10.00 for shipping • Pennsylvania residents add 6% sales tax
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"I MADE IT!"

YOUR FOR ONLY

$1.95

plus postage and handling.

No other statement creates such a feeling of pride and accomplishment. And no other book makes building more than 150 projects yourself as easy as BACKYARD BUILDER.

You'll find detailed plans, material lists, step-by-step instructions, easy-to-follow illustrations and helpful trade secrets for... benches... window greenhouses... fences... wheelbarrows... trellis systems... bike racks... cabinets and cupboards... free standing shelves... vegetable bins... and much, much more.

HOW THE CLUB WORKS:

As a member, you'll receive our Club Bulletin every four weeks. It includes a special Editors' Selection and a wide variety of books (up to 90!) covering every aspect of your home.

If you want to receive the Editors' Selection, you don't have to do anything—we'll ship it to you automatically. If, however, you want another selection—or no books at all—we'll follow the instructions you check on the reply form provided with each Bulletin. You never have to buy a book you don't want. Each book comes with a free 15-day examination.

YES!

Please send me a copy of BACKYARD BUILDER and enroll me in RODALE'S PRACTICAL HOMEOWNERS BOOK CLUB. I understand you'll bill me for only $1.95 plus club discounts during the coming year and may resign anytime after that.

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
STATE
ZIP

RODALE'S PRACTICAL HOMEOWNERS BOOK CLUB
P.O. BOX 10627, DES MOINES, IA 50336
TALKING BACK

We welcome comments, criticisms, suggestions ...even an occasional compliment. The volume of mail we receive makes it impossible to answer every letter, but we promise to do our level best. Send your correspondence to: Letters Editor, WOOD Magazine, Locust at 17th, Des Moines, IA 50336.

NEVER A THICKNESSING MACHINE BE

Of all things, a thicknessing machine and an article about thicknessers (Oct. 1986, pgs. 56-61). Why not call it a planer — a term that any woodworking person would understand? I grew up in a wood mill-work operation — it was always a planer — never a thicknessing machine.

C.F. VanBuskerk, New Castle, Ind.

Mr. VanBuskerk, you raise a valid question. But rest assured our tool specialists wrestled with these names a long time before deciding to call them thicknessers. Their intent was to establish a definitive name and to eliminate some of the confusion and misunderstanding that exists.

JOINTER

THICKNESSER

While certain machines perform only one function, namely planing (or thicknessing) wood to a particular dimension, some of the newer machines now being sold are able to do more than just this one operation. We believe that “thicknesser” is a more encompassing term to use.

Basic thicknessers reduce lumber to size with a finished surface. The convertible jointer-thicknessers joint warped or twisted boards and reduce wood thickness. And the third group, the molder-thicknessers, can cut fancy moldings and plane.

Some folks also confuse jointers and thicknessers. As the above illustration shows, the cutterheads on a jointer operate below the feed table, while on a thicknesser, the cutterhead operates above the feed table. Thicknessers also have pressure rollers or bars that force the wood against the table.

Continued on page 10
SQUARE IT™

Square it™ is a newly patented electronic precision square with a guaranteed accuracy of 5/10,000 of an inch. Designed, engineered & made in America. Square it™ is a rugged 3/4 pound precision instrument that's totally portable & built to last. Square it™ is preset at exactly 90° & 45°. Square it™ fulfills a universal need of woodworkers to square any tool easily & with great accuracy. There is never a guess or a question of accuracy with Square it™, when the light goes on you know its precisely 90° or 45°. Square it™ will perfectly square the following tools: Table saw, Radial arm saw, Jointer, Bandsaw, Drill Press, Shaper, Disk Sander, Belt Sander, Router, or any stationary machine or hand held tool where a 90° or 45° relationship should occur. The introductory special of Square it™ comes complete with: accuracy documentation papers, 18 page manual, Krypton bulb, Alkaline batteries and a 100% warranty, $76.50 ppd. The Square it™ manual is fully illustrated with detailed drawings & easy to follow step by step instructions for a quick & accurate squaring up of your shop tools. (Example, squaring up for a table saw 10-15 seconds, Jointer 30-45 sec., Radial arm saw 35-60 sec.) For manual alone please send in $5 check. For both Door Shop™ & Square it™ manuals send in $8.50 check.

THE DOOR SHOP™

The original Ogee DOOR SHOP™ as featured in WOOD MAGAZINE (MAY/JUNE 85) is complete with stile & rail, slot & panel raising bits for the 1/4" chuck router. Bits are carbide tipped & BB & will make 1/2" thru 2 1/2" thick raised panel doors. Door Shop™ & Manual $89.50 ppd. The 1/2" shank Door Shop™ now available. Call about our 5 piece Door Shop™ special.

The 37 page DOOR SHOP™ MANUAL is clearly written and beautifully illustrated with over 156 detailed drawings covering the complete process of door building. Each section covers proper methods and exact setups for the router, including how to recognize and correct for errors. There are sections covering Design, Lumber selection, Measuring, Panel Raising, curved & straight Rail & Stile cutting & fitting, Guides, Clamping, Gluing and Finishing. This is the most comprehensive manual out today. When purchasing the Door Shop™ manual for $5.00 you also receive Zac's 26 page Router bit and Shaper cutter catalog free.

Zac's carbide tipped PANEL RAISER™ router bits come in 3 styles; OGEE, COVE, & PROVINCIAL. All 1/2" shank bits are 3/8" in diam., with BB & give a full 1 1/2" raised panel $90 @ or all 3 bits for $235 ppd. All 1/4" shank bits larger raised panel cut. $65 @

TO ORDER
CALL 800-441-0101
ZAC PRODUCTS INC. 34 Renwick Street NYC, NY 10013

IN NY 212-645-9494

CARBIDE TIPPED ROUTER BITS—SPECIAL WINTER SALE—PROFESSIONAL PRODUCTION QUALITY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item No.</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Radius</th>
<th>Large Diam</th>
<th>Cutting Length</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#01</td>
<td>1/4&quot; R</td>
<td>1/4&quot;</td>
<td>1&quot;</td>
<td>1/2&quot;</td>
<td>$13.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#02</td>
<td>3/8&quot; R</td>
<td>3/8&quot;</td>
<td>1 1/4&quot;</td>
<td>9/16&quot;</td>
<td>14.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#03</td>
<td>1/2&quot; R</td>
<td>1/2&quot;</td>
<td>1 1/4&quot;</td>
<td>5/8&quot;</td>
<td>15.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#04</td>
<td>1/4&quot; R</td>
<td>1/4&quot;</td>
<td>1/2&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td>15.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#05</td>
<td>3/8&quot; R</td>
<td>3/8&quot;</td>
<td>1 1/4&quot;</td>
<td>5/8&quot;</td>
<td>18.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#06</td>
<td>1/2&quot; R</td>
<td>1/2&quot;</td>
<td>1 1/4&quot;</td>
<td>3/4&quot;</td>
<td>19.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#07</td>
<td>5/32&quot; R</td>
<td>5/32&quot;</td>
<td>1 3/32&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td>19.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#08</td>
<td>1/4&quot; R</td>
<td>1/4&quot;</td>
<td>3/4&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td>20.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#11</td>
<td>3/8&quot;</td>
<td>Deep</td>
<td>3/8&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#09</td>
<td>1/2&quot; (HRE) Slot Cutter</td>
<td>1/2&quot;</td>
<td>1/2&quot;</td>
<td>1/8&quot;</td>
<td>14.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#10</td>
<td>1/2&quot; (HRE) Slot Cutter</td>
<td>1/2&quot;</td>
<td>1/4&quot;</td>
<td>1/4&quot;</td>
<td>14.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#12</td>
<td>45° Chamfer</td>
<td>45°</td>
<td>1 1/4&quot;</td>
<td>5/8&quot;</td>
<td>15.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#15</td>
<td>Raised Panel</td>
<td>20°</td>
<td>1-1/2&quot;</td>
<td>1/2&quot;</td>
<td>25.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#35</td>
<td>1/4&quot; V Groove 90°</td>
<td>1/4&quot;</td>
<td>1/4&quot;</td>
<td>8.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#36</td>
<td>3/8&quot; V Groove 90°</td>
<td>3/8&quot;</td>
<td>3/8&quot;</td>
<td>9.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#37</td>
<td>1/2&quot; V Groove 90°</td>
<td>1/2&quot;</td>
<td>1/2&quot;</td>
<td>11.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#16</td>
<td>3/8&quot; Dovetail</td>
<td>9°</td>
<td>3/8&quot;</td>
<td>3/8&quot;</td>
<td>7.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#17</td>
<td>1/2&quot; Dovetail</td>
<td>14°</td>
<td>1/2&quot;</td>
<td>1/2&quot;</td>
<td>8.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#18</td>
<td>3/4&quot; Dovetail</td>
<td>14°</td>
<td>3/4&quot;</td>
<td>7/8&quot;</td>
<td>10.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#19</td>
<td>3/8&quot; Core Box</td>
<td>3/16&quot;</td>
<td>3/8&quot;</td>
<td>11.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#20</td>
<td>3/8&quot; Core Box</td>
<td>1/4&quot;</td>
<td>3/8&quot;</td>
<td>11/32&quot;</td>
<td>14.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#21</td>
<td>3/8&quot; Core Box</td>
<td>3/8&quot;</td>
<td>3/4&quot;</td>
<td>3/8&quot;</td>
<td>18.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#22</td>
<td>1/2&quot; Grooving Ogee</td>
<td>1/2&quot;</td>
<td>3/8&quot;</td>
<td>16.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#23</td>
<td>3/4&quot; Grooving Ogee</td>
<td>3/4&quot;</td>
<td>7/16&quot;</td>
<td>21.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#24</td>
<td>1/4&quot; Straight Bit</td>
<td>1/4&quot;</td>
<td>3/4&quot;</td>
<td>7.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#25</td>
<td>5/16&quot; Straight Bit</td>
<td>5/16&quot;</td>
<td>1&quot;</td>
<td>7.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#26</td>
<td>3/8&quot; Straight Bit</td>
<td>3/8&quot;</td>
<td>3/8&quot;</td>
<td>7.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#27</td>
<td>1/2&quot; Straight Bit</td>
<td>3/8&quot;</td>
<td>1/2&quot;</td>
<td>7.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#28</td>
<td>3/4&quot; Straight Bit</td>
<td>3/4&quot;</td>
<td>3/4&quot;</td>
<td>10.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#13</td>
<td>1/2&quot; Flush Trim</td>
<td>1/2&quot;</td>
<td>1&quot;</td>
<td>8.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#14</td>
<td>3/8&quot; Key Hole (This Bit Has Key)</td>
<td>3/8&quot;</td>
<td>1&quot;</td>
<td>8.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ALL PRICES POSTAGE PAID

- Professional Production Quality
- 1/2" Ball Bearing Pilot
- 1/4" Diameter Shanks x 1 1/4" Long
- One Piece Construction
- Two Flute Thick High Quality Tungsten Carbide Tips

To order by MasterCard or Visa Toll Free 7 Day—24 Hour Order Service Call 1-800-523-2445 Ext. 56 (In PA 1-800-346-7511 Ext. 56) or send check to: MLCS, P.O. Box 533, Rydal, PA 19046
KEEP SAFETY FOREMOST IN MIND!

In the October issue of WOOD, a reader suggested using shampoo bottles to store tung oil. Please remind others that transferring such materials from their original containers removes critically important safety considerations designed into the package and label. Each year thousands of children are poisoned by chemicals they find in their home. Proper containers are the first step in preventing such accidents. Having label information, such as ingredients and first-aid instructions, can be very critical in treating a poisoning victim.

Richard Drew, Durham, N.C.

Thanks for reminding us about the safety aspects of that suggestion, Richard. We work hard to prevent accidents with our power tools. We also need to safeguard against accidents with the hazardous materials used in the shop. It might be a good idea if we double-check our storage facility. Although it may be safe enough for us, we should realize there may be visitors, particularly exploring grandkids and others, who are not aware of the potential hazards. A surprising number of products commonly used in a shop have potentially hazardous ingredients. To determine which ones, check the labels. Look for key signal words such as “acid,” “danger,” and “poison,” that warn of any toxic contents. Also, read the directions for storing and handling — these sometimes tip you off as to hazards a product presents. If you’re still in doubt about a product, ask your dealer.

WHEN TO STICKER DRY WOOD

Regarding your reply to the question on how to separate stacked boards on page 90 of the June 1986 issue: The U.S. Department of Agriculture’s Forest Products Utilization Technical Report #6 recommends stickers be placed directly above each other. If not, sags will develop in the boards where weight bears on unsupported areas.

Robert E. Jacques, Carlisle, Pa.

Robert, your letter prompted us to call the experts at the U.S. Forest Products Laboratory in Madison, Wis. They told us you can safely stack dried lumber without stickers as long as it stays dry. In fact, many commercial factories solid-stack dry wood, without stickers, when they know it will be used within a reasonably short time. And, many woodworkers routinely solid-stack wood in their shops.

But green lumber must be stickered, and as you point out, with the stickers placed directly above each other to eliminate any possibilities of the boards warping. For other details on drying lumber, read the article, Air-Drying Green Wood, starting on page 64 in this issue.
Your workshop can PAY OFF... BIG!

SAVE... convert low cost rough lumber for use in your home projects
OR

EARN EXTRA INCOME by supplying custom Planed Lumber, trim, and molding to lumberyards... contractors... cabinetmakers... home hobbyists and others...

SAWS to desired width... PLANES to any thickness... MOLDS Popular Patterns

You can rip, plane and mold... All with Automatic Power Feed!

From the Day It Arrives... the Planer will make and save you money. With shortages and inflation driving lumber prices sky-high, this versatile power tool quickly pays for itself by easily converting low cost rough lumber into high value finished stock. In just one pass turn out your own quarter-round, door and window stop, casing, tongue-and-groove... all popular patterns. Other operators are making cases for grandfather clocks, furniture, picture frames, bee hives, bed slats, surveying stakes... all kinds of millwork.

Built For Pros... Priced For Home Craftsmen... it is engineered and built to industrial standards, but factory-direct selling keeps the price low. Handles tough oak and walnut as easily as pine, and so simple to operate even beginners with no experience can use it.

Start Your Own Business... with just this one low cost powerfeed machine in a corner of your garage or basement, you're set up to supply lumberyards, cabinetmakers, carpenters, remodelers, contractors and hobbyists in your area with custom-planed lumber, trim, molding... ALL of their millwork requirements. You can supply picture molding to art shops, hardware and department stores, or sell direct to framing shops. All standard patterns are available from stock, or we'll custom grind a knife to your own special design or sample.

Just Mail Coupon... NO OBLIGATION and NO SALESMAN Calls!

FREE BOOKLET! Get FREE Book with facts and full details! MAIL COUPON TODAY! Free booklet includes: Planers, Molders and Molding Machines.

FOLEY-BELSAW CO. 30949 FIELD BLVD. KANSAS CITY, MO 64111

YES, please send me the FREE booklet that gives me complete facts about your Planer-Molder-Saw and full details on how I can qualify for a 30-Day Free Trial right in my own shop. I understand there is No Obligation and that No Salesman will call.

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY STATE ZIP
In woodworking, as in life, no one knows it all. But through experience, we all discover — or stumble onto — better, safer, faster, or easier ways to do things. When we devise interesting tips or techniques, we’ll share them with you in this column. And when you send us your favorites, we’ll pay you $25 for each submission we publish. No shop tips can be returned.

Mail your tips to:
Shop Tips
Better Homes and Gardens®
WOOD Magazine
Locust at 17th
Des Moines, IA 50336

BORROWED FROM THE FAMILY SEWING KIT
Ripping various widths of material on a radial arm saw requires a lot of setup time. How can you speed things up?
TIP: With the radial arm blade set for ripping, turn on the saw, lower the blade, and cut a \(1/16\)\(^{\text{th}}\)-deep groove in the tabletop. Then pull the blade slowly toward and then away from you to create a dished-out groove.

Glue a paper or cloth tape measure to the bottom of the groove. When you’re ready to rip, set the blade so that it just clears the scale. Now you don’t need to raise and lower the blade each time you set up to rip a different width of material.

— Fred Schwend, Mira Loma, Calif.

WHOOPS! OUR MISTAKE
We found an error in one of the shop tips on page 14 of our last issue (December, 1986). The tip, from Robert A. Grace, St. Joseph, Mich., shows how you can tell if you’re drilling level with spade bits. You slip a washer over the drill bit shaft. If the washer neither climbs up nor walks down the shaft, you are holding the bit level, as shown in the drawing below. In the last issue, we ran the drawing sideways, with the bit pointing down. If you saw this drawing, you might have wondered how we made the washer defy the law of gravity! The drawing below should clarify things.

— From the WOOD shop

SLIP-SLIDING AWAY NO MORE
Small workpieces can be hard to clamp or fasten to the workbench for sanding or planing.
TIP: Use double-sided tape to secure strips of used sanding belts — the coarser, the better — to your workbench top. The sandpaper helps keep pieces of wood stationary while you safely sand or plane them. This trick works especially well if you need both hands to operate the tool.

— From the WOOD shop

DO THE CLAMPING TWO-STEP
Unless you have help, struggling with pipe clamps to clamp a mitered box or frame for glueing can be tough.
TIP: Call a strap clamp to the rescue. Glue and assemble the project at the workbench. First secure it with a strap clamp and then beef up the clamping process with pipe clamps, as shown.

— From the WOOD shop

THE ELIMINATOR
Vibrating metal power-tool bases, stands, and cabinets create a lot of noise pollution in the shop.
TIP: Here’s how you can cut out a lot of that noise permanently in short order. Disassemble the stand or base and apply a bead of a good, low-shrinkage construction adhesive — Franklin’s Premium 5661 is one brand — anywhere metal parts touch. When it’s reassembled, you should notice quite a substantial reduction in noise when the machine runs.


— Continued on page 20
DO IT YOURSELF

Take any

40 books to choose from!

POPULAR SCIENCE BOOK CLUB
#1 FOR DO-IT-YOURSELF

The Best How-To Authority... PSBC is the largest and oldest special-interest book club serving successful do-it-yourselfers more than 25 years.

The Best Do-It-Yourself Books... PSBC editors comb the country searching for the finest, often hard-to-find books on today's important homeowner topics:

WOODWORKING • HOME REPAIR & IMPROVEMENT • WIRING, PLUMBING, HEATING, AIR CONDITIONING • APPLIANCE REPAIR • RESIDENTIAL CARPENTRY • REMODELING • WIRING • HOUSE BUILDING • ENERGY • METALWORKING • AUTO REPAIR

much more!

Exclusive "Popular Science Books"... PSBC serves its members best by commissioning the top how-to writers to produce definitive books on important Club subjects. See titles with ★. These are cream-of-the-crop handyman books available nowhere else at Club discount.

Big Bargains—UP TO 75% DISCOUNT... PSBC saves you plenty on hundreds of special book bargains offered throughout the year to the membership.

Quality Production Standards... PSBC selections are printed with careful attention to detail on paper, printing, binding. You'll use these books for years.

NO-RISK GUARANTEE... PSBC guarantees your complete satisfaction—or you may return your joining books at our expense.

If card is missing, write to: POPULAR SCIENCE BOOK CLUB • P.O. Box 2006, Latham, N.Y. 12111
AND DO IT RIGHT!

3 for $3.95
just

3

and save up to $91.90!

with NO-RISK Free Trial membership
in Popular Science Book Club
You simply agree to buy just two more books in a year.

FREE when you join

The BENCHTOP REFERENCE gives you instant answers to hundreds of do-it-yourself questions on Woodworking, Joinery, Dowels, Veneers, Laminates, Fastening, Sharpening, Grinding, Concrete, Electrical work, more! 48 big 8x10¼ pages. All illustrated! Super handy and indispensable!

HOW POPULAR SCIENCE BOOK CLUB WORKS

ENJOY SAVINGS UP TO $91.90 NOW ... when you take any 3 selections here for just $3.95 plus delivery and handling. Simply indicate your choices on the attached postage-free card and mail.

CLUB MEMBERS' BULLETINS ... Fifteen times a year you'll receive a Club Members' Bulletin package describing the coming Main Selection and nearly 100 additional books you may choose from. In addition, up to 4 times a year, you may receive selected mailings on seasonal and annual products of interest to members. If you want the Main Selection only, do nothing; it will be sent to you automatically. If you want another book—or no book—indicate your wishes on the form provided and return by date shown. You will always have at least 10 days to do this. Should the bulletin arrive late and you receive an unwanted selection, you may return it at our expense.

UP TO 75% DISCOUNTS ... Club prices range from $5.99 for special book bargains offered at super savings up to 75% and even more ... all the way to richly-produced, very special books that list as high as $50 and more—all offered to members at exclusive Club discounts.

FREE GIFT with cancellation privilege ... You may cancel your membership at any time after buying just two more selections of your choice within a year. To try this no-risk, no-obligation-to-buy offer, mail the attached card—a valuable FREE GIFT is yours to keep just for looking. Mail the card now!

MAIL ATTACHED CARD TODAY!
ON THE LEVEL
Do your tables and benches have the wobbles? Corrective leveling hardware can be expensive and sometimes hard to find.
TIP: Save money by making your own leveling hardware from T-nuts, carriage bolts, and nuts. Drill the holes for the T-nut deep enough to accept half or more of the carriage bolt, as shown below. After leveling the table, tighten the nut to lock the bolt in place.
— Stephen Cabiroy, Ballston Spa, N.Y.

DRILL-BIT MAINTENANCE
After several uses, large-diameter bits often slip around in the drill chuck and create burrs on the bit shaft. Large burrs may prevent the bit from fitting squarely in the chuck.
TIP: A mill bastard file quickly removes the burrs. Support the bit on a flat surface with part of the shaft overhanging the edge, as shown below. Slowly rotate the bit as you file. The same technique also restores damaged router bits.
— From the WOOD shop

THOUGHT: If it's cast iron it's good
TRUTH: You don't buy accuracy by the pound
These woodworking patterns are ready to trace and easy to build with detailed assembly views and instructions. Give your project that extra "character" found in each Timber Technics™ pattern. The **Whirligigs** and **Wind Mobils** are printed in two convenient sizes on each pattern while the **Planter Pets**™ show three sizes on each pattern. All patterns are printed full size on two or more 22"x32" pages.

The **Whirligig** has a propeller "wing or leg" which turns in the wind. The **Wind Mobils** is balanced from the wings with fishline and will gently "fly" in a breeze, near an open window, or from a gentle pull on the string. The **Planter Pets**™ are a wonderful way to show off your favorite flowers, vegetables, ferns and other potted plants. And, these little pets are at home inside or out!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Circle items of your choice:</th>
<th>Price/Ea.</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Whirligigs: T201, T204, T206, T207, T208, T209</td>
<td>$2.98 ea.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wind Mobils: T213, T214, T216, T221, T219, T223</td>
<td>$2.98 ea.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Planter Pets: T401, T403, T404, T405, T405</td>
<td>$3.49 ea.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timbers Catalog with hundreds of Woodworking Patterns &amp; Supplies included FREE with any order, $1 alone.</td>
<td>Sub-Total</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calif. Residents add 6% Sales Tax</td>
<td>$2 Processing Fee Per Order</td>
<td>$2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total enclosed US funds (Canadian add 30%)</td>
<td>Total enclosed US funds (Canadian add 30%)</td>
<td>$2.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For VISA and Mastercard orders call 24 hr. 916/581-4141

---

**TIPS FROM YOUR SHOP (AND OURS)**

**PASSING GRADE ON THIS REPORT**
Exposed bandsaw blades are a triple threat: They injure careless bands, they inadvertently mar wood, and they damage easily.

**TIP:** Although blade guards are available at most hardware stores, there is a cheaper alternative. The plastic spines from business-report covers (sold at office-supply stores) perform the same task as blade guards.

— Carl Dorsch, Oakdale, Pa.

---

**CENTER ISSUE**
It's difficult to locate the center of cylinder turning stock and other circles with only a straight-edge and pencil.

**TIP:** An inexpensive, simple jig quickly and accurately pinpoints the center of a circle. Cut a 90° notch from 1/4 stock. Screw a straightedge over the notched base, as shown, to create a 45° angle. Place the circle against the guide and scribe one line. Rotate the circle about 60° and mark another line. To check the accuracy, rotate the circle once more. If the lines form a small triangle, the center is inside the triangle.

— George Kaarenberg, Chincoteague, Va.
NYLON-SMOOTH FINISH
Polyurethane makes a great finish for many projects, but cleaning brushes after use often takes longer than applying the finish. And with quick drying products, brush marks can also be a problem.

TIP: Ask someone to save you a few pairs of discarded panty hose or nylon stockings. Cut the hose into 6'-long strips and use the wadded strips to apply the finish. Dispose of the strip after use. No brushes to clean and you get a "nylon-smooth" finish with no streaks or brush marks.

— From the WOOD shop

FELT BAD ABOUT MARRING?
Oops! You've just pulled another nail from a piece of wood and remembered, too late, how easily a hammerhead dents the wood surface.

TIP: Glue a piece of felt or apply adhesive-backed felt to the top of the hammer. It's dependable and much easier than searching for a scrap of wood when removing nails.

— Al Bruder, Chicago, Ill.

Guide To 768
Woodworking Projects
PLUS FREE Binder
Only $19.95

Timbers' Woodproject Directory is a series of woodworkers' guides that tell you where to find the patterns for 768 projects. Everything can be made in your own workshop. Each guide lists and illustrates 64 projects!

The Directory tells you how to get more than 250 project photocopies FREE!

For example: Perhaps you would like to build a desk for your den. In guide #3, Desks, one of the 64 projects listed is a "Oak Raised Panel Library Table," Wood Magazine, June 1985, pg. 50. The Guide tells you how to get this project photocopy absolutely FREE!

Order all 12 guides (listing 768 projects) for only $19.95, and you will receive Timbers' Woodproject Directory Binder FREE (an $8.95 value). This special offer saves you nearly $16.00!

Sample Offer
Our Sample Offer to Wood Magazine readers: any two guides for only $2.25. Simply write your choices in the boxes on the order form. Additional guides are $2.25 each.

Timbers Catalog, FREE with order, $1 alone

Guide Order #s

11. Curio Tables, End Tables, and Dining Room Tables
12. Wooden Toys and Children's Furniture
13. Desks - Slant Top, Roll Top, etc.
14. Whirligigs, Yard Furniture, Planters and Outdoor Projects
15. Gifts - Trinkets & Music Boxes, Brooches, etc.
16. Kitchen Projects - Wine & Spice Racks, etc.
17. Shelves and Wall Hangings
18. Cabinets and Cupboards
19. Chests and Bedroom Furniture
20. Chairs, Benches and Household Furniture
21. Lamps, Stools and Household Furniture
22. Homemade Tools, Workbenches and Jigs

Timbers Woodproject Directory All 12 Guides & FREE Binder

SAMPLE OFFER
Any TWO Guides for $2.25
Write desired Guide #s in boxes

CIRCLE ADDITIONAL GUIDE ORDER #'S OF YOUR CHOICE

11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22

CA residents add 6% sales tax

Mail order processing fee $2.00

TOTAL INCLUDED

Mastercard/VISA orders, please include card # & expiration date. Telephone order 24 hrs/day 916-581-4141.

Name ____________________________
Address ____________________________
City ____________________________ State ________ Zip ________

Timbers/Lake Tahoe, Inc.
2911 Lake Forest Rd.
Dept. T10
Carnelian Bay CA 95711-0850 Phone ________
Model 66 Table Saw with 50" Biesemeyer Rip Fence, 3HP, 1PH or 3PH, 230V Motor.

MINI MAX...

We believe the MiniMax Elite Craftsmen Series is simply the best line of new machinery to be offered to the U.S. woodworking industry in years. Please call or write for more information.

FS55 10" Jointer-Planer $2995
CS5 18" Bandsaw $1099
PS5 20" Radial Arm Saw $165
T20 47" Lathe $348

THE WOODWORKING SHOW

16 SPECIAL SHOWS IN 1987!
Free Workshops
100 Exhibits
Door Prizes

Wishest Variety of Woodworking Products Under One Roof

January 30-February 2
So. California Long Beach Conv. Ctr.
Colorado Natl. Western Complex
Florida Miami Conv. Ctr.
Atlanta Atlanta Civic Center
St. Louis Chase Park Plaza Hotel
Tampa Florida State Fair
Tampa Florida State Fair
Tampa Florida State Fair
Tampa Chase Park Plaza Hotel

The PERFORMAX SANDER attachment clamps onto your radial arm saw column instantly. Powered by the saw motor and with the drum height controlled by the saw adjustment mechanism, this space saving attachment will make a useful, inexpensive addition to your woodworking tools.

- A open ended design allows you to sand boards from 1" to 44" wide.
- A blade fastener eliminates the need for special sandpaper and makes changing papers a snap.
- You will be able to finish sand to uniform thickness with remarkable speed.
- Makes edge sanding for parallel edge jointing easy.
- Your PERFORMAX SANDER requires minimum storage space when not in use.
- Money Back Guarantee

For additional information write:

PERFORMAX PRODUCTS
4655 Industrial Rd., Dept. 16
Lakeville, MN 55044

or call TOLL FREE
(800) 354-9083

THE XYLOPHILE'S COMPANY
138 E. Loudon Ave. • Lexington, Ky. 40505

(800) 354-9083 M/C VISA

FEUD SPECIGNS

WC-108 6 Pc. Chisel Set $27.00
WC-110 10 Pc. Chisel Set $47.00
TT-108 8 Pc. Turning Tool Set $47.00
90-100 15 Pc. Router Bit Set $134.00
92-100 25 Pc. Router Bit Set $284.00
94-100 5 Pc. Router Cabinet Set $170.00
F2-100 16 Pc. Forstner Bit Set $159.00
EC-900 5 Pc. Shaper Cabinet Set $289.00
EC-269-213 Raised Panel Cutters $77.00
EC-360 5" Cabinet Door Set $127.00

SAWBLADES

LM72M 10", 24T, Rip Blade $34.00
LT75M 10", 67T, ATB Cut $34.00
LH44M 10", 5T, Combination $26.00
Set of Three Above $99.00
L985M 10", 67T, Triple Chip $42.00
L986M 10", 5T, Super Blade $59.00
DS08 8" Dado $90.00
DS08 8" Dado $90.00

We carry the entire line of Freud shaper cutters and router bits at discounts up to 30%. Please call for prices on these items. Freud Orders over $35 are prepaid.

EDLCO

Appalachian Hardwood Specialists
21 species
Domestic Hardwoods
Softwoods
Kiln Dried
Delivered Prices
Catalogue $2.00
Write Today EDLCO
Box 5375 W
Asheville, N.C. 28813
Phone (704) 255-8753

EDUCATIONAL LUMBER CO. INC.

NOW A SURFACE/THICKNESS SANDER AT A NEVER BEFORE PRICE

$179.95

"Jorgensen" AND "Pony" CLAMPS

Dependable extra hands for all types of clamping and work-holding jobs: woodworking projects, home maintenance, and furniture repair.

Write for FREE LITERATURE. For big 33-page "how-to-clamp-it" catalog, send $1.00.

ASK YOUR DEALER

ADJUSTABLE CLAMP COMPANY

THE CLAMP FOLKS
410 N. Ashland Ave./Chicago, IL 60622

VISIT OUR SHOWROOM

ANDREOU INDUSTRIES, INC.
22-69 23rd STREET • ASTORIA, NEW YORK 11105

(718) 278-9528 M/C VISA

24 HOURS / 7 DAYS A WEEK
**MESQUITE: the desert do-it-all**

Desert survival requires extreme measures. The shrub-like mesquite tree, for instance, thrives in desert country from Argentina north to the southwestern United States by searching for water with an extensive lateral root system. It also sends taproots far into the earth. In fact, mesquite roots have been discovered 174' below ground in a copper mine!

Not only do mesquite's meandering roots stem erosion of the desert's fragile soil, they also enrich it with nitrogen. But mesquite's role doesn't end there.

When the desert blooms, this small tree's flowers yield nectar for a delectable honey. Later, when the sun scorches other plants, its seed pods feed wild animals, livestock, and man. For example, Arizona's Pima Indians grind mesquite pods into a flour for tortillas and brew them into a pseudo-beer.

Mesquite's major use, however, is for fuel. The wood has a high BTU value, burns with little smoke, and produces minimal ash. Because of the wood's slow-burning characteristic and the unique flavor it imparts to meat cooked over its coals, mesquite charcoal briquets have become the rage for outdoor barbeques. Some fashionable city restaurants are now billing their fare as "mesquite grilled."

Knowing woodworkers seek out mesquite where it grows to tree-size because it shrinks less than three percent from green to bone-dry, works as easily as walnut, bends without steaming, resists wear, and has a color that grows more beautiful with age. Turnings, furniture, and parquet flooring made from this desert do-it-all prove quite notable.

---

Photograph: Hopkins Associates
Illustration: Jim Stevenson
Here at WOOD, we’re always looking for products that make life in the woodshop a bit easier, or make a project a bit nicer. When you find a product that really works for you, you tell your friends, right? That’s the purpose of this column. We don’t always feature the latest products on the market, but ones we think you, as a woodworker, will be interested in. And we test all of them to make sure they meet our standards of performance: we hope they’ll meet your requirements, too!

Woodworker-friendly calculators

In a world of calculators that operate on the decimal system, these two speak woodworker’s language — fractions.

The mechanically operated Fractron Calculator works like a circular slide rule; it quickly and easily adds and subtracts fractions, giving its answer to the nearest $\frac{1}{64}$. To add with it, you just insert a pencil or pen point into the hole next to the first fraction in the equation, and rotate the dial clockwise until it stops. Repeat the process for each fraction you want to add. To subtract a fraction, you simply reverse the direction of rotation.

The Construction Master electronic pocket calculator quickly solves practically any problem involving fractional dimensions. With it, you can add, subtract, multiply, and divide, in feet, inches, and fractions (to $\frac{1}{64}$”), as well as in decimal values.

The Construction Master also does the following calculations:
- Converts displayed measurements directly to or from the following formats: feet-inch-fractions, decimal feet, inches, yards, meters.
- Instantly calculates area and volume (both square and cubic measurements).
- Calculates angles (pitch, run, rise, slope). Also calculates board feet/dollar costs.

The Construction Master comes with two replaceable button-cell batteries, vinyl carrying case, user’s manual, and a one-year warranty. Leather case optional. Fractron Calculator: $9.00 postpaid from Graphic Systems, P.O. Box 881, Melville, NY 11747. Construction Master Dimensioanl Calculator $93.45 postpaid from Calculated Industries, 2010 N. Tustin Ave., Suite B, Orange, CA 92665.

No more waiting: This glue dries fast

You’re turning a bowl on the lathe, and run into a crack, loose knot, or soft area. With Hot Stuff instant glue and Hot Shot glue accelerator, you can make repairs and get back to turning within a few minutes. No more long “down times” associated with slower-drying epoxy and conventional wood glues.

A water-thin cyanoacrylate adhesive, Hot Shot penetrates hairline cracks, making a complete bond. Adding a squirt or two of Hot Stuff accelerator makes the glue set hard in less than a minute. The

Contributes to vertical band saw for ripping. (Stand optional.)

Continued on page 28
Save $10,000 or more on your new home. Be your own builder.

No experience needed. Learn at home as NRI shows you how in a professional Building Construction course.

You can save from 10% to 50% of the cost of your new home by building it yourself. And NRI can show you how. NRI's professional course in Building Construction teaches you what you need to know to be a building contractor. And you learn at home in your spare time. Whether you want to build your own home, get a better job, or start your own contracting business, NRI can get you started right.

From Site Selection to Landscaping
By being your own contractor, you save at least 10% of the cost of the typical home right up front. Then, depending on how much of the job you do yourself, you can save up to 50%. NRI takes you through the job from start to finish in 70 lessons full of photos and diagrams to make learning easy. You begin by learning how to pick the best site, learn to read blueprints, estimate costs, follow the job through right to the planting of shrubbery and trees.

Learn Professional Secrets
Nothing's left out. You learn the trade practices and secrets of the pros. Masonry, carpentry, roofing, painting, even plumbing, heating and electrical work. You learn what good work looks like, tip-offs to bad or sloppy work. How to supervise jobs...when to bring in specialists...trade and financial practices...how to keep your job moving on schedule.

Training Built Around Energy-Efficient Home
You learn better because NRI training is practical training. You get over 100 action projects from scale-model construction to building actual framing sections. Lessons and projects are coordinated with a contemporary energy-efficient home designed especially for NRI. You keep these plans to build your own home or select from more than 50 low-cost optional plans.

Regional Seminar
As an exclusive service, graduates may participate in an optional owner/builder seminar. You'll get expert advice on local building codes and conditions, meet builders, learn more about energy efficiency, receive tips on financing. There'll be demonstrations, insider info on remodeling, hands-on programs to take part in.

Send for Free Color Catalog
There's much, much more to the NRI Building Construction Course. Send the postage-paid card today for your free catalog describing all lessons, projects, and opportunities in the building business. See how you can save big money by building your own home or earn big money by building for others. If card has been removed, write to address below.

Or check card for other career opportunities

Small Engine Repair
Learn to service lawn mowers, garden tractors, chain saws, tillers, outboards, mopeds, motorcycles and more. Includes professional tools like inductive tachometer, voltmeter, torque wrench, valve spring and ring compressor. You work with 3 HP engine as part of your training.

Air Conditioning/Refrigeration/Heating with Solar Technology
Covers both residential and commercial fields, including lessons on solar heating, heat pumps, etc. Complete with professional tools, including top-grade vacuum pump, system analyzer, tubing and joint tools, leak detector, and more.

Electrical Appliance Servicing
NRI trains you to be a professional appliance repairman, even shows how to start your own fullor part-time business. Fix everything from toasters to refrigerators and microwave ovens. You even get professional tools and instruments.

Auto Repair and Servicing
A qualified mechanic can work just about anywhere he wants. NRI trains you at home from headlight to rear bumper; pro tools included.

Locksmithing
Earn good money while you train, making keys and servicing locks for homes, offices and cars. NRI training includes keymaking machine, key blanks and electronic security training—all in one course.

NRI SCHOOLS
McGraw-Hill Continuing Education Center
3681 Wisconsin Ave.
Washington, D.C. 20016

WELL GIVE YOU TOMORROW.
A “fine” saw, any way you cut it

This adjustable jeweler’s saw uses scroll-saw blades up to 6” in length to make the fine kerfs required for intricate projects. You can rotate the blade 360° in the saw frame to cut in any direction; twisting the wooden handle adjusts blade tension (it works like a coping saw). But use a light touch with this saw — we found that the thinner-sized blades break easily. Adjustable jeweler’s saw No. 250, Great Neck Saw Manufacturers; available nationwide through hardware stores and home centers. We paid $8.95 retail for ours.

Foolproof square for perfect setups

There aren’t many truly revolutionary “benchmark” layout tools, especially one as accurate as this newly patented electronic precision square. But we found Square It amazingly simple to use for determining precise 90° and 45° angles on tools requiring these settings. With it you can square up table saws, drill presses, radial arm saws, jointers, disk sanders, hand planes, and more. To use, just place this device against the adjoining metal surfaces to be squared, such as the saw blade and table, and adjust the tool until the device’s small krypton bulb lights up.

The manufacturer guarantees an accuracy of $\frac{3}{10000}$ of an inch. But to give you a better idea of how accurate this instrument is, after using the tool to set a 45° angle on our table saw (see photo above) and the light came on, we pressed down on a corner of the saw table with one finger. This caused enough table deflection to make the light go off again!

Square It comes with an illustrated, comprehensive manual with excellent detailed instructions for squaring-up over 15 stationary machines and hand tools. We tested the prototype model, shown in the photo above. The production model, which should be available by the time you get this issue, will have a dark-colored case with obscure, translucent plastic sides (not transparent, as shown here), and a krypton light bulb. It takes two replaceable alkaline batteries (included). Square-It, $76.50 postpaid from ZAC Products Inc., 34 Renwick Street, New York, NY 10013.

Continued on page 30
BUILD THE BEAUTIFUL BLUENOSE II

It's A Relaxing Hobby

In today's hurried, harried world, everyone needs a relaxing hobby. Model ship building - the world's oldest hobby - is the surest way to wind down and enjoy a creative outlet. You need no special skills. Just some spare time, patience and a desire to build something worthwhile. As you see your ship model approaching completion, you'll take pride in your creative efforts and newly acquired knowledge of how great sailing ships were built.

Become A Shipwright of Old

Even if you've never built a model before, you can build the Bluenose II. Like a shipwright of old, you'll build this schooner the way real ships were built - using only the finest materials. You'll plank the hull twice; first with Oregon pine, and then with walnut for lasting beauty. Most wooden parts, including keel section and frames, are pre-cut for easy assembly.

Anchor chains, eye-bolts, and belaying pins are all made of brass. Even the rudder hinges are brass, just like the hundreds of pin nails you'll use to fasten the planking. You'll get cotton rigging to hoist the sails. Thin white Muki wool strips to plank the deck. Beautiful, pre-printed cloth sails. Blocks and deadeyes of walnut and boxwood. And a wooden pedestal to proudly display your finished model.

Of course, nothing this beautiful and well detailed can be built in a day. Expect to spend 50 to 100 hours building this magnificent schooner. Hours of enjoyment and immense satisfaction. Our clear instruction booklet and giant plans make every stage of construction simple.

You'd expect to pay over $100 for such a high quality kit. But to introduce you to ship modeling, we're offering it at the special low price of $69.95. A small price to pay for a finished model which should be worth many times the cost of the kit.

A Link with the Past

Built in 1963, the Bluenose II is the last of the Tall Schooners. She paraded in the Tall Ships ceremony at OpSail 1976 and again sailed proudly at the Liberty Weekend OpSail on July 4, 1986. She's an exact replica of the original Bluenose, a Canadian fishing schooner that outpaced New England's fastest fishing vessels in the Twenties and Thirties, landed record catches of fish, and even ran rum during Prohibition.

A Treasure for the Future

Our Bluenose II is one of the finest ship model kits. Using only the highest quality materials, you'll create a wooden ship model that's an heirloom for tomorrow. A treasure that will be a source of pride for a lifetime. Or a cherished gift to be remembered by family and friends for generations to come.

A Complete Tool Set Offer

You don't need a whole workshop full of tools to build the Bluenose II - just the basics. We've put together a tool package with all the tools you'll need! You'll get: hobby knife, mini-hammer, pliers, 2 files, ruler, 3 drill bits, 3 blades, razor saw blade, pin vise, tweezers, sandpaper, glue, paint brush and wood oil – a $34.95 value, but now only $19.95 when you purchase the Bluenose II.

Order Today - Get a FREE Book!

Order your Bluenose II now and get a FREE copy of Ship Models from Kits, a 110 page book selling for $7.95. This illustrated guide gives step-by-step instructions for building the perfect ship model, plus dozens of tips from the experts.

Win a Trip to a Ship or Cash

Build the Bluenose II and win a trip for two to Halifax, Nova Scotia or Vancouver, B.C. Or, you could take $1000 cash instead! Just enter your completed model in our “Win a Trip to a Ship” Contest. Photographic entries must be post-marked by 1/1/88 and will be judged by a panel of independent ship model experts on the basis of excellence of craftsmanship and accuracy. Details about the contest and its many prizes are contained in our 1997 Ship Model Catalog included FREE with your Bluenose II kit.

Special Offer! 90-minute Videotape

Prefer to see it all on your TV screen? Watch our new 90-minute VHS Videotape, “You Take the Helm”. You'll see the Bluenose II being built by a professional model builder. And you'll learn how to build any plank-on-frame wooden ship model. Many helpful hints and secrets for building professional quality models are highlighted. You'll be an expert on your first trip out! A $29.95 value, this videotape is now specially priced at $19.95 when you order your Bluenose II kit.

Credit card holders may order by phone. Call Toll-Free 800-228-5588. 24 hours a day.

NEW! 54-page full color Ship Model Catalog with details about the “Win a Trip to a Ship” Contest. FREE with order.

Model Expo, Inc. 29 Just Road, Fairfield, NJ 07007

If not completely satisfied, return within 30 days for a full refund

Visit our stores at:
29 Just Road, Fairfield, NJ
2758 S. Sepulveda Blvd., Torrance, CA

Dry painters may order by phone. Call Toll-Free 800-228-5588. 24 hours a day.

Model Expo, Inc. 29 Just Road, Fairfield, NJ 07007

Send me:
Bluenose II Kit(s). No. AL500B and my FREE beginner's handbook for only $69.95.

Also send me the following at these special low prices:
90-minute VHS Videotape
 You Take the Helm
No. SST500 just $19.95 (a $29.95 value)
Tool Package No. MXT100B now only $19.95 (a $34.95 value).

Please include $7.50 for shipping and insured delivery. N.J. residents must add 6% sales tax.
There are over 3,000 money saving reasons why woodworkers rely on Constantine.

3,000 woodwork items—to help you Build-Restore-Repair-Refinish! Over 200 different woods... 150 veneers... 500 plans... cabinet hardware... 96 How-To Books... 118 carving tools and chisels... 76 inlay designs... and lots more for One-Stop, Right-Price Shopping without leaving home!

CONSTANTINE Est. 1812
2054Y Eastchester Road
Bronx, NY 10461

□ Enclosed is $1.00. Rush my 116 page, full color catalog.

Craftplans
21801 Industrial Blvd., Dept. 946
Rogers, MN 55374

INSTRUCTIONS, IDEAS AND INSPIRATION

27 BIRD HOUSES AND FEEDERS
Simple wren houses to elaborate colony houses. #253 $2.95

BIRD FEEDERS
Suet holders to "buffets." #397 $3.95

ANIMATED WEATHERVANES
Lifelike actions by full size weather-vane windmills. #293 $3.95

ACTION WINDMILLS
15 fullsize patterns. #313 $3.95

DESIGNS FOR WEATHERVANES
15 designs. #289 $3.95

DOLLHOUSES
5 plans scaled 1" to one foot. #405 $2.95

DOLLHOUSE FURNITURE
A variety of pieces. #365 $2.50

THINGS TO MAKE FOR CHILDREN
20 finest projects. #307 $2.95

CRADLE
18th century cradle. Full scale plans. #409 $2.95

FILE CABINET
2 or 4 drawer cabinet with Pendaflex file system. #424 $5.95

Send list of titles (with plan numbers) to Craftplans. Enclose check or money order. Plans are sent postpaid with money-back guarantee. Don't forget your name and address. OR SEND 50c FOR CATALOG. $1.00 HANDLING CHARGE WHEN ORDERING PLANS.

GRANDFATHER CLOCK
Stately floor clock with colonial styling. #430 $10.25

SHAKER WALL CLOCK
Authentic classic style. 11½"H x 12½"W x 4½"D #431 $6.95

TV/VCR CABINET
Tambour & flip up doors. Easy access to TV & VCR. 40"H x 36"W x 23½"D. #420 $6.95

CEDAR CHEST
Traditional style, cedar lined. 46½"L x 22½"W x 21½"H #415 $4.95

COMPUTER DESK
Concealed pullout printer compartment and retractable keyboard shelf. 58½"H x 50"W x 30"D. #423 $5.95

ALPHABETS
6 alphabets, 2" and 3" high. #282 $2.25

TOY CIRCUS TRAIN
Easy to build full scale plans for use with ½" material. #406 $2.95

No-mess spray adhesive bonds most materials

We used this convenient, multipurpose spray adhesive to glue cork to tempered hardboard, paper to wood, fabric to wood, plastic to plastic, and plastic to wood. The manufacturer, 3M, claims the clear-drying, high-tack adhesive will bond most porous and nonporous materials. Used as directed, it forms a strong, permanent bond between these materials. Or, use a light application for temporary bonding.

The product has an open time of 15-30 minutes. A 17 oz. can covers about 160 square feet. It's highly volatile, so use in a well-ventilated area, away from open flame. Avoid inhaling spray fumes. 3M Super 77 Spray Adhesive, available nationwide through hardware stores and home centers. We paid $7.69 retail for a 17 oz. can.

These blades can hack it

We found that out when we used a Lenox Hackmaster Reciprocating Blade on the nail-embedded oak board in the photo above. Lenox uses electron-beam welding to fuse a hardened-steel cutting edge to a flexible back, giving you the best qualities of both wood- and metal-cutting blades. These blades come in a wide range of sizes and tooth configurations for both saber saws and portable jigsaws. Lenox claims that these blades will outlast conventional blades three to one. Lenox Hackmaster Reciprocating Blades, $1.78-$4.42 each; available nationwide through hardware stores and home centers.
The Shape of Pride

What can compare to the sense of pride you feel when you carefully shape a piece of wood into a timeless treasure? Total Shop understands that feeling because we're proud too, and we have the shape to prove it. Our Total Shop multi-purpose tool and TS 15-6 planer are machines with solid power, versatility and stamina.

Compare Total Shop with Shopsmith® and see for yourself. The Total Shop motor produces nearly 40% more power than the Shopsmith® machine and can be altered by the owner to 220V, this is unavailable with Shopsmith®. And in more than 85% of the comparisons, the Shopsmith® machine was priced higher than the Total Shop machine.

Don't overlook the TS 15-6 planer, a rugged machine convertible to 220V by the owner, optional stand and dust collector available, available with 2HP or 5HP motor, and a full 15" x 6" board capacity. A proud addition to any shop.

Our 30 minute video demonstration tape (available in VHS or Beta) gives you a look at our products in action before you buy. Send for it now (with a $20.00 refundable deposit) and you'll see what we've been boasting about.

Now available for ALL multi-tool owners (Total Shop, Shopsmith®, etc.) An informative 2½ hr. instructional video. No matter what multi-purpose tool you own, you'll learn more about its set-up, care, and operation. Order today for only $49.95 (available in VHS or Beta).

Experience the Shape of Pride. Call 1-800-845-9356 (or in S.C. 288-4174)

and we'll send you 11 additional reasons why Total Shop is a better buy than Shopsmith® plus our free information pride packet.

□ YES! Please send me your free information pride packet, with 15 reasons Total Shop is the better buy.
□ Multi-purpose tool
□ TS 15-6 Planer

□ YES! Please send me the 30 min. demonstration video, I have enclosed a $20.00 refundable deposit.
□ VHS
□ Beta

□ YES! I have enclosed $49.95 plus $2.00 ship. & hdl. for the 2½ hr. instructional video on the set-up, care, and operation of my multi-purpose tool.
□ VHS
□ Beta

Dept. Q
P.O. Box 16297/Greenville, SC 29606
Name ____________________________________________
Address __________________________________________
City ______________________________________________
State/Zip _________________________________________
Phone ____________________________________________
GREAT VALUES FROM THE FINE TOOL SHOPS

7" WOODWORKERS HEAVY DUTY VISE
- Quick Release Lever.
- Adjustable Front Dog.
- Pretapped holes for adding wood facings.
- 7" Jaw Width. 9" Jaw Opening.
300-0600 22 lbs. ONLY $49.00

A GREAT VALUE!!

10 pc JAPANESE LAMINATED STEEL CHISEL SET
In the opinion of many, these are the finest cabinetmaker's chisels made. Combination tang and socket construction provide added strength. The iron hoop inhibits splitting. The laminated blade will take and hold the finest, sharpest edge.
Sizes: 1/6, 1/4, 5/32, 1/8, 3/32, 1/16, 1 1/4, 1 1/8 (converted from mm)
By special arrangements with the manufacturer, and only until 28 Feb. 1987, we can offer this set for only
104-0020 Regularly $79.00 $59.95

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED!

6' SELF-STICK METAL TAPE
A great convenience. Stick it on any clean surface - - - workbench, lathe bed, sewing table. Can be cut with a scissors if required. 6' x 15/8".
Black on white
108-0007 $3.00

or 4 for $9.95

6 pc PADAUK HANDLE CHISEL SET
Specially priced until 28 Feb. '87
104-0450 $24.95

STAINLESS STEEL RAFTER SQUARE
Imbedded, easy-to-read graduations. Polished finish. 24" x 16" x 1/8". Best we have ever seen
108-1015 $25.00
BIG BRAD POINT WOOD BIT SET

3/16" Shanks for portable drills and drill presses.
Sizes: 5/64", 7/64", 9/64", 1/4" 200-0020 Regularly $19.95

$14.95

14 pc BRAD POINT WOOD BIT SET

Drill straight, round, true, clean holes.
The center spur puts the hole exactly where you want it. The stop collars let you control the depth of the hole. 7 drills, 7 matching collars.

$9.95

1100 DOWELS, BUTTONS AND PLUGS IN A HANGING CABINET

Just open a drawer of this handy organizer and pull out the fluted dowel, hardwood button or plug you need to do the job.
You get a complete selection of fluted hardwood dowels, 1/4" x 1 1/4", and 3/16", 3/8", and 1/2" x 1 1/2" long.
To cover countersunk screw heads, you get hardwood buttons, 3/8" and 1/2" diameter, and round-head and flat-head hardwood screw plugs in 1/4", 3/16", 3/8" and 1/2" diameter.
101-1120 Wood Parts Cabinet

$24.95

FORSTNER BIT SETS

200-2594 16 piece set sizes 1/4" - 2 1/8"

$99.95

SUBSTANTIAL SAVINGS OFFER EXPIRES 28 FEB. '87

200-2575 7 piece set sizes 1/4" - 1"

$24.95

200-2555 4 piece set sizes 1/4", 1/2", 3/4", 1"

$16.95

IMPROVED DOWELING JIG


101-0370 Improved Doweling Jig

$24.95

The Fine Tool Shops, Inc., Dept. WM88
20 Backus Avenue, P.O. Box 1282, Danbury, CT 06813

Ship to:

City ___________ State ______ Zip ___________

Address ________________________________

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED!

Qty. Item Prod. # Price ea Total

Send your Full Color Tool Catalog FREE!

☐ Check Enclosed ☐ Charge My ☐ Amer Express
☐ Visa ☐ MasterCard

Account # Exp. Date

Subtotal _____________________________

Shipping/Handling $ 3.50

CT 7 1/2% Sales Tax

TOTAL ENCLOSED ___________________________

CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-243-1037 in CT 797-0772
GET $170 TO MAKE A LOT OF SAWDUST.

Even at regular prices, INCA Bandsaws are hands-down leaders in value. They're the woodworker's choice for resawing, stock sizing, ultra small scroll work, joint making and rapid curve cutting. And at these special sale prices,* they'll be your choice too.

Choose our "smaller" Model 340, sale priced at $695—a $100 savings—cuts to the center of a 21" panel. The built-in motor powers through lumber up to 6" thick. It holds blades from 1/4" to 1/2" wide as standard, and with optional guides it can even hold an incredible 1/16" wide blade.

Want to save more? Choose our Model 710 Bandsaw pictured. It does what the 340 does, and does it bigger. And, at $1399* it's a tidy $170 off. Cuts to the center of a 40" panel. Resaws 8" (10" with an extension). Standard guides hold blades from 1/16" to 1" wide. Three speeds. And, motor options up to 1-1/2 hp.

While you're cleaning up on an INCA Bandsaw, pick up an INCA Model 910 Dust Collector. This powerhouse on casters rolls up to your machines and leaves other "vacuums" in its dust with an air flow of 840 cfm through a 4" hose. It's on sale too, for only $495,* a big $200 off.

See your INCA Dealer for these great deals and when you're there, look at our other INCA Machines. For the name of the INCA Dealer nearest you, or for more information, call TOLL FREE 800-221-2942 or write to Injecta Machinery Corp., Dept. 549, 10 Van Dam Street, NY NY 10013.

Then watch the sawdust fly.

*Sale prices good only thru 3/31/87. Stands for bandsaws are extra, but stand plans are free. Price for Models 340 and 910 includes motor.

AND $200 MORE TO CLEAN IT UP.
Onondaga Indians of New York called it Ko-yen-ta-ka-ab-tas, the “white tree,” for the wood’s pale color. Further south, tribes found the tree’s size perfect for long canoes and its soft wood easily worked with their crude tools.

Colonists came and feasted on the strongly flavored honey made by bees from the abundant nectar in the white tree’s flowers. The new settlers worked the wood, too — into furniture, interior trim, baskets, and boxes. They named the welcome tree yellow poplar, for the wood’s resemblance to stock they had known.

Today, yellow poplar rates as the most valuable hardwood in the eastern U.S. In variety of uses, no other tree can match it. Yellow poplar can be found in construction lumber, moldings, plywood cores, actions in pianos and organs, matches, food containers, paper, woodenware, caskets, and even pool tables. You may find it just as versatile in your workshop, with similar characteristics of higher priced woods.

Wood identification
Yellow poplar, or tulip tree, has a magnolia heritage but a pedigree shared by no other species in the U.S. Liriodendron tulipifera grows only in the eastern part of the nation, yet its origins trace back to geological remains in Europe and Asia.

You’ll find yellow poplar growing singly among other hardwoods and pines from the Mississippi River to the Atlantic ocean. The northern limits are central New York; the southern terminus in northern Florida. Rich soil in the Ohio River Valley and the southern Appalachians produce the largest trees, with many yellow poplars attaining 150’ in height and girths to 10’. On these specimens, you often don’t spot a branch for the first 80’.

Mature trees have thick, light orange-brown bark with many fissures, and frequent burls. Youngsters have bark that’s thin and smooth. If you can’t distinguish yellow poplar by its bark, look to the leaves. Wider than they are long, the leaves resemble saddles.

When you see yellow poplar sapwood, you’ll understand why Indians named it for its lack of color. Only a slight creamy tone makes it a bit less white than holly. Heartwood, on the other hand, may be nearly a canary yellow with tinges of green — hence “yellow” poplar. Occasionally, heartwood has dramatic streaks of gray, blue, and dark purple.

Grain is straight, normally featureless, and of medium texture. Light for a hardwood, yellow poplar weighs about 26 pounds per cubic foot dry, compared to red oak’s 45 pounds.

Working properties
Yellow poplar has sufficient strength for most shop projects, and outranks many hardwoods in stability, stiffness, and resistance to wear. It works easily with hand tools, and has excellent gluing, nailing, and sanding qualities.

Because of its lack-luster appearance, yellow poplar doesn’t lend itself to clear finishes or stain. It does, however, accept paint readily.

Uses in woodworking
Manufacturers find many ways to use yellow poplar, and you will, too.

The straight grain and softness suit carvers. Woodturners find yellow poplar makes wonderful bowls that impart no taste and have no odor. You can easily work the wood into toys, furniture, moldings, and case goods.

Cost and availability
Abundant on the East Coast, yellow poplar becomes less available farther west. Where sold, you can usually find veneer as well as lumber. Boards range up to 20” wide, 16’ long, and in thicknesses of 3” or more. Cost may be as low as $1 per board foot near where it grows.

Illustrations: Steve Schindler
Dave Jordan’s Specialty...

RUSTIC REDWOOD SIGNS

Using his wrists and fingers to lift and guide, Dave free-hands his way through a sign.
At Lake of the Ozarks, Dave Jordan crafts them freehand, and tells you how it's done

In his “Rustic Redwood Signs” shop, Dave zips through redwood boards, cedar boards, and oak recipe-box lids 12 hours a day from late May to September. In a busy month (as it is most of the summer) he’ll go through 7,000 board feet of redwood alone! And the routing is all done freehand.

Name a name and Dave’s probably cut it into wood. Last names, first names, pets names, boats names, business names — he’s made them all. And quickly.

“A Pantograph or anything else for routing lettering just plain slows you down. With those things you can’t make a sign as fast, or as personally handcrafted, as you can freehand,” Dave explains.

Fast, yes! But dangerous? “About the only thing to worry about is getting dust or wood chips in your eyes. No one would have trouble holding a router back,” he says.

PRACTICE, THEN PRACTICE SOME MORE

Freehand routing does take lots of practice, though. And while Dave is accomplished now, he practiced plenty at first.

He got started making signs quite by accident. Someone stopped by his home and asked if he could make one for them.

“I didn’t know how, but said I would. That night I made it with a router, a round-point bit, and a pine board. The guy liked it. Right then I went out and bought some redwood and practiced every night until I thought my signs looked good enough to sell. I won’t sell anything if I’m not proud of it.”

Since then, Dave has added routed-in scenes, landscapes, buildings, flowers, hearts, cows, pigs, and horses to his signs. But Dave draws the line at pets like a dog or a cat.

“A woman asked me once if I could put a likeness of her dog on her sign. I said ‘Sure, bring me a photograph.’ She did and I painted Spot on the sign for an extra $1.50. I didn’t think it looked bad, but to her it just wasn’t her dog. I asked her, ‘What do you want for $1.50, a color portrait?’ So I refuse to do dogs or cats. They’re too personal. You can’t, no matter how much you try, paint pets to the owner’s satisfaction.”

With a paintbrush, Dave is no Rembrandt. That’s why Lori does most of the painting on their redwood signs. But give Dave a router and you’ll see pure artistry. Among the craftsmen that call themselves “redwood cutters”, Dave has proven by his products that he ranks among the best.

TRICKS OF THE TRADE

Dave maneuvers his router through a board like a snake through prairie grass. In learning to do so, he’s picked up a few tricks of the trade.

The first, using the right wood. Dave goes right to the lumberyard to select his ¾”-thick, knot-free, clearheart-grade redwood. Even beyond that, he’s finicky. “The closer and tighter the grain, the better it works for free-handing,” advises Dave. “I test mine by running my finger across it. If the nail bumps over the tiny ridges, you know the router will do the same thing. Sometimes you can turn the board over and rout, but if you can’t, don’t use it.”

The minor amounts (compared to redwood) of Tennessee red cedar and white oak he uses pose other problems with no easy solutions. The cedar naturally has knots, which he routes around; the oak he battles through because it’s just plain tough.

Dave has also reversed the handles on his over-the-counter, 1-hp., Hitachi plunge router. This lowers its center of gravity and makes it easier to control from a low, tabletop working position. He also removed the subbase for

Until we met Dave Jordan, 40 (that’s him at left), we really hadn’t given sign making much thought. But with his freehand routing technique he turns out such great-looking signs that we had to learn just how he does it.

With Lori, his wife and partner, and son, Sean, Dave lives at Lake Ozark, Missouri — a popular vacation spot. From their shop they sell signs to tourists as souvenirs of an Ozark visit. During the off-season the Jordans travel to shopping malls to market their signs.

Dave made the switch from crafting kitchen accessories to routing redwood about 11 years ago, and now, as you’ll learn, he’s a master at it.
RUINIC REDWOOD SIGNS

Top left. A dust attachment made from an upholstery nozzle connects Dave's router to his shop vacuum. Otherwise, dust and chips would hinder his vision.

Below left. Dave uses the penciled-on letters as a guide. He calculates spacing as he goes, fills in with a design.

Top right. Black paint, left in the routed letters after sanding, makes them stand out against the background.

Above. Lori paints the scenes most people like on their signs with acrylics. Then, Dave sprays on two coats of tough exterior polyurethane varnish.

a clearer view of the routing path.

To eliminate dust problems, Dave jury-rigged a collection system. He mounted an upholstery nozzle from a household vacuum to the back of his router so that he can connect it with a hose to his shop vacuum.

Dave prefers to use 1/2" carbide-tipped, V-groove chamfering bits (which only stay sharp about a month) for most of his lettering. Really large signs call for the wider letters cut by a 3/4" bit.

What about clamps? "They only get in the way," Dave says. To keep the stock from slipping he glued down a 12 x 36" piece of industrial sanding belt to his workbench top. The router's weight, plus the coarse abrasive grit biting the wood, keep the stock rock still.

HOW DAVE ROUTS HIS SIGNS

If Dave followed his instincts, all his signs would end up readable backward. That's because he has dyslexia — the tendency to reverse letters and words. "For the first few years we were in business, Lori had to double-check all spelling because I could cut a name backward as fast as forward. Names still look better to me backward," he muses. So to be safe, Dave takes the name to be routed right off an order form Lori filled out.

In marking the letters down on the board with a grease pencil, Dave doesn't measure, calculate exact spacing, or use any kind of ruler or layout device. Like his routing, he freehands the lettering, too, never planning to follow the lines anyway. They serve only to guide. "If I end up with too much space on either side after the routing, I'll fudge with the design for balance," he says. "I like to use as much of the board as possible so the letters will be large and readable. That usually works to be about three-fourths of it."

With the letters penciled on, Dave sets the router's cutting depth to the top of the bit's V-shape, and explains: "Most beginners think that the shallower you cut, the better for free-handing. But you can't control shallow cuts. You have to cut deep. This gives the hit more wood to cut, causes drag, and allows you more control."

The router screeches as Dave begins to cut. He guides it down the straights and through the curves of the scroll, Old English-style let-
ters that he favors as fast and fearless as a Grand Prix racing driver.

His forearms resting on the workbench, Dave's wrists and little fingers direct the routing. The plunges, the lifts, are barely visible as the router moves across the sign board. Twelve letters take him less than two minutes!

Dave doesn't make many mistakes, and he never goes back to correct one. "I'd rather leave that little nick. Fixing it makes a thicker letter that looks worse than the mistake. Just keep the flow going."

ADDITION THE FINISHING TOUCHES
To highlight the routed letters, Dave sprays the signboard with flat-black, oil-base enamel, then dries the paint in front of a fan.

In five minutes, the sign's ready for sanding, and Dave moves it to the sanding bench. The board fits between the two wood strips he's fastened to the bench in the shape of a framing square. Like a parking brake, the strips keep the board from being moved by the belt sander.

Dave guides the belt sander lightly over the sign. He removes black paint from all areas except the routed letters, the edges, and cuts that form part of the landscape Lori will paint on in acrylics.

In the sales area of the shop, Lori divides her time between taking orders, painting, and collecting money for the signs. She often seems to do all these jobs at once — talking to customers as she dabs on green, then blue, and tending the register with a wet paint brush in hand. Yet, the shapes emerge: trees, a pond, a country cottage. The theme the customer has chosen highlights and supports the letters, making the sign a one-of-a-kind, personalized artwork.

Two coats of clear, exterior-type polyurethane varnish to withstand the elements, and the sign is ready for the customer to take home and hang. Dave stands behind his product, too. "Satisfaction guaranteed or your money back." But returns are negligible. Dave likes to say that his rustic redwood signs "will go through anything but a divorce."

---

TRY THIS COUNTRY-STYLE SIGN FOR A FIRST-TIME PROJECT

**Note:** You'll need a 3/4 x 3/4 x 17 1/2" clearheart redwood board for the sign (and several scrap pieces to practice on), a 1/8" V-groove chamfering bit for your router, safety glasses, enough coarse sandpaper to serve as a non-slip pad, flat-black spray enamel paint, blue acrylic paint, and clear exterior polyurethane varnish.

1 GETTING STARTED
Start by fastening coarse sandpaper (coated side up) to your workbench with double-faced tape or adhesive. Use enough paper to cover an area at least the size of your sign board.

If you can, do as Dave Jordan does and reverse the handles on your router so your grip will be closer to the workpiece. Next, remove the subbase to better view the bit.

2 SAWING THE STOCK AND DRAWING THE LETTERS
On your band saw, or with a jigsaw, cut the jagged "teeth" on both ends of the stock. Draw on the letters and the hearts with a grease pencil.

3 ROUTING VERTICALS
Adjust the bit in the collet so it cuts the furrow the depth of the entire "V". Don your safety glasses, and starting at the left side of the sign blank, cut all the vertical lines first. Work from the top edge of the sign down by pulling the router toward you. Make the oblong cuts at the tops and bottoms of vertical lines by tilting your router slightly from one side to the other. Don't lift the bit out of its path and drop it back down while making these cuts or you'll cut extra width you can't correct. To make rounded letters, cut in one continuous move.

4 ROUTING ACROSS
Cut the horizontal lines from right to left, lifting the router out of the groove just as it intersects with the vertical line.

5 MAKING IT RUSTIC
With your bit set to the same depth used for the letters, make random, irregular chamfering cuts along the edges of the top and bottom, and along the "teeth" sawn on the ends.

Next, adjust your bit to a 1/8" cutting depth and rout the outline of the hearts at the ends of the sign.

6 PAINTING AND FINISHING
Spray black paint into the routed letters, the heart shapes, and on the sign's edges. Let paint dry, then sand with 80-grit sandpaper, leaving the black in the letters and heart outlines, and traces of it on the edges of the board. Paint the hearts, let dry, then coat the sign twice with polyurethane varnish.

Project Design: Dave Jordan
Photographs: Richard Mansur
Produced and written by Peter J. Stephano.
When you need to cut simple curves in flat stock, you head for the band saw, right? But it's a shame to limit such a versatile machine to that one simple task. In fact, the band saw does a wider variety of cutting chores than any other saw in our shop.

On the following pages, we share our versions of seven band-sawing techniques you can use to start—or add to—your collection. They're simple and inexpensive, and help expand the usefulness of this machine considerably.

1 HOW TO MAKE STRAIGHT CUTS
Ever try making long, straight cuts using the rip fence on your band saw? If your results came out like ours, you were probably disappointed. The reason: Band saws use thin, narrow, flexible blades—great for cutting curves, but poor performers on the straightaways. Most band-saw blades, we found, want to wander a bit off the cut line, no matter how accurately we set the fence. (The large band saws used for resawing lumber [resaws] are a different breed—they use blades 2" or wider.)

Enter, the pivot block
Rather than try to make our band saw cut straight with a rip fence, we use a pointed pivot block and maneuver the stock to keep the blade on the cut line. A simple solution and it works great!

Actually, we prefer to do most of our ripping and resawing on the table saw because the rigid, circular blade makes a straighter, cleaner cut. We've made a special table-saw jig to help resaw wide boards, featured in the article, How To Resaw Safely, in the October, 1985 issue of WOOD.
How to make the pivot block

We use two slightly different kinds of pivot blocks — one for ripping and one for resawing, as shown in the photos. The pivot used for ripping (photo A) also works for cutting parallel curves, (photo C).

Make the block the same height as the thickness of the stock you’re ripping, or the width of stock you’re resawing. Notice that the resawing pivot block we used in photo B was made for wider stock than the walnut board being resawed. In this case, the block worked fine, but ideally you should lower the saw’s blade guides as close to the top of the work as possible for maximum blade support. For help in making a pivot block, see the drawing below.

Note: When making the pivot block, be sure the pivot point (front edge) and base form a precise 90° angle, as shown in the drawing, below left. Otherwise, the pivot point won’t be square to the blade when you square the saw table and clamp the block to it.

Using the block

First, select the widest blade your saw will handle, because the wider the blade, the straighter the cut.

Square the table with the saw blade. Then, mark the cut line on the stock and position the mark against the saw blade. Clamp the pivot block to the saw table and against the stock. Adjust the block so the blade cuts to the outside edge of the mark. Be sure to align the block’s pivot point with the cutting edge of the blade.

Note: When marking a piece for cutting, allow an additional 1/8” thickness for planing or jointing to final dimensions.

With the block clamped in position, test-run a piece of scrap wood through the saw to get the feel of the procedure and to make sure the cut will be accurate. If you’re resawing, the stock must be vertically square to the blade, or the resawn pieces will be tapered across their width. With the pivot block square to the blade and the stock square to the pivot block, you should not have a problem.

Feed the stock slowly into the saw, using one hand to guide the trailing end as necessary to keep the blade on the cutting line. Use your other hand to hold the stock firmly against the pivot block. Once you get the hang of it, you’ll make straight cuts every time.

HOW TO CUT PRECISE PARALLEL CURVES

You can also use the pivot block to make curved parallel cuts. In use, it does essentially the same thing as for straight cuts: It maintains a uniform distance between the edge of the piece and the cutting line.

To curve stock with it, lay out and mark the first curve cut on the stock, then cut it freehand on the band saw. Sand the cut to remove any rough spots.

Next, set a pencil compass or dividers to the desired width and mark the second (parallel) curve on the stock, using the first curve as a guide. Align the saw blade with the mark for the second curve and cut about 1” into it. Turn off the saw and clamp the pivot block to the table, against the curved edge already cut. For accuracy, make sure the pivot point aligns with the cutting edge of the saw blade.

Guide the board slowly through the saw with one hand while holding the board against the pivot block with the other. Turn the stock as needed to keep the cutting edge at a right angle to the pivot (photo C).

With the pivot block, you’ll find the second curved cut will be easier to make and will more accurately duplicate the first curve than if attempted freehand.

Continued
QUICK CHAMFERS ON A “BACKWARDS” FENCE
If you usually cut chamfers on the band saw with the rip fence positioned on the downbill side of the stock, the notched-fence setup in the photo at right may look backwards at first glance. But look again! With this fence you can cut the same size chamfer on any straight edge of any size or shape piece without having to reset the fence for each cut. So you can chamfer rectangles, octagons, triangles, and similar geometric shapes (not curved pieces).

How to make the fence
From a squared piece of stock, cut the fence slightly longer than the

CUTTING CIRCLES WITH HELP FROM OUR TABLE EXTENSION
Cutting circles — especially tabletop-sized ones — always challenges us. But the sturdy bandsaw table extension shown here makes the job unbelievably easy and cuts perfect circles every time.

The secret lies in the four ball-bearing casters inset into the table extension. They allow large, heavy pieces of stock to spin around the extension's pivot point almost effortlessly.

Building the table
If you build the extension to the dimensions shown in the drawing at right, the maximum radius you can cut will be 19" plus the distance between the blade and the front edge of your saw's table (7" on our saw, including thickness of angle brackets). With our setup we can cut circles up to 52" in diameter. You may extend the table extension length in order to cut larger circles with it.

How to use the extension table
Attach the table extension to your saw table as shown in the drawing at right. Draw a centerline on the table extension perpendicular to the front edge of the saw blade.

Determine the radius (½ the diameter) of the circle you want to cut. Then, transfer this measurement to the table extension by measuring out from the saw blade along the centerline of the extension, as shown in the photo above. This point will be the pivot for the circle you'll be cutting. Drill a small hole into the table extension at that point and insert a small finish nail upside down. Let about ¼" of the point protrude.

From the material you're using for the circle, cut a square sheet 2" larger than the diameter of the circle you want. Then cut a 1"-square notch at the center of one side to admit the saw blade.

On the bottom side of the piece, draw a centerline from the centerpoint of the notch you cut to the opposite side of the piece.

Position the piece on the table with the saw blade flush against the back of the notch. Now, lower the workpiece onto the table extension. Line it up so the protruding nail aligns with the centerline marked on the bottom side of the piece. If necessary, tap the workpiece to drive the pivot nail into it, firmly enough so the piece will be stable when rotated.

Start the saw and slowly rotate the workpiece to cut out the circle. On large circles, we use a portable jigsaw to remove the outside waste pieces to keep them from flopping or breaking off.
width of your saw table. Cut out a notch in the center of one edge equal in depth to the fence height, as shown in the drawing at left. For example, if you're using 2"-thick stock for the fence, cut a notch 2" deep. With the fence, you can cut chamfers any width up to 2", depending on how you set it. Don't worry about notch width — just cut it wide enough for the saw blade, with some clearance for sideways adjustment of the fence.

**How to set up the fence**

First, tilt the saw table to 45°. Then, from the point where the front side of the saw blade intersects the plane of the table top (Point A in the drawing at left), measure back up the table the desired width of the chamfer. Set the front edge of the fence at this point (B). In other words, the distance AB equals the width of the chamfer you will cut.

Now, with the fence set at the desired distance, square it to the saw table, and clamp it in position. If necessary, raise the blade guide assembly enough to clear the top of the fence.

As a precaution, test the chamfer width on a piece of scrap wood, then make any needed adjustments to the fence. Precise adjustments can be cumbersome to make with the table tilted at 45°, with gravity working against you. If possible, have a helper do the clamping while you hold the fence in the correct position.

---

**EXTENSION TABLE FOR CIRCLE CUTTING**

1. **1/2" hole** counterbored 1/4" deep
2. 1/4" x 1" hex bolt (epoxy into position)
3. 1/4" x 9/16" pine edging
4. Centerline for circle cutting
5. Mount post socket on bottom side, centered 3" from front edge.
6. 3/4" hole
7. 1/4" hole
8. 1/4" wing nut
9. 10-24 x 1" F.H. machine screws
10. Slot for blade changing
11. 3/4" x 7/8" x 1/4" angle (aluminum)
12. #3 x 1/4" R.H. wood screw
13. Ball should extend 1/8" above table top.
14. Caster detail
15. 1/4" dowel support post (cut to length to match your machine).

**Note:** Use Acome Caster No. 662A-1/4, available from Dunn & Company, 531 E. 1st St., P.O. Box 1353, Des Moines, IA 50309.

Continued
5 A NIFTY WAY TO CUT PRECISE ARCS
Long, smooth, flowing arcs are generally difficult to lay out and cut accurately on the band saw. You'll find them a snap, though, with this useful accessory for the saw extension table described on the previous pages. For lack of a better name, we call our device an arc trammel.

Note in the drawing at right, that the trammel head itself measures only 12" long, so it won't take up much storage space in your shop. With it, you can quickly and easily cut arcs in boards up to 16" long. If you want to cut arcs in longer boards, you can attach a backer strip to the trammel head with two screws, to support the long workpiece.

How to make the trammel
Cut the trammel beam to a length that equals the distance from the band saw blade to the end of your saw's table extension, minus the width of the trammel head. For other dimensions, refer to the drawing at right.

The arc trammel pivots on a metal trammel point that clamps to the trammel beam. See photo at right. The farther back you attach the trammel point on the beam, the larger the radius of the arc you can cut. You can buy trammel points at most hardware stores and through most mail-order woodworking suppliers.

How to use the arc trammel
If you haven't already done so, draw a centerline on your saw's extension table. (Make sure you align the centerline with the cutting edge of the saw blade.)
Mark the centerline on the arc trammel head. To do this, attach the trammel point to the trammel beam, against the trammel head. Mark a line across the trammel head that aligns with the pivot point on the trammel point, as shown in the drawing at right.

To cut arcs in pieces longer than the trammel head, first cut a backer strip about 3" longer than the piece you're cutting. Attach the backer strip to the trammel head.
Mark the centerpoint of the stock to be cut and align it with the centerline marked on the trammel head. To set the radius of the arc, measure back from the saw blade the desired distance and mark the pivot point on the centerline of the extension table, as shown in the photo on page 42.

6 COMPOUND SAWING TECHNIQUE FOR 3-D CUTOUTS
By sawing on two adjacent sides of the piece, you can make three-dimensional cutouts quickly and easily on a band saw. Typical applications include carvings, chair legs, and toy boat hulls such as the one we show being cut in the photos at right.

You can either mark paper patterns as we did, or simply draw the patterns on the workpiece.

If you need to remove the pattern after cutting, use artist's spray mount adhesive to affix the pattern to the workpiece. Available at art supply stores, this adhesive allows you to remove the pattern easily, without leaving adhesive residue on the wood surface. (If you complete the cut on all four sides, the patterns end up being attached to the waste wood.)

Cut a square or rectangular piece of stock to rough dimensions. Attach the patterns to two adjacent sides of the workpiece. (Note how we did it for the boat hull as shown in photo 1.)
Cut out one side of the profile (photo 1). Then tack the waste piece or pieces back in place with small nails or brads and cut out the adjoining profile (photo 2). Nail into waste wood where the nails won't be hit by the saw blade.

When you complete the second cutout, the waste pieces will fall away, and voila! you have now cut out a double profile.

7 STACKING UP YOUR DUCKS FOR MULTIPLE CUTOUTS
Here's an easy way to make duplicate ducks and any other multiple cuts on your band saw — just stack the pieces.
To keep the stack from shifting while cutting, stick the pieces together with double-faced cloth tape. We found this tape holds better than double-faced paper tape and readily comes off the wood.
When cutting, use the widest blade possible for the curves to be cut (see the blade size chart).
Now position one end of the workpiece against the saw blade at the point where you want to start the cut. Clamp the trammel point to the trammel beam at the pivot point marked on the extension table; then push the point into the table to act as a pivot.

To cut the arc, steady the trammel point very firmly in the pivot hole with one hand while pivoting the stock slowly through the saw with the other hand, as shown in the photo (above left). **Additional Tip:** You can extend the height of the backer strip to stack-cut duplicate parts. See the stack-cutting procedure below.

To cut sharp curves with a wide blade, first make a series of relief cuts as shown on the drawings at left, or drill turning holes as shown in the photo at left. Relief cuts allow the waste wood to break away as you cut so the blade doesn’t get trapped in a tight curve, turning holes allow room for the blade when stock rotates.

When making large cutouts, plan the route of the cut in advance so the piece clears the back column of the saw as you work.

By Jim Barrett and James R. Downing
Photographs: Bob Calmer
Illustrations: Bill Zaun
We Know You Can Build the Block...

Test your family's and friend's ingenuity again and again with this laminated-puzzle block. And when displayed, you'll also have an unusual conversational piece to admire.

MAKING AND CUTTING THE LAMINATION
1. Cut two 3/4" oak pieces (A), two 3/4" walnut pieces (B), and one 1/2" cherry piece (C) to the sizes listed in the Bill of Materials. (You can use other scraps you have at hand to form the lamination.)
2. Glue and clamp the pieces together in the configuration shown in the Band-Saw Pattern on the opposite page, keeping the edges flush.
3. Scrape off any excess glue, and sand the block smooth. Also, sand a slight round-over on all edges.
4. Using carbon paper, transfer the full-sized Band-Saw Pattern onto two pieces of paper measuring 3 1/2 x 4" each. Apply spray adhesive to the back of the paper patterns and stick them onto two adjoining sides of the laminated block.
5. Drill a 1/4" hole where shown on the pattern. Drill completely through the block, backing with stock to prevent chip-out. Turn the block to the other pattern, and drill the second 1/4" hole completely through the block. (These holes provide a turn-around point for the band-saw blade when cutting the patterns in the next step.)
6. Using a 1/8" blade, saw the pattern on one side of the block. Now, tape the block so the cut parts remain in position in the block. Then, rotate the block and cut the second pattern.
7. Remove the patterns and tape from the block and block pieces. Remove the parts from the block and sand all sharp edges and cut surfaces on the pieces smooth.

READYING FOR DISPLAY
1. If you wish to display the puzzle pieces above the block as we do in the photo, drill seven 1/8" holes in the top of the block where shown in the drawing at right (draw diagonals...
from corner to corner to locate the center hole.
2 Cut the $\frac{1}{4}''$ dowels to the lengths and quantity specified in the Supplies listing. Sand a slight taper on the ends of each dowel for easy insertion into the holes in the top of the block.
3 Position a $\frac{1}{4}''$ dowel in each of the $\frac{3}{4}''$ holes in the top of the block. Place the longest dowel in the center; the rest can be arranged in any order you wish.
4 Drill a $\frac{1}{4}''$ hole $\frac{3}{8}''$ deep in each puzzle piece for mounting on the dowels. (One at a time, we would hold a block piece on top of a dowel and decide on the best position to drill the hole. Also, drill these holes only on the surfaces cut with the band saw so they will not be visible when you assemble the block.)
5 Finish as desired. (We applied two coats of spray-on polyurethane varnish. The aerosol applicator makes it easier to cover all surfaces of the odd-shaped parts.)

---

**Bill of Materials**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part</th>
<th>Finished Size</th>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Qty.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>$\frac{3}{4}''$</td>
<td>oak</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>$\frac{3}{4}''$</td>
<td>walnut</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>$\frac{3}{4}''$</td>
<td>cherry</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Supplies:** Paper for pattern, carbon paper, spray adhesive, finish, $\frac{1}{4}''$ dowel stems: one each at $2\frac{1}{4}''$, $6''$, and $7''$, two each at $3\frac{1}{4}''$ and $5''$

---

**NOW, Can You Solve the Puzzle?**

---

**SOLVING THE PUZZLE:** Test your ingenuity by putting all the pieces back into the block. It figures out how the pieces went back together. It is easier to reassemble the block and pieces than to describe.

Project Design: James B. Woodruff
Photographs: Hopkins Associates
Illustrations: Bill Zaun
THE "BIG APPLE" BANK

FULL-SIZED PATTERN
Transfer heavy lines to the laminated stock.

- Sand a slight round-over on the stem.
- ½" round-over front and back
- ½" round-over stops here
- Transfer this line to the ¼" acrylic.
- Coin slot
- #2×⅛" F.H. brass wood screw
- ⅜" rabbet ⅛" deep
- ¼" pilot hole in wood
- ⅜" countersunk shank hole in acrylic
What better way to teach your youngsters thrifty habits than with their very own apple savings bank, where they can see the pennies piling up. You can build the bank with just a band saw and router, and you may not need to travel any further than your scrap box for the materials.

1 Cut two pieces of $\frac{3}{4}$" stock to 7x8" (we used clear birch). Glue and clamp the two pieces together face to face to make a 1 1/2"-thick blank. Later, after the glue dries, remove the clamps. Crosscut or plane the bottom edge of the blank to obtain a perfectly flat base.

2 Using carbon paper, transfer the full-sized apple and stem patterns to the laminated stock (don't forget the outline of the apple cavity).

3 Fit your band saw with a 1/4" blade, and cut the outside outline of the apple and stem to shape. Remove the stem and cut the apple cavity to shape. Sand the cut edges of both pieces smooth to remove all saw marks.

4 Rout a 1/4" rabbet 1/8" deep along the inside edge of the apple where shown in the drawing. (If you use a different size rabbeting bit, keep the 1/8" depth the same, and adjust the size of the acrylic to fit the rabbeted opening.) Repeat the rabbeting procedure on the other face of the apple.

5 Rout a 1/2" round-over along the outside edges of the apple, stopping short of the coin slot where shown on the drawing. Sand a slight round-over along the edges of the stem, and finish-sand the pieces.

6 Again using carbon paper, transfer the full-sized acrylic pattern onto a piece of paper. Stick two pieces of 5x5" acrylic together with double-faced tape. Spray adhesive on the back of the pattern, and then stick it to the acrylic. Cut the acrylic to shape using the band saw and 1/4" blade. Now, separate the two pieces of acrylic. Test-fit each in the rabbet, and sand the edges of the acrylic if necessary for a good fit.

7 Position an acrylic piece in each rabbet. Now, drill and countersink three $\frac{3}{8}$" shank holes through the acrylic and just into the wood. Switch to a 1/16" bit and drill a 1/8"-deep pilot hole in the center of each $\frac{3}{8}$" hole.

8 Apply a coat of sanding sealer to the apple body and stem. Lightly hand-sand, and then paint the apple red and the stem green. To hold the pieces while painting, drill 1/4" holes in the bottom of each apple part and two in a piece of plywood scrap. Mount each apple piece on an 8" length of 1/4" dowel stock; then spray with a coat of gloss enamel. (We stuck the dowel "handles" in the holes in the plywood until the paint dried, and later applied a second coat.)

9 Fasten each acrylic panel in position in the 1/4" rabbet, on front and back, with three #2x3/8" flathead brass wood screws.

**BUYING GUIDE**

- Rabbeting bit. 1/4" flute length, 1/4"-diam. shank, catalog no. RB414, $25.50. Woodcraft Tools USA, PO. Box 60906, Sacramento, CA 95860, or call 916/363-9428.

Project Design: Tom Lewis
Photograph: Hopkins Associates
Illustration: Greg Roberts
Not all band saws look like the Inca 340 pictured here, but the basic parts remain the same. On this saw, the motor is connected to the lower drive wheel on the backside of the saw. Use this photo to help identify the parts as you read this article.

On the Inca 340, the lower blade guide assembly looks just like the upper one; it has two guide blocks and a bearing roller behind blade.
ANATOMY OF A BAND SAW

Large or small, two-wheel or three-wheel, all band saws work essentially the same way. A long, flexible, welded-steel blade travels on wheels supported by a rigid frame. Most two-wheel saws have separate wheel housings with removable covers so you can change blades. Most three-wheelers, and a few two-wheelers, such as the Inca 340 pictured at left, have a one-piece housing for wheels and blade.

The motor drives one of the wheels (drive wheel), either directly off the motor shaft (direct drive) or by means of a belt and pulley system (belt drive).

You adjust the other wheel to control blade tension and tracking with tensioning and wheel tilt knobs or handles.

Blade guide assemblies located above and beneath the saw table brace and stabilize the flexible blade as you saw. Each adjustable assembly has a guide block on either side of the blade to prevent sideways movement, and a ball-bearing roller guide behind the blade to prevent backward movement as you feed the stock into the blade. You can raise or lower the upper guide assembly (along with the front blade guard) to accommodate stock of different thicknesses.

On most band saws, the table tilts 45° to the right (as you face the blade teeth); some also tilt up to 10° to the left. A removable throat plate or table insert covers the hole or slot where the blade passes through the table.

The photo at left shows the workings of a typical two-wheeler (the Inca 340). For an inside view of a three-wheeler, see the Delta 16" band saw (model 28560) pictured on page 52.

From intricate scrollwork to resawing timbers, today's band saws can do an amazing number of cutting chores. But with all the sizes, designs, features, and options available, choosing the right one can be tough. We've taken a close look at 11 different saws — each under our $1,000 retail price cutoff — to help you choose a band saw that will do what you want it to.

HOW MUCH BAND SAW DO YOU NEED?

The answer to this question depends almost entirely on what kind of work you want to do with the saw. Any machine will cut an occasional curve in a piece of 1" stock, for example. But what if you want to cut thick carving blocks, large panels, or intricate curves, resaw wide boards, or any number of other tasks? Then, a band saw's throat capacity, cutting depth, and blade-size adaptability become important factors in your choice.

The larger the throat, the wider the cut

The widest cut you can make on a band saw equals the distance between the blade and saw frame (column), or its throat capacity. Of the saws we looked at, the Woodmaster 500 has the largest throat capacity (24½"), perfect for working with large sheet materials (see photo below left).

Cutting depth: Most saws have more than enough

The saw's cutting depth, measured from the table to the upper guide assembly (at its highest position), determines the maximum thickness of wood you can cut. Cutting heights range from 3" or 4" on the smallest models, to over 7½" on the largest ones. The Delta, AMT, and Jet 14" two-wheeler saws have optional riser blocks to extend the cutting height to about 12". On the saws we looked at, power and cutting depth are well matched.

More blade sizes mean greater versatility

Simply put, saws that accept a wide range of blade sizes can make a broad range of cuts, more accurately, than ones that take only a few. Most band saws handle blades from ½" to ¾" wide — sufficient for most of the cutting jobs you'd normally want to do on a band saw. For the most accurate cuts, always use the widest possible blade that can saw for the radius of the curve you'll be cutting. A chart on page 44 shows the minimum radius of the curves you can cut with various-size blades.

If you plan to do resawing on the band saw, you may want a saw that takes blades 1½" or wider, such as the Grizzly G1131, Sears 2439, and Royobi BS50N (see photo page 52). The Royobi is Continued
BAND SAWS  Finding one that's right for you

actually a resawing machine designed to take narrower band saw blades. However, its table doesn't tilt.

At the narrow end of the blade spectrum, the Inca 340 (see photo right) has an optional blade guide assembly that takes a very thin, $\frac{1}{8}$" blade. It can do much of the work of a scroll saw, except inside cuts. But unlike a scroll saw, which can only cut stock up to 2" thick, the Inca does intricate cutting in stock up to 6" thick. This opens up exciting possibilities if you're interested in unique scrollwork projects.

CHOOSING THE RIGHT SIZE SAW FOR YOUR SHOP

First, decide whether you want a bench-top model or a larger stationary machine. If you're short on shop space, as many of us are, you may prefer a compact bench-top unit. Many of the less expensive bench-top band saws tend to be lightweight “hobbyist” machines. But these “under $200” units will give adequate results if you limit them to light, occasional use. But don't expect them to perform like the more expensive saws.

If you want a small, bench-top saw that performs like a pro, we suggest you look at the Inca 340, Royobi BS-50N, and the Sears 2439. They're heavy-duty saws in a small package.

If you want a more powerful saw with larger capacity, you'll need to go with a stationary machine. These usually require stands, though you may be able to mount the smaller units on a bench.

With the exception of the Woodmaster 500, the stationary saws we looked at take up about the same amount of floor space, give or take a few square feet. However, the amount of shop space you devote to your saw may depend on the type of work you'll be doing on it than the physical dimensions of the saw. For instance, big saws such as the Woodmaster 500 and Grizzly G1131, need ample space around them, if you plan on using them for the large jobs they're designed to handle. See the chart on page 55 for overall dimensions.

Two- And Three-Wheel Saws: which is better?
This depends on the tradeoff you want to make — more throat capacity or longer blade life. The three-wheel design offers a greater throat capacity in relationship to the overall size and weight of the saw. However, the three-wheelers have somewhat of a reputation for breaking blades more frequently than the two-wheelers. Also, you'll find that the threewheel saws usually take longer to adjust to get the blade tracking correctly.
WHAT TO LOOK FOR IN A QUALITY SAW

Motors: The driving force
All stationary saws and most bench-top units use induction motors. Several of the smaller bench top units use universal motors. Generally, the small size, high rpm, and limited brush life of universal motors make them more suitable for portable power tools than for larger machines.

Most of the saws we looked at have **totally enclosed, fan-cooled (TEFC)** motors. These motors hold up longer in a shop environment than motors with ventilated housings. If you buy a band saw without a motor, we suggest you equip it with a TEFC motor.

On the saws we looked at, motors ranged from 1/2 to 2-1/2 hp. In all cases, we found the motors well matched to the saw's physical cutting capacities.

Wheels: The key to smooth, vibration-free operation
Most band saws use cast-iron or cast-aluminum wheels; some of the bench-top units have plastic wheels.

Wheels may be wheels, but the heavier cast-iron wheels develop more momentum than aluminum ones, and this helps keep the blade from bogging down when cutting.

Also, saws with heavy, well-balanced wheels run more smoothly, with less noise and vibration.

Wheel housings
These are usually stamped (sheet) steel or high-impact plastic. One exception: the cast-aluminum housing on the Inca, which forms part of the frame. On other saws, the housing attaches to the frame and does not add to its rigidity.

If you expect to be changing blades frequently, check to see how easily you can remove and replace the housing covers. You'll find some fasteners easier to work than others. Also make sure the covers attach squarely and snugly against the housing — a loose wheel housing adds to vibration and noise when operating the saw.

Frame — check rigidity
Think of the band saw's frame as its backbone — it has to support the two or three spinning wheels placed under tension by the blade. If the blade flexes or warps the frame, your cuts will suffer. To check frame rigidity, grasp a side of the table with one hand and push against the side of the top wheel cover with the other.

Band saws have frames of cast iron, cast aluminum, or steel. These materials make rigid frames if they're thick enough and the frame itself has a rigid design.

On cast-iron and cast-aluminum frames, a ribbed design provides greater rigidity with minimal warp, and keeps weight down.

Tables: Are they easy to tilt?
Most band saw tables tilt 45° to the right; some also tilt up to 10° to the left. The Royobi's table doesn't tilt because it's primarily a resaw.

Check for smooth operation when tilting the table, and make sure the locking knobs on the trunnions hold the table firmly at any angle without having to apply too much pressure to them. We particularly liked the smooth operation of the heavy cast-iron table on the Grizzley, shown in the photo left. Its yoke-and-cradle trunnion design provides solid support for the table and positive locking.

Also check that the throat plate fits snugly and sits flush with the table surface. You don't want the work snagging on it while sawing or having the blade cut into it. We prefer plastic throat plates to metal ones because they're less likely to damage the blades should they hit it.

As saw tables go, those on band saws are relatively small — typically 12"-14" square. For most band saw work, you won't need a table much larger than this. If you do, some band-saw manufacturers offer table extensions (see chart on page 55).
BAND SAWS  Finding one that's right for you

Here are 10 of the 11 saws we tried out: 1. Elektra Beckum Model BAS 315/4 (12"), 2. AMT Model 4112 (14"), 3. Grizzly Model G1131 (18"), 4. Inca Model 340 (10½"), 5. Royobi Model BS-50N (9¼"


OTHER DESIGN FEATURES TO CONSIDER

Blade adjustments  Band saws have more blade adjustments than any other saw you’ll own. So, if you anticipate changing blades frequently, you’ll appreciate having these mechanisms conveniently located and as easy to operate as possible.

Blade tension and tracking adjustments  have large knobs or levers protruding through the wheel housing. You shouldn’t have to apply a lot of muscle to turn them — just make sure they operate smoothly and easily.

Saws with built-in blade-tension indicators help take the guesswork out of tensioning the blade. We like those with scales indicating correct tension for the blade width, such as the one used on the Delta saws. Saws without tension indicators require some trial-and-error adjusting until you get used to the saw.

Blade guide assemblies should be easy to get to for adjustment. In some cases you have to remove the throat plate to gain access to the lower guide assembly.

Above: Microadjustments on Delta 14" saw provide precision control on roller guides and guide-assembly carriage.

Right: Removable switch toggle prevents accidental starting of saw — a good feature when young folks visit your shop.

Switches: Safety first
We like to have a switch within easy reach from the saw operator’s position. Then, if you have to turn off the saw in a hurry, such as when a blade breaks, you can do it. Also, you shouldn’t have to reach across the saw to turn it off.
Some of the Delta saws and the Skil 3104 have removable switch toggles so you can lock the switch in the OFF position when the saw’s not in use (see photo above).
Rip fences and miter gauges: Do you really need them?
If you already have the appropriate saws for making rips, crosscuts, and angled cuts, the answer is "no." Even though rip fences and miter gauges come as standard or optional equipment on most band saws, the saw itself will not make a straight cut as accurately as a tablesaw, miter saw, or radial arm saw. However, you can get a reasonably straight cut on a band saw by using a pivot block, described on page 41. Also, band saws designed for resawing, such as the Royobi BS50N, do require an accurate fence.

Actually, we prefer to do our resawing on the tablesaw, with the help of our homemade jig. See the October, 1985 issue of WOOD (pgs. 44-47), for details.

Accessories add versatility
Optional band saw accessories include circle-cutting attachments, depth stops (for cutting mortise and tenon joints), belt-sanding attachments, worklights, attachments for dust collectors, table extensions, and roller supports for working with large stock. The chart above lists some of these. You'll also find some nifty accessories you can make for your band saw on pages 40-45 in this issue.

Produced with George Grantham Photographs. Bob Calmer
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ROUTER STRAIGHTEDGE
Makes dadoes and edge-jointing a snap

If you have ever put off building a project because it called for extra-long or tough-to-do dadoes, wait no more. Here comes our router straightedge to the rescue. You can make it in a few hours for under $10. And with it, you can just as easily rout one or a dozen dadoes, stopped or not. Plus, edge-jointing with your router also becomes a snap. So throw on your shop apron and safety glasses and let's head for the workshop!

ASSEMBLING THE FENCE
Note: The finished width of the base (A) will depend upon the size of the plastic subbase of your router and the size of straight bit used. As stated in the directions, we cut our base extra wide and then trimmed it to finished width later with a 45° straight bit.

1. From 1/2" plywood (we used 9-ply Baltic birch), rip and crosscut the base (A) and guide (B) to the sizes listed in the Bill of Materials. Keep the front edge of the guide perfectly straight, joint if necessary. When using later, the router slides along this edge and transfers any imperfections to the workpiece.

2. Cut or rout a 1/8" rabbet 1/8" deep along one edge of the guide piece. When using, this rabbet acts as a sawdust notch.

3. To lay out the 1/8" holes on the base, draw a line the length of the base 2" from what will be the back edge where shown in the drawing. Now, using a compass or dividers set at 2", step off and mark the hole locations on the base. Clamp a fence to your drill press and drill 1/8" holes through the plywood base where marked. Back the piece with scrap to prevent chip-out.

4. Countersink every 1/8" hole on the bottom side of the base to prevent the screwheads from scratching the piece being dadoed later.

5. Glue and clamp the guide piece to the base with the back edges and ends flush. Remove any glue squeeze-out from the sawdust notch before it dries. Sand the assembly smooth.

6. To trim the base to finished width, mount the straight bit you will use most often for routing dadoes (we used a 1/4" bit) in your router. Clamp the base and guide assembly on the edge of your workbench, and rout 1/4" into the plywood base (A). Check that the second cut won't hit your workbench, adjust the bit depth to cut all the way through, and finish routing through the base.

MAKING THE STOPS
1. Cut a piece of the same 1/2" material used for the base and guide to 4 x 10". Using the Stop Drawing at right as a guide, lay out the stop (C) outline and slot location onto the blank where shown in the photo below. Repeat for the other stop.

2. Drill a 1/4" hole at each end of each marked slot.

3. Fit a 1/4" straight bit in your table-mounted router. Now, clamp a fence to the router table so the center of the straight bit is 1/2" from the inside edge of the fence.

4. Position the stop blank against the fence with the router bit protruding through one of the 1/4" holes in the blank. Holding the blank firmly against the fence with one hand, start the router with the other, and rout from hole to hole to form the slot as shown in the photo lower left. (In addition to using the 1/4" holes as stop points, we also clamped a stop to the router table as shown in the photo.) Repeat this step to rout the slot in the second stop.

5. Cut or rout a 1/8" rabbet 1/4" deep along each end of the stop blank (see the Stop Drawing for location) to act as sawdust notches. Cut the stops to shape from the blank with a band saw or scroll saw. Sand both pieces smooth.

6. Apply the finish to the stops, base, and guide. Applying a small amount of paraffin to the top surface of the base helps the router slide more easily. Attach the stops to the straightedge with 1/8" flathead machine screws, washers, and wing nuts.

PUTTING THE STRAIGHTEDGE TO WORK
Start by laying out the location of the dadoes or stopped dadoes needed on the workpiece, and set the straight bit to the needed depth. With the router turned off, position it on the base, check the position of the straight bit against the marked dado, and clamp the straightedge in position. If you plan on cutting dadoes with the same straight bit used in step 6, position the front edge of the base directly on the inside line marking the dado. If using a larger or smaller bit, you will need to adjust the position of the straightedge accordingly. Holding the router firmly against the guide, start the router, and move it into the wood and along the guide to cut the dado. Move the router in the direction noted by the arrow on the Exploded-View Drawing.
For stopped dados, determine the length of the dado needed, position the stops, and tighten the wing nuts to hold the stops to the base. Position the straightedge on the workpiece and clamp it in position. Hold the router subbase against the guide but at a slight angle so the bit does not contact the piece to be routed. Start and lower the router to gently “plunge” the bit into the workpiece. Push the router from one stop to the other to rout the stopped dado. If available, a plunge router works great for stopped dados.

If you don’t have a jointer and need to edge-joint irregular boards, remove the stops and clamp the front edge of the straightedge to the board being straightened so a minimum of \( \frac{1}{16} \) of the irregular edge protrudes the entire length of the board. Using a straight bit, rout the irregular edge of the board straight.

---

Project Design: James R. Downing, Jim Bocelli
Photographs: Jim Kascoutras
Illustrations: Kim Downing, Bill Zaun

---

**Bill of Materials**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part</th>
<th>Finished Size</th>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Qty</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>( \frac{1}{4} )</td>
<td>plywood</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>( \frac{1}{4} ) ( \frac{3}{8} )</td>
<td>plywood</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Parts marked with an * are cut larger initially; then trimmed to finished size. Please read the instructions before cutting. Supplies: 2 — \( \frac{3}{8} \) \( x \) \( 1 \frac{1}{2} \) flathead machine screws with flat washers and wing nuts, polyurethane varnish, paraffin.
TRAVELING IN STYLE
Gregory Thomas, 33
Manitowoc, Wis.
Apprentice commercial electrician
Though he's a diehard Chevy man, Greg couldn't resist restoring this Ford "woodie" wagon, a 1930 Model A owned by friends.
Three hundred and fifty hours later, the woodie was ready to take first place at auto shows. Her value rose significantly, too — with offers of over $20,000.
Greg used another woodie to copy body and framing patterns, and he chose the same wood species used by Ford in the original woodies: maple framing with birch plywood panels and birch strips across the top. Floorboards are white oak. All wood parts were glued and screwed together and the framing bolts to the chassis. Valspar gloss plastic coat gives the wood protection and a high shine.

With the woodie behind him, this craftsman is content to build an occasional dashboard — leaving more time for his '32 Chevy coupe.

A CUSTOM ROLLTOP
FOR DAD
Scott Keller, 25
Arlington, Va.
Cabinetmaker
Scott only recently became a cabinetmaker. His woodworking, though, goes back to the days when he tagged along to work with his bricklayer father and "helped" the carpenters.
It turns out that Scott's father did himself a favor by bringing Scott along. This solid cherry rolltop desk was a gift from his son, who put 160 hours into it. Without plans, Scott simply measured another rolltop for basic dimensions. Then, he made a practical adjustment to the measurements.
While the model measured 45x47x30", Scott made his only 28" deep so that it could be moved through interior doorways. To make the mortise-and-tenon-jointed, 200-plus-lb. desk even more manageable, he built the top as a separate unit. And, he added a surprise: When the top rolls up, a switch depresses to turn on the desk light inside.
Scott applied a light coat of golden oak stain to pick up the grain. He finished the desk with seven coats of polyurethane.
A well-thought-out plan, Scott!
A CHALLENGE MATCH
Sean McClure, 14
Orem, Utah
Student
Sean likes a challenge. He describes
the chessboard he made of ebony
and satinwood squares as his “first
challenging project, after yo-yos
and birdhouses.” Because Sean
plays tournament chess, the board
fit his game plan perfectly.
Sean’s woodworking interest
comes naturally: His father is Paul
McClure, wood technology consul-
tant for WOOD Magazine. Dad
helped Sean some, but only
because the table saw was off-
limits. Young McClure did the
rest, and he told us precisely how.
Sean even routed a V-groove
between the squares, but says the
moldings were the hardest:
“First, I routed the edges of a
purpleheart board with Bosch’s
1/2” classical bit. When I ripped
the edges off, there were my moldings.
Then, I made a rabbet in the back
of the moldings, mitered the ends,
and glued them to the board. After
I put the purpleheart on, I made
the ebony moldings exactly the
same way, only I used Bosch’s 1/2”
cove bit. They went on the same
way, too. To fill the cove in the
ebony, I cut a strip of primavera
veneer and glued it in.”
Sean finished his board with
three coats of clear Def. We only
hope his chess game continues to
match his shop skills!

A RICH LOOK
Rich Goldman, 34
St. Louis, Mo.
Structural engineer
Rich both builds and designs.
He and his wife searched in vain
for a coffee table that “looked
somewhat Danish modern, yet
was rustic enough that it didn’t
say ‘don’t touch me,’” Rich
recalls. Together, they designed
this fluid-lined, butcher-block-style
table measuring 60” long, 23” wide,
and 16” and 12” high.
For an eye-catching effect,
Rich alternated the grain of white
pine strips (top grain, then edge
grain). He stained the table walnut
and, sanding with wet
or dry paper between coats,
applied satin-finish polyurethane.
Joints are 3/4”x3/4” tongue-and
groove. For load-bearing strength,
this structural engineer used
#8x1 1/2” wood screws placed at
90° angles from each other.

TO SUBMIT
YOUR PROJECTS...
Send a 35-mm color slide (no
prints, please), with the project
as the focal point and a simple
background — no people.
Include a capsule description —
materials, special joinery, finish,
and dimensions, for example.
WOOD will pay $25 for pub-
lished projects. Slides cannot be
returned unless you enclose a self-
addressed, stamped envelope.
Project Showcase
Better Homes and Gardens®
WOOD Magazine
Locust at 17th
Des Moines, IA 50336
Spice up somebody's table setting with these palm-sized mahogany and walnut shakers. They're nice to look at, nice to handle, and you can turn them out quicker than a wink.

1 Rip and crosscut parts A, B, and C to the size listed in the Bill of Materials. For part B you need 5/8" walnut stock. You can either resaw and sand thicker material to 5/8" or special-order (see the Buying Guide for our source).

2 Using the Side-View Drawing as a reference, glue and clamp the walnut and mahogany pieces into two equal-size stacks, keeping the edges flush. We alternated the grain direction of each layer, as shown in the Side-View Drawing, for stability and eye appeal.

3 After the glue has dried, scrape off the excess. Find the center points on the top of each lamination by marking diagonals from corner to corner. (Although it's not essential, we used a band saw to cut the laminations to rough shape prior to turning them.)

4 Mount one of the walnut and mahogany laminations on the lathe with the walnut against the tailstock. (We mounted each lamination between centers, as shown in the photo on the opposite page.)

5 Using a large gouge, round-down the laminated block to the largest cylinder size possible. (We started with a sharp gouge to ensure a good cut and minimal chipping.)

6 Bore a 3/4" hole through a piece of 3/4" scrap material (this block will serve as a mounting block later when the holes are being drilled in the shakers). Now, lay out the tenon (walnut end of the block) and turn it down to 3/4" diameter with a parting tool. Check the diameter with a pair of outside calipers as you turn it down. At just a hair over 3/4", stop the lathe, slide the tailstock and turned stock away from the live center, and check the fit of the...
tenon in the $\frac{3}{4}''$ hole you bored in the mounting block. Turn until the tenon fits snugly in the hole.

7 Using a piece of cardboard or hardboard and the Side-View Diagram as a reference, outline the profile of the finished shakers on it. Cut the profile template to shape.

8 Turn the stock down to about $\frac{1}{16}''$ over size, stopping the lathe periodically and checking the shape with the template as shown in photo above. (We marked lines on the template to correspond with the walnut stripes in the shaker for a more accurate contour.) Finish-sand the shaker to size.

9 Remove the shaker from the lathe and fit the tenon in the $\frac{3}{4}''$ hole in the mounting block. Center and clamp the shaker and mounting block to the drill press (see photo above). Using a $1\frac{1}{2}''$ flat-bottomed bit (we used a Forstner), bore a recess $\frac{3}{8}''$ deep in the nearly completed shaker. Without moving the shaker and mounting block, change to a $\frac{7}{8}''$ flat-bottomed bit and drill to a depth of $2\frac{1}{2}''$.

10 Remove the shaker from the mounting block and drill press, saw off the tenon, and sand the top end to shape. (When cutting the tenon off the end, we left on about $\frac{7}{16}''$ of the tenon, and then sanded the top to shape.)

11 Repeat steps 4 through 10 to fashion the other shaker.

12 Lay out the hole pattern on the top of each shaker and drill $\frac{1}{16}''$ holes (see the Hole-Pattern Drawing for help with this).

13 Apply several coats of finish, being careful not to clog the holes. (We finished ours with polyurethane to minimize the difference in color between end and edge grain.)

**BUYING GUIDE**

- $\frac{1}{8}''$ walnut, $\frac{1}{8}'' \times 5\frac{1}{2}'' \times 18''$, $5.36$, catalog no. W4601. Craftsman Wood Service, 1735 W. Cortland Ct., Addison, IL 60101 (312/629-3100).»

Project Design: James R. Downing
Photographs: Hopkins Associates
Illustrations: Bill Zaun
Want to sell your work? For fun and profit, try a...

CRAFTS FAIR!

Many woodworkers finance their favorite pastime, as well as travel, by selling at crafts fairs. If that's something you've been dreaming about, here's the information you need to get started.

Compared to all other ways of selling, crafts fairs give you an opportunity to sell a lot of your work at one time for full price. When you throw in the extras - like travel and having fun meeting other craftspeople and viewing their work - it's easy to see why crafts fairs have become so popular.

Selling direct at crafts fairs also means meeting the public, and discovering first-hand what they think of your products - both the good aspects and the bad. There will be plenty of work involved too, in packing, transporting, unloading, setting up, selling, and tearing down. For all this, those who regularly sell at crafts fairs will tell you there's no guarantee of success. Yet, each year thousands of woodworkers and other craftspeople find crafts fairs just the ticket for selling their work, and they have fun, too.

CRAFTS FAIRS OF ALL SIZES
Club and church bazaars represent the smallest and simplest type of craft fair. At the other end lie the giant, three- and four-day-long events frequently held in posh metropolitan convention centers. In between fall the majority - the one- and two-day fairs usually held outdoors in summer, with anywhere from 25 to maybe 500 exhibiting craftspeople.

More and more shopping malls host fairs on weekends. (For sources that list these and other fairs, see the box at the end of this article.)

All crafts fairs fall into one of two categories: juried or non-juried. A juried fair has judges who review slides of your work and either accept or reject it for entry based on their criteria for craftsmanship, originality, and suitability for that particular fair. You need to submit entries to juried fairs months in advance, complete with a $10 to $25 non-refundable jury fee.

Most non-juried fairs operate on a first-come, first-served basis. Occasionally they'll set limits on the number of craftspeople selling any one media (wood, ceramics, prints, watercolors, or weaving).

HOW TO SELECT A CRAFTS FAIR TO ATTEND
Because crafts fairs not only differ in size, location, and attendance, but also in management, amount of promotion, and type of clientele, there's no well-defined, tried-and-true technique for picking a fair where sales will be good. Experienced exhibitors, however, such as David DiZinno, of Wellington, Ohio, have developed working guidelines that help increase their chances of sales success.

David, who for 18 years has traveled to as many as 35 crafts fairs a year selling his wood mosaics, prefers to attend juried fairs. "These fairs emphasize quality," he says. "And if the fair isn't held in a cultural wasteland, the buyers come expecting to pay for it. Serious buyers usually want to see and talk to the artist or craftsperson who made the work. Size makes little difference. You can still make good money at a small crafts fair. It's the people attending that count."

Over the years, David says he has learned to spot the types of people who'll likely buy his work. "They look well-dressed, and typically ask intelligent questions."

Woodturner Cleat Christiansen, from Ogden, Utah, sells at 16 fairs a year from coast to coast. In the 4½ years he's been attending fairs, he's also come to limit himself to only juried fairs. "If you're going to travel any distance at all, you might as well go where the money is," he advises.

Even juried fairs prove chancy, though, since you can't count on being "juried in" from one year to the next. But, as Frank Garvelink, a Marcellus, Michigan woodworker says: "Crafts fairs are like the stock market; you learn to run with the blue chips." In his 12 years of marketing band-sawn baskets, he has sold at up to 30 crafts fairs a year.

Business cards passed out at crafts fairs can lead to future sales.

John T. Burke
Woodworker
1912 Lexington Dr.
Woodland, N.Y. 00000
Phone: 712/555-1100
712/555-2390

Handcrafted wooden toys and accessories for the home

Print this article
Although juried fairs seem to be preferred by many craftspeople, don't let that stop you from trying a non-juried fair. One, or several, might work for you.

Even with this advice under your belt, there are still hundreds of juried, and many non-juried, fairs to pick from. So where do you turn next? To fellow craftspeople and artists who regularly make their way around the crafts fair "circuit." Word-of-mouth recommendations from folks who have been to a good fair even helps out the pros.

"I talk to all kinds of crafts—men and women — painter's, jewelers, potters. Anyone who does work in the same class or level as mine can tell me what I might expect at an untired fair," David tells us. "I might get 10 opinions, then take the consensus."

The monthly magazine, *Sunshine Artists U.S.A.*, lists hundreds of fairs by state (see source box at end of article) and provides additional information on entry fees, types of work featured, and where to write. It also rates recent fairs, tells what sold best, and gives pertinent comments of interest to exhibitors. The woodworkers we talked to rely on this reference to supplement their other information.

They also agree with these guidelines to use in selecting a crafts fair:

- Crafts fairs associated with celebrations and festivals often draw fun-seekers rather than buyers.
- Check a fair's pedigree. Local arts and crafts councils, civic organizations, or culturally related groups usually sponsor quality shows with a buying crowd.
- Shopping mall crafts fairs can bring in lots of traffic, but the hours (typically 10 a.m. to 9 p.m.) can be grueling. And, these fairs are usually held in the off-buying months of April and October, rather than during the summer or around major gift-giving holidays such as Mother's Day or Christmas.
- One-day fairs can be profitable, but you might as well choose a longer fair to make it worthwhile.
- Look for longevity. First-time fairs may be a gamble if you don't know the area's buying potential.

- Check out the economic climate where the fair will be held. A local industry layoff, for example, could mean less money for spending.

After you've done your homework, trying visiting a few of the crafts fairs you'd like to enter in the future. You'll get a feel for the buying atmosphere, and actually see what's selling at the time. "Even then," remarks Cleat, "you won't know for sure that your things will sell until you do the show."

**WHAT IT COSTS TO SELL YOUR WORK**

Small bazaars normally charge only a token fee for a table, but expect to pay $50 to $75 for an 8x'10' or 10x10' space at an average-sized, two-day crafts fair. Some will cost as much as twice that; others, less. As noted before, juried shows also charge a non-refundable jury fee to evaluate your products.

You'll need a booth or display with signs. For a first-time fair...Continued on page 86
Drying green wood with pile up with the lumber: from wood stock you've

Air-dry your own stock? Why not? Many woodworkers do and so can you.

If you harvest the wood and saw it yourself, all you'll have invested will be your time, labor, and pocket change — providing you already own the equipment.

You'll save at least 50 percent over the retail price of good, kiln-dried hardwood by buying green logs and having them custom-sawed at a mill for 15 to 30 cents a board foot. Even if you purchase green, fresh-sawn boards from the mill (at about 50 cents per board foot more), you'll come out ahead. And if you're patient, understand the principles, and adhere to time-tested technique, you'll have top-quality wood for your projects. Some craftsmen swear air-dried stock works better, and looks richer in color when made up, than the kiln-dried variety.

**GREEN WOOD: HOW WET IT IS**

Depending on the species, the moisture content of green wood normally ranges from 40 percent in heartwood to as much as 70 percent in sapwood. Once a tree has been felled, the wood starts drying out, and continues drying until its moisture content balances with the relative humidity of the air surrounding it. At this stage, we call it “seasoned.”

But even seasoned wood, like a sponge, can absorb or lose moisture. Depending on the species, this may take a few days or a few weeks. A finish simply slows the process down. While you'll never completely prevent wood from changing its moisture content, you can control to some degree how much it fluctuates.

You want to dry the wood to a moisture content equal to the average relative humidity of the place where it will eventually be used. In most cases, that'll be inside your home.
Mother Nature's help alone takes time and effort, but your rewards besides saving a bundle, you'll take extra pride in projects made processed yourself.

For most of us in the U.S., that means seasoned wood should have a working moisture content of about eight or nine percent; in very humid areas slightly higher; in dry parts of the country, slightly lower. You can call the nearest National Weather Service office for average relative humidity where you live. If your home is humidity-controlled, contact your local heating and cooling dealer for this information.

When naturally seasoned wood reaches the desired moisture content, it remains as stable as any other stock you've worked, provided it won't be subjected to extreme dryness or wetness.

BEFORE YOU BEGIN DRYING: TIPS FOR SOUND, SEASONED STOCK

Green wood shrinks as it dries. That's a fact you can't escape; but you can control the rate. Stress from too rapid moisture loss causes wood movement that produces cracks, checks, and warpage. To prevent such problems you slow down the drying process, but not so much that the wood becomes susceptible to moisture-related fungi growth that will stain, mold, and lead to decay.

The key: properly locating and carefully building the stack. On the following pages you'll learn the right way to lay up your lumber. But even before you start, there are some things you can do to ensure good results.

• Select only straight-grained boards with minimal defects. Boards with knots and sap pockets tend to check and warp more than clear, defect-free lumber. Figured wood, with uneven grain patterns, will check more than unfigured wood.

• Stock 1" to 2" thick air-dries best. Thinner boards warp when stacked; thicker ones dry too slowly and unevenly.

• Start with check-free wood. End grain dries 10 times faster than other surfaces, so expect some checking on board ends. You can minimize loss to checking by cutting off any checked ends before drying, then coating the newly exposed wood with a sealer. Use aluminum paint, roofing cement, or a commercial sealant such as Mobilizer-M or Sealite 60, available from woodworking supply dealers. Or, you may do what sawmills do — leave about 3" extra length on each end of the board for trimming later.

• Don't try to dry boards wider than 12'. Wide boards cup more than narrow boards because wood shrinks more in width than length.

• Allow for shrinkage and surfacing. If you don't plan to seal the ends, rough-saw the boards at least 1/4" thicker and wider, and 6' or so longer.

HANDLING THICK STOCK

Thick, short carving blocks, bowl blanks for wood turning, slabs, and chunks from short sections of log pose special problems if air-drying because they are thick.

For best results with these, split them out from the section of log and cut out the pith (central core of the log), as shown above right. Then, either seal all sides to slow down the moisture loss, or wrap the piece tightly in a double-layer of newspaper and tape all seams (the newspaper slowly wicks away moisture). Place the sealed or wrapped wood in a warm, dry area where air can circulate around it (on stickers or across rafters), and weigh it periodically. When it stops losing weight, the wood has dried.

The time it takes varies with the wood, the thickness, and the method, of course, but a 2'-long, 6"-thick chunk of basswood wrapped in newspaper may dry in a month. Unwrapped, sealed wood may take three months or more.

To make smaller but unsawed pieces (called fitches) from a log section, first trim away the bark from the sides, and, if you want, square them up (A). Next, quarter the log with two cuts (B). Then, split out with the pith (shaded area in C).

HOW TO TELL DRY WOOD

Relying entirely on the old adage "one year of drying time per inch of thickness" to gauge dryness may not work for some very thick wood, and for some people in some places. But you'll need more accuracy for quality, air-dried stock. In many cases, that "one year" might actually be too long a time.

According to guidelines established by the U.S. Forest Service's Forest Products Laboratory, in Madison, Wis., you can air-dry many hardwoods outdoors to 15-20 percent moisture content in 45-60 days. That's in sunny, temperate, not too humid, weather — late spring to early summer and late summer to mid-fall if you go by the seasons.

To lower the moisture content below 15 percent, you have to move the wood to a heated room approximating the humidity and temperature of where you plan to use it. For this final drying, the wood must be restacked with stickers just as it was outside.

To know what's happening, experts recommend you check your wood's moisture content.
Air-drying green wood

all through the drying process with a moisture meter. Or, you can use the “oven-dry” method explained below.

**MEASURING MOISTURE CONTENT WITH THE OVEN-DRY METHOD**
Select a sample board, representative of the thickness and type of wood you’re drying, from close to the middle of your lumber stack. From it, crosscut a 1”-wide piece about 2” from one end. Avoid knots or other defects. Weigh the test piece and record its weight. Place the piece in an oven set at 215°F and check it periodically until it no longer loses weight (usually about 24 hours).

Subtract the sample’s weight after oven-drying from its initial weight to find the weight of the lost moisture. Then, divide the moisture weight by the oven-dry weight to find the percentage of moisture content your wood has at that stage.

Here’s an example: A piece of wood weighs 10 ozs. before drying and 8 ozs. after. The 2-oz. difference represents the weight of the lost moisture. Dividing 2 by 8 gives you .25, or 25 percent moisture content.

You can use the sample board to cut test pieces from throughout the air-drying process. When the wood reaches the moisture content you need, it’s ready to work.

But don’t stop yet. Dry wood, unless it’s stored with care, can absorb a lot of the moisture you’ve already removed. After air-drying outdoors, don’t move the wood into a high-humidity basement, for example. Remember, the temperature and humidity of the room where you store it should be about the same as where you’ll use the wood.

Wherever possible, store lumber flat to avoid warping from its own weight. If you can’t, keep the boards as near vertical as possible in an upright rack to avoid bowing.

If you have room for flat storage, sticker the boards to allow air circulation under and through them.

**HOW HUMIDITY AFFECTS DRY WOOD**
It may take as long as two weeks, but dry wood will always balance its moisture content with the relative humidity, as shown in the graph, above right. Scientists call this phenomenon equilibrium moisture content (EMC).

**SEASONING SECRETS: THEY’RE IN THE STACK**
Seasoning green wood may be extra work, but worth it. The traditional way calls for stacking the pile carefully, separating each board from the one above and below it with 1” wood strips called stickers. The boards must also be separated from their neighbors in each layer by a 1” air space.

Many consider a 4x8’ pile ideal size because a sheet of plywood can be used for protection on top. Stability of the stack governs how high you build it.

Where you site the stack, how you lay down the boards, and the way you protect them, become just as critical as drying time.

**Choosing a Site**
Furniture and cabinet stock should dry slowly to minimize defects. That’s why you need to select a pile site before you bring the wood home — so you can sticker and stack the wood immediately.

Avoid damp, boggy areas, overhanging trees that drop leaves and twigs, and the sunniest spot in the yard. Face one end of the pile into the prevailing wind.

If you can build the pile inside an open barn or shed, the wind and weather won’t be problems. But in an enclosed space, such as a garage or attic, you may need to install a fan to circulate air.

**Build a solid foundation**
Our lumber pile, illustrated right, has a typical foundation for a 4x8’ stack built up to 6’ high.

To keep ground moisture from infiltrating the lower layers, first put down some polyethylene sheeting or asphalt roofing felt. On top of the moisture barrier, set concrete blocks to support the two long 4x6” beams called mudsills. Together, the mudsills and concrete blocks keep the bolsters and bottom boards of the pile at least 1’ off the ground, away from any possible water or mud damage.

To avoid any bowing and warping an uneven pile might cause, the 4x4” bolsters, or crosspieces, must be level with each other and an equal distance apart. Use a long, straight board or a mason’s line to check alignment, and shim to level if necessary. (Note: Your pile can have a slight downhill slope.)

**Sticker and stack with care**
Have enough stickers on hand to support all your lumber. For each layer in a 4x8’ pile, you’ll need at least five stickers — one over every bolster, if you set them on 24” centers, and one on each end. If your boards sag a bit, reshuffle the pile and narrow up the bolsters to 16” centers. Careful, though, too many stickers impede airflow.

Always use clean, dry hardwood for your stickers. It’s best to make them from the same species of wood you’re drying. Otherwise, use birch, maple, poplar, white oak, or willow. Woods such as walnut and red oak tend to stain dissimilar woods.

To start the stacking, center your first layer of stickers directly on the bolsters, as shown. Next, lay down a layer of low-grade lumber to help shield the good wood from ground moisture. Now you can stack the rest of your boards, keep-
Green Wood Stacked for Air-Drying

How long green wood takes to dry
Drying days listed for the more popular hardwoods are minimum spring and summer days to arrive at a wood moisture content of 20 percent in 2"-thick stock.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HARDWOOD</th>
<th>DAYS TO DRY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Birch, yellow</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Butternut</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherry</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hickory</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maple, hard</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oak, red</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oak, white</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walnut, black</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ing the stickers aligned and allowing about 1' of space between each board in a layer. Make certain all boards in the same layer are the same thickness.

Since thick boards tend to check or warp if dried too quickly, place them in the lower third of the pile. There, they'll dry more slowly.

Protect your drying wood
Top off the pile with a layer of lower-grade lumber, then cover it with plywood — stickered, of course. This protects your good boards from direct sunlight, rain, and snow. A stack in an area exposed to sunshine most of the day may need to have the sides shaded with light canvas or other woven material that "breathes."

Use bricks, cement blocks, or stones to weight the pile and keep the cover in place.

Maintaining the stack
Providing you've taken all the precautions in stock preparation, sitting and building the foundation, and laying up the boards, there'll be little to do except keep debris clear while you're waiting. You'll also need to keep your eye out for "wild" boards that in warping, may throw the pile out of kilter. If that happens, remove the outlaw board and restack.

Check the drying rate visually. Look for excessive checking or warp, which means wood is drying too quickly and needs more protection from wind and sun. Spotting the dark stains of mold and fungus indicates too slow drying, and calls for opening up the pile to more sun and wind.

Written by Jim Barrett and Peter J. Stephano
Photograph: Peter J. Stephano
Illustrations: Jim Stevenson
Quilt Rack

CRAFT A COUNTRY CLASSIC

Cold drafts snaked through homes like clouds through a mountain pass. And when the logs in the old wood stove died down to mere embers in the wee hours of the morning, one didn't want to have to venture too far across a cold floor for an extra quilt or feather tick. There was no handler place to store that needed warmth than on a quilt rack next to the bed.

Share the beauty of treasured handiwork or a hand-me-down heirloom on this distinctive quilt rack. Practical and attractive, it fits nicely into most home decors.

FORMING THE END SECTIONS
1 To form the arches (A), cut two pieces of 1\(\frac{1}{16}\)" oak — often called \(\frac{3}{4}\) (six-quarter) stock — 9" wide by 14\(\frac{1}{2}\)" long. (We edge-joined narrower stock to make the 9" width.)
2 Using double-faced tape, stick the two arch blanks together face to face. Run the bottom edge of the arches over a jointer until the two are flush.
3. Draw a 1" grid measuring 9 x 14" on a piece of paper. Lay out the shape of the arch on the grid, using the Arch Grid on page 70 as a guide. To do this, mark the points where the arch outline crosses each grid line. Then, draw a line to connect the points.

Mark the center points for the 1" dowels (E) onto the grid. Apply spray adhesive to the back of the grid, and stick it to the arches. Position the grid so the bottom edge aligns with the bottom edge of the arch blanks.

4. With a scratch awl, indent the wood at each dowel center point on the face of the pattern. You'll use these points to locate and drill the 1" dowel holes later.

5. Cut the arches to shape (cut the top scrap in one piece and save it for use in clamping the end sections together later). With the arches taped together, sand all contoured edges flush with a drum sander. Remove the paper pattern and separate the two pieces.

6. Cut four pieces of 1¼" oak to 2 x 19" for the uprights (B). Now, **Continued.**
Quilt Rack

ARCH GRID
Each square = 1"

ENDS OF UPRIGHT (Full Size)

GRID FOR HALF OF BASE
Each square = 1"

Center point for locating dowel hole

Center point for locating screw and plug hole
using the full-sized drawing at left, lay out the ¼" radii and dowel-hole reference lines on each end of the uprights. Cut and drum-sand the uprights to shape. Using the dimensions on the Exploded-View Drawing, mark the dowel-hole center points for each ¾" dowel on the inside face of two of the uprights. Keep these two marked uprights together to assemble in the first end section later.

Using the same techniques as described in steps 2 through 5 and the grid drawing at left as a guide, lay out, cut, and drum-sand the two bases (C) to shape.

### ASSEMBLING THE END SECTIONS

1. Dry-clamp each end section together. As shown in the photo below, transfer the dowel-hole reference lines from the ends of each upright onto their mating arch and base pieces. (We used the scrap cutout from the top of each arch and the bottom of each base as straight edges to clamp against.) Labeling the mating pieces at each joint also helps speed up assembling each end section later.

2. Unclamp the end sections. Then, using a doweling jig, drill a pair of ½" holes 1½" deep where marked at each joint.

3. Cut sixteen ¾" dowels 2" long. Now, glue, dowel, and clamp each end section together.

4. Sand each end section smooth. Rout a ¾" round-over along all edges except the feet of the bases where shown on the Exploded-View Drawing.

### ASSEMBLING THE QUILT RACK

1. Cut the two cross members (D) to size. Next, cut three 1" dowels (E) and two ¾" dowels (F) to finished length (28¼"). If you have trouble finding oak dowels in your area, see our Buying Guide for a mail-order source.

2. Rout a ¼" ogee along the top edges of both cross members.

3. Snip the head end of a 1" brad, and chuck the brad into your drill. Using the brad as a bit, drill ¼"-deep holes (one in each of the two uprights and three in one of the arches) on the center points marked earlier. Snip the ends off five similar-sized brads so the brads are ¾" long. Insert a brad in each hole you just drilled. Place the second end section inside face down on top of the other end section. Align the bottom and side edges. Press the two end sections together to transfer the dowel-hole center point locations as shown in the drawing lower left.

4. Separate the end sections and remove the brads. Finally, drill a 1½" hole ¾" deep for each 1" dowel (E) and ¾" holes ¾" deep for each ¾" dowel (F) using the brad holes and indentations in each end section as guides.

5. Dry-clamp the quilt rack together with the dowels and cross members in position (note on the grid drawing that the top edge of the cross members aligns flush with the top edge of each base). Now, using the hole sizes shown on the Exploded-View Drawing, drill plug, shank, and pilot holes through each base (C) and into the ends of each cross member.

6. Glue and clamp the rack with all cross members and dowels in place between the end sections. Remove any excess glue after a tough skin forms. Fasten the cross members to the bases with #10 x 2½" flathead wood screws.

7. Plane a thicker piece of oak to ¾" thick. Cut ¾" plugs ¾" long from the oak. Plug the screw holes and sand the plugs flush.

### FINISHING UP

1. Finish-sand and apply the stain and finish. (We applied a walnut stain and polyurethane.)

### BUYING GUIDE

- Oak dowels. 1"-diameter dowel 36" long, $2.30 each (3 needed). ¾"-diameter dowel 36" long, $1.90 each (2 needed). Plus $2.50 handling. Woodworks, 4013-A Clay Ave., Fort Worth, TX 76117, or call 817/281-4447.

Project Design: Wes Gard
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In Grandma's house the kitchen canisters sat at arm's length from the stove, brimming full of the ingredients she used in her daily cooking. These oak canisters will convey the same functionality and charm in your kitchen. And as a bonus, we've thrown in an easy-to-make brass scoop. See page 75.

Note: The instructions explain how to make one canister, and the Bill of Materials gives the number of pieces required for one canister. Decide on how many canisters you want, and then cut and make as many parts as necessary. If making more than one, we suggest you cut all identical pieces at the same time to ensure uniformity and save time.

BUILDING THE CANISTER
1. Cut the canister back (A) to size. Using the Canister-Back Drawing above as a guide, lay out the radiused top edge, cut it to shape, and sand smooth.
2. Fit your router with a 3/8" cove bit, and rout the front top edge of the canister back where shown in the Exploded-View Drawing.
3. Cut the sides (B) to the size listed in the Bill of Materials. Then, mark and angle-cut each as follows: measure up 5 7/8" from the front bottom edge of one side, and make a mark. Now, draw a line from the mark across the grain to
the top back corner. Align your radial arm saw blade with the marked line, and make your cut. You can also make the cut using a table saw and miter gauge. Repeat for the other canister side.

4 Cut the canister front (C) to size plus ¼" in length. Tilt your saw blade 15° from vertical, and bevel-cut the top edge of the front to finished length (5 ¼").

5 Cut or rout a ¾" dado ¾" deep ¾" from the bottom edge of each side piece where shown on the Exploded-View Drawing.

6 Cut the bottom (D) to the size listed in the Bill of Materials. Then, cut or rout a ¾" rabbet ¾" deep along each edge.

7 Dry-clamp the parts together to check the fit. The bottom should fit a bit loose to allow for expansion, especially across the grain. Check the beveled top edge of the front against the angled top edge of the sides; sand or trim flush if necessary. Remove the clamps. Now, glue and clamp the canister together. Do not glue the bottom (D) in the rabbet, it “floats” freely.

8 Cut the hinge support (E) to size plus ¼" in width. Then, bevel-rip one edge at 15° to a finished width of 1 ¼". (For safety, we cut one long length for all the hinge supports; then bevel-ripped one edge of the length, and finally cut the pieces to finished length.)

9 Position and dry-clamp the hinge support to the canister. Now, drill the plug, shank, and pilot holes through the hinge support and into the sides (B) as dimensioned on the Exploded-View Drawing. Glue and screw the hinge support in place.

Continued
Kitchen Canisters

10 Plane a piece of scrap oak to ½" thick. Cut ⅜" oak plugs from the piece, and glue and insert them in the plug holes. Later, sand the plugs flush and the canister smooth.

FORMING AND FITTING THE TRIM
1 Cut and shape the base molding (F, G). (We cut an oak piece ¾x1x27" for each canister, and then planed it down to ½" thick.) Rout a ⅛" cove along one edge of the long piece. Miter-cut the front (F) and sides (G) to length.
2 Glue and clamp the molding pieces to the base of the canister. Remove any excess glue after a tough skin has formed. Later, sand the molding smooth. (To sand the coves, we wrapped sandpaper around a ¾" dowel.)

ADDING THE LID
Note: To form a tighter seal between the canister top and lid, we applied felt tape to the lid.
Applying felt to the bottom edge of the lid raises it ¼" above the hinge support (E). To compensate, plane the lid pieces (H, I, J) to ⅛½".
1 To form the lid sides (H) and back (I) cut a piece of ¾" oak to 1 x 22" long. Cut another piece to 1½x7½" for the contoured front (J). Now, plane, joint, or resaw both pieces to ⅛½".
2 Using carbon paper, transfer the full-sized Lid-Front Pattern below to a piece of paper. Use spray adhesive to stick the pattern to the lid front, and cut the contoured edge to shape (do not cut the ends yet). Sand the front edge smooth.

3 Cut or rout a ⅛" rabbet ⅛" deep along the inside edges of the lid pieces.
4 Miter-cut the parts (H, I, J) to the finished length listed in the Bill of Materials. Remove the paper pattern from the lid front. (We used this front as a template to mark the other fronts.)
5 Spread glue on the mating surfaces of the lid pieces, and band-clamp them together, checking for square.
6 Resaw the stops (K, L) to ⅛" thick. Now, rip these to ⅛" wide and miter-cut the parts to finished length. (For safety and ease in handling, we cut long strips to thickness and width on the band saw, and then miter-cut the long pieces to length.)

FINISHING AND FINAL ASSEMBLY
1 Finish-sand the canister and lid, sanding a very slight round-over on all sharp edges.
2 Have glass cut to size for each canister lid (see the Buying Guide for the size and our source).

3 Snip the head off a ¾" brad, chuck it in your hand drill, and use it as a bit to drill pilot holes in the stops (K, L).
4 Position the glass in the rabbet. Nail the stops in position with ½" brads and a light hammer (9 or 10 ounces) as shown in the photo below left. Set the brads. (Note in the photo, that we taped a piece of thin cardboard to the glass. This protects the glass when nailing and setting the brads.)
5 Apply the finish of your choice. (We stained our canisters first, and then applied polyurethane on the exterior and a salad-bowl finish on the inside.)
6 Apply self-adhesive felt tape to the underside of the lid sides and front. Also, adhere a strip of the felt tape along the back edge of the lid where shown in the drawing below. See the Buying Guide for our source of felt tape.
7 Finally, slide the lid assembly firmly against the hinge support (E), drill pilot holes, and screw the hinges in position.

---

**LID FRONT (Full Size)**

---

**BOTTOM SIDE OF COVER**

---
Brass Scoop

Top off your canister set with our oak and brass scoop. Not only does it complement the canisters, it's super-handly for removing those vital cooking ingredients.

MAKING THE SCOOP
1. Plane or resaw a scrap of oak to 1/2" thick. Mark a 2 1/2"-diameter circle on the 1/2" scrap. Cut the disk to shape for the scoop back (M). Drill a 1/2" hole through the center point and sand the disk smooth.

2. Cut a piece of 1/2" dowel stock to 4" long for the scoop handle (N). Sand a round-over on one end. (We sanded the round-over to shape on a belt sander.)

3. Glue the dowel handle in the hole in the scoop back. Later, scrape off any excess glue, finish sand, and apply the finish.

4. Using carbon paper, transfer the full-sized scoop pattern and hole locations to paper, and cut the paper to shape with a scissors. Apply spray adhesive to the paper pattern, and stick it to a piece of 4 x 5".010"-thick brass (most hobby stores sell thin brass sheets).

5. Cut the brass to shape with a scissors, and sand or file the cut edge smooth.

6. With the pattern still on the brass, drill the four 9/32" holes. Remove the paper pattern.

7. Roll the brass around a 16-ounce pop bottle to preform it. Now, position the rounded brass on the scoop back, and drill a 3/8" pilot hole 1/2" deep into the scoop back. Fasten the brass to the scoop back with a #6 x 1" brass wood screw. Keeping the brass tight against the scoop back, start at one side and work your way around the disk drilling holes and fastening the brass.

BUYING GUIDE
- Glass. Hand-blown full antique glass, 1/8 x 4 1/8 x 6 3/4", $5.50 each, or a set of four for $13 (both prices include shipping and handling). The Stained Glass Store, 3617 Ingersoll Ave., Des Moines, IA 50312, or call 515/279-4855.
- Hinges. Catalog no. D3018, 90 cents per pair. The Woodworkers' Store, 21801 Industrial Blvd., Rogers, MN 55374, or call 612/428-2199 to order.
- Felt tape. 1/4" width, catalog no. D1715, 35 cents per foot (28" needed per canister). The Woodworkers' Store, address above.

Project Design: Dave Ash
Photographs: Hopkins Associates; Jim Kascoutras
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Most spice racks do an adequate job of keeping herbs and other flavorings at the ready. But this project doesn’t stop there. It offers a bank of drawers and several shelves for storing your spices and displaying your favorite kitchenware. The antique glass doors and porcelain drawer knobs also add a fitting design accent to the quaint lines of the spice cabinet.

FIRST, CONSTRUCT THE CASE
1 Cut the case sides (A), inner shelves (B), and lower shelf (C) to the sizes listed in the Bill of Materials plus ¼" in width.
2 Using the dimensions on the Exploded-View Drawing, locate the four dadoes on the side pieces and cut ⅜" dadoes ⅞" deep. Now, cut a ⅛" rabbet ⅛" deep along the ends of each shelf. (We test-cut a rabbet in a piece of scrap and checked its fit in the dadoed sides first.)
3 Cut or rout a ⅛" rabbet ⅛" deep along the back inside edge of each side piece. (We cut our rabbets with a table saw. If you go this route, mount an auxiliary-wood fence to
your rip fence and a dado blade set to cut ¾” wide to the saw arbor. Measure and position the outside edge of the dado blade ⅝” from the outside edge of the wooden fence. Start the saw and raise the blade ¾” above the surface of the saw table and into the wood fence. Cut the rabbet as shown in photo A.  

Joint, plane, or saw ⅜” off the front edge of sides and shelves to remove any chipping that may have occurred when you cut the dadoes and rabbets.  

Using double-faced tape, stick the sides together face to face, making sure to align the dadoes and rabbet. Set your compass at 3” and lay out the radius on the lower front corner of the sides where shown in the Exploded-View Drawing. Cut the radius to shape, sand smooth, separate the pieces, and remove the tape.  

Lay out and cut ¾”-wide stopped dadoes ¼” deep into the bottom side of the top shelf and the top side of the center shelf where shown in the Exploded-View Drawing. Cut or rout the stopped dadoes to size. (After marking the location of the dadoes, we clamped the two shelves together with the front edge of one butting the front edge of the other. Then, we clamped a straight board to act as a fence and used a ¾” straight bit to rout the stopped dadoes as shown in photo B.) Finally, chisel the rounded ends of the dadoes square.  

Cut the dividers (D) to size. Then, dry-clamp the case together to check the fit of all joints. Remove the clamps and sand all the pieces smooth. Next, glue and clamp the parts together checking for square as shown in photo C. Also, remember to keep the shelves flush with the inside edge of the rabbet on the back edge of the sides. Remove any excess glue.  

NOW, ADD THE TOP, TRIM, CLEAT, AND BACK  

1 Cut the top of the case (E) to size. Then, rip and crosscut a piece of ¾” oak to 1⅛x22⅛” for the top trim (F). On a piece of paper draw a ⅛” grid. Using the Trim Grid at left as a guide, mark the points where the trim outline crosses each grid line. Connect the points to complete the pattern. Apply spray adhesive to the back of the pattern and stick it on the trim piece. Cut the trim piece to shape and remove the pattern.  

2 Cut the cleat (G) to size. Then, rout a ¾” round-over along the top (E) and cleat where shown in the Exploded-View Drawing. Drill two mounting holes in the cleat. (The size and spacing of these depends on how you hang the spice shelf. Use flathead wood screws if you can locate wall studs; toggle bolts if you can’t.)  

3 Finish-sand the top of the case, the trim piece, and the cleat. Dry-clamp the top to the case with the back edges flush and a ¾” overhang at both ends. Measure in 1⅛” from the ends of the top (where shown on the Exploded-View Drawing), and drill plug, shank, and pilot holes to the sizes listed on the drawing. Glue and screw the top to the case. Add oak plugs and sand the surface smooth.  

Continued
## Bill of Materials

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part</th>
<th>Finished Size*</th>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Qty.</th>
<th>Part</th>
<th>Finished Size*</th>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Qty.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>¾&quot; x 6&quot; x 22&quot;</td>
<td>oak</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>¾&quot; x 2½&quot; x 3½&quot;</td>
<td>oak</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>¾&quot; x 5½&quot; x 21&quot;</td>
<td>oak</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>½&quot; x 2½&quot; x 5½&quot;</td>
<td>oak</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>¾&quot; x 2½&quot; x 21½</td>
<td>oak</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>½&quot; x 2½&quot; x 2½&quot;</td>
<td>oak</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>¾&quot; x 5&quot; x 7½</td>
<td>oak</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>¾&quot; x 2½&quot; x 5½&quot;</td>
<td>oak/plywood</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>¾&quot; x 5½&quot; x 24</td>
<td>oak</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>¾&quot; x 1½&quot; x 22½</td>
<td>oak</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>¾&quot; x 1&quot; x 21</td>
<td>oak</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>¼&quot; x 21½&quot; x 22½</td>
<td>oak</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Parts marked with an * are cut larger initially; then trimmed to finished size. Please read the instructions before cutting.*

### THE TWO DOORS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part</th>
<th>Finished Size*</th>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Qty.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>¾&quot; x 1&quot; x 7½</td>
<td>oak</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
<td>¾&quot; x 1&quot; x 6½</td>
<td>oak</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>¼&quot; x ¾&quot; x 6½</td>
<td>oak</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>¼&quot; x ¾&quot; x 5½</td>
<td>oak</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### THE SIX DRAWERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part</th>
<th>Finished Size*</th>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Qty.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>¾&quot; x 2½&quot; x 3½</td>
<td>oak</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>½&quot; x 2½&quot; x 5½</td>
<td>oak</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O</td>
<td>½&quot; x 2½&quot; x 2½</td>
<td>oak</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>¾&quot; x 2½&quot; x 5½</td>
<td>oak/plywood</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Supplies:
- double-faced tape, #8 x ¼"
- F-H wood screws, #17 x ¼" wire nails, ¾" brads, ½" screw hole buttons, spray adhesive, stain, polyurethane, salad bowl finish

## Cutting Diagram

- ¾" x 7¼" x 96" Oak
- ¾" x 3½" x 48" Oak
- ½" x 7¼" x 48" Oak
- ¼" x 48 x 48" Oak Plywood

## Attaching the Hinges

1. Set edge of leaf flush with face of door. Hinge mortise ¼" deep
2. Step 1 Mark location, chisel mortise, drill holes, and fasten leaf in mortise.
3. Step 2 Insert hinge pins. With the door centered on opening, scribe vertical hinge location lines.
4. Step 3 Center hinge on marks, top flush with front edge. Mark screw centers, drill pilot holes, and fasten each leaf.

## NEXT, BUILD THE DOORS

1. For the door frames, cut four strips of ¾" oak 1 x 16" long. Now, rout or cut a ½" rabbet ¾" deep along one edge of each piece where shown on the Rabbet Detail accompanying the Exploded-View Drawing. Then, miter-cut the door tops and bottoms (I) and sides (J) to finished length.
2. Glue and clamp each door frame together with band clamps, checking for square. Later, scrape off the excess glue.
3. To make the stops (K, L) from ¾" oak stock, resaw long strips to ¾" thickness, cut to ½" wide, and then miter-cut the stops to length.
4. Snip the head off a 1" brad. Chuck the brad in your drill, and use it as a bit to drill two pilot holes through each stop (K, L).
5. Using the three-step drawing at left as a guide, attach the hinges to the doors and then to the cabinet sides. Hang the doors.
6. Drill a ¾" hole ¾" deep in each divider (D) to accept the magnetic catches. Insert one in each hole. Close the doors almost completely, and mark where the magnetic catch makes contact with the back of each door. Remove the doors, and then drill a pilot hole and drive a mating screw for each magnetic catch.
7. To mount the porcelain knobs, measure up ¾" from the bottom of each door and drill a ¾" pilot hole ½" deep for each knob. (Instead of using the machine screw that comes with the knobs, we substituted a #8 x 1¼" round-head wood screw in its place.)

*Continued on page 85*
Before the introduction of the fancy hardware and fasteners we enjoy today, the early furniture makers had to rely on devices fashioned from wood.

When building trestle tables, the Shakers developed the wedge key to secure the cross member to the base ends. Tapped into place, the wedge key secured the joint. Tapped back out, it allowed the table base to be quickly disassembled for ease in moving.

Finally, a paper-towel holder you don't have to hide under the kitchen sink! In fact, you'll want to mount it in a prominent spot to show off the intriguing wedge-key joint that secures the towel roller in place.

START WITH THE END PIECES

1. Rip and crosscut two pieces of 3/4" oak to 7 1/4" wide by 8 1/2" long. Then, using double-faced tape, stick the two oak pieces together face to face with the edges flush. Using the drawing of the end piece (A) on the next page as a guide, lay out the shape and hole location on one of the end pieces.
Holder

2 Cut the two notches in the taped-together end pieces using a table saw and miter gauge.

3 Drill a 1" hole through the pieces, backing the bottom piece with scrap to prevent chip-out. Using the End Drawing as a guide, lay out the recess for the wedge key on one end piece and the pin on the other. Stick the end pieces to your workbench top with double-faced tape.

4 To form the wedge-key and dowel-pin slots, start by fitting your router with a 3/8"-core box bit set to cut to a depth of 3/16". Attach an edge guide to your router base, and position the inside edge of the guide exactly 3/4" from the center of the bit. As shown in the photo above, rout a 2 3/4"-long slot for the wedge key on one of the end pieces. Flip the end pieces over, retape to the workbench, and rout a 1 1/2"-long recess centered over the 1" hole for the 1/4" dowel pin.

5 Cut the end pieces to shape with a band saw or jigsaw; then sand the contoured edges smooth. Separate the two pieces and remove the double-faced tape.

6 Cut a 1"-diameter dowel to 14 1/2" long. For a smooth fit of the dowel through the 1" hole in each end

Continued

Bill of Materials

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part</th>
<th>Finished Size</th>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Qty.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>3/4&quot;</td>
<td>Oak</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>3/4&quot;</td>
<td>Oak</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>3/4&quot;</td>
<td>Oak</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>3/4&quot;</td>
<td>Oak</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>3/4&quot;</td>
<td>Oak</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Supplies: 1" Oak dowel, 1/4" Oak dowel, double-faced tape, paraffin, #8x1" flathead wood screws, #8x1 1/2" flathead wood screws, stain, finish, toggle bolts.
Paper Towel Holder

piece, sand the inside of each hole larger. (We made the drum sander shown in the photo below.) You can make one by cutting a 4"-long kerf in one end of a 7" length of 3/8" dowel. Cut a piece of sandpaper to 4x4", insert one end of the sandpaper into the 4" kerf, and wrap the sandpaper counterclockwise around the dowel. Secure the drum sander in the drill chuck and sand the inside of each 1" hole.

CUTTING THE OTHER PARTS AND ASSEMBLING THE HOLDER

1. Cut the front apron rail (B), rear rail (C), and shelf (D) to size (refer to the Front-Apron Drawing to lay out B). Clamp both rails to the end pieces. Then, drill 3/8" plug holes 1/2" deep through the front and rear rails where shown in the Exploded-View Drawing. Now, drill a 3/8" shank hole through the center of the 3/8" plug holes until the drill bit makes contact with the end piece. Switch to a 3/4" bit, and drill 3/4" deep into each end piece, centered in each of the 3/8" holes.

2. Remove the clamps. Measure in 2" from each end of the back rail, and drill and countersink two mounting holes. Glue and screw the rails and end pieces together. Remove any glue after it forms a tough skin.

3. Rout a 1/4" round-over along the front and side top edges of the shelf. Center the shelf on the base assembly with the back edges flush, and clamp in position. Drill the screw and plug holes — same size as those used to attach the rails — through the shelf and into the end pieces. Finally, screw the shelf to the base assembly.

4. Plug all the screw holes and sand the project smooth.

5. Insert the dowel through the end pieces, and center it in the assembly. Using the earlier cut slots as guides, mark the location of the pin and wedge-key hole locations on the dowel. Remove the dowel, and drill a 1/4" hole through one end of the dowel for the pin and another 1/4" hole in the other end for the wedge key.

6. Cut the wedge key (E) to size using the full-sized drawing below as a guide. With a sharp 1/4" chisel, form the tapered wedge-key slot in the 1" dowel to the shape shown in the drawing.

7. Cut a 1/4" dowel to 1 1/2" long. Center and glue it in the 1/4" pin hole in the 1" dowel.

FINISHING UP

1. Remove the 1" dowel from the holder. Finish-sand the holder, wedge key, and dowel. Stain and finish as desired.

2. Using toggle bolts (for drywall), fasten the holder to the wall.

Country-Classic Section
Produced by Marlene Kemmet
Graphic Design by Perry McFarlin
Project Design: Dave Ashe
Photographs: Jim Kascoutas; Hopkins Associates
Illustrations: Kim Downing, Jim Stevenson
BUILD A CLASSIC

2 Full Size Patterns for Chrysler Sedan & Graham Bros. Truck........$10.00
10 Spoke Wheels.........$7.50
Catalog..........................$1.50

TOY DESIGNS
DEPT. BW 187 • Box 441
NEWTON, IOWA 50208

Queen Anne Leg
by
Adams Wood Products, Inc.

Prompt delivery
Any quantity
Different styles & sizes
Various woods

FREE BROCHURE
974 Forest Dr., Dept. M-2
Morrristown, TN 37814
615/587-2942

Horton Brasses
Nooks Hill Road, P.O. Box 120J
Cromwell, CT 06416 (203) 635-4400

Horton Brasses are authentic copies of 17th, 18th, 19th & early 20th century pulls

Mfrs. of Cabinet & Furniture Hardware for Homes & Antiques.
Send $2.00 for a Catalogue.

National Carvers Museum

LEARN
WOODCARVING
AT HOME

Receive sample of woodcarving magazine.
Includes copy of Mallet monthly magazine.

Send $1.00 to The National Carvers Museum, 14960 Woodcarver Rd., Monument, CO 80132.
(303) 481-4737

New and Unusual Tool Catalog
Over 100 pages of latest tools, and woodworking hand tools.
Low prices. Send for free catalog today.

A NEW TOOL!

Just set your blade, accu-joint will index your work exactly!

ONLY $39.95

Morse Design, Inc.
P.O. Box 195
Boston, MA 02123

TO ORDER – INFO
CALL 1-800-222-8011
Mass. (617) 262-8436

Power Tools

$5.00 per piece

Metall Parts Kits at Low Factory Discount Prices

12-In. Band Saw
16-In. Band Saw
Wood Shaper
6-In. Belt Sander
10-In. Tilt Arbor Saw
Lathe/Drill Press Comb.

Gilliom Mfg., Inc.

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

1700 Sether Ave., Dept. BW701
St. Charles, Mo. 63303
Phone (314) 724-1812

Make Signs?

If you make or are interested in wood signs, you'll want SignCraft — the magazine for the sign artist. You'll see creative wood signs in every issue — carved, routed and sandblasted — plus how to, pricing, technical help and more! Your satisfaction is guaranteed:

- 1 yr. (6 issues) . . . . $21
- 2 yr. Outside U.S. (U.S. funds) $27

SignCraft Magazine
P.O. Box 6031-W, Ft. Myers, FL 33906

Make Whirligigs Wood Toys

100's of plans, parts, kits, books, finishes & supplies for toys, whirligigs, classic autos, swing sets, dollhouses, crafts & furniture. Also toy, craft, game & furniture parts in maple, oak, walnut & cherry. Bulk prices available. Color catalog subscription $1. (614) 484-4363

Cherry Tree Toys, Box 369-405, Belmont, OH 43508

Rare —
MACASSAR EBONY

Magnificent Grain,
high figure or subtle.

MATCHLESS DIMENSIONS,
1" up to 9" thick, 4" up to 20" wide.
Random lengths to 9 feet. Best selection available in the U.S.
LOWEST COST from a DIRECT IMPORTER, NO MINIMUM ORDER.

A. Eisenbrand, Inc.
4100 Spencer Street, Suite EW6
Torrance, CA 90803
(213) 542-3576

Miter/Bevel Gauge Set
For a precise setting of blade, miter or bevel on radial arm saws. Eliminate trial and error.

Six Angles, 15°—16°—22.5°—30°—45°—60°, included in set. Each angle attaches to bar. You will find many uses in the shop or home. Patent Pending. Rush order today—ONLY $29.95

Please send payment with order. Shipping/handling included.

Robert S. Smith Inc.
Dept. WF 87
P.O. Box 17330
Phoenix, Arizona 85014

Watch for other new products from Robert S. Smith Inc., an Innovation Company. Dealer inquiries invited.
WOODWORKERS’ SOURCE
The New 1987 Catalog

The original is at Independence Hall
The kit is in our catalog.

Kit $198, assembled finished $329.

Please send your color catalog of authentic museum reproduction furniture kits. Things page, powder, paint and stain. I’m enclosing $2.

Name
Address
City State Zip

Chassett Colonial
by Wooden

Get Help Like Jason Robards Got.
Call The National Council on Alcoholism In Your Area.
Or write NCA, 733 Third Avenue, N.Y., N.Y. 10017
CUT AND ASSEMBLE THE DRAWERS
1. Cut one piece of $\frac{3}{4}''$ oak to $2\frac{3}{4}'' \times 22''$ for the drawer fronts (M), and two pieces of $\frac{1}{2}''$ oak to $2\frac{3}{4}'' \times 35''$ for the sides (N). (We planned $\frac{3}{4}''$ stock down to $\frac{1}{2}''$ thickness for the sides and backs).
2. Now, rout or cut a $\frac{1}{4}''$ rabbet $\frac{1}{4}''$ deep along the bottom side of one of the three pieces.
3. Set a stop on your saw and cut the fronts $\frac{3}{16}''$ long. Reposition the stop and cut the sides to length. Cut a $\frac{1}{2}''$ rabbet $\frac{3}{8}''$ deep along both ends of each drawer front.
4. Cut the backs (O) and bottoms (P) to finished size.
5. Glue and clamp the drawers together checking for square. Later, realign the clamps and check the fit of all drawers in the opening. Sand if necessary.
6. To locate the drawer pulls, position all the drawers in the opening, and then draw a line across the fronts $1\frac{1}{2}''$ up from the bottom edge of the drawer fronts. Remove the drawer fronts, and drill a $\frac{7}{8}''$ pilot hole for the pulls through each front through the line and centered from side to side.

ADD THE FINISHING TOUCHES
1. Remove all the hardware (except the magnetic catches——just cover them with masking tape). Then, apply stain to all the pieces, being sure to wipe on with the grain. Later, apply several coats of finish. (We applied two coats of polyurethane stain to the case, doors, and drawer exteriors; two coats of salad bowl finish to the drawer interiors.)
2. Glue and nail the back (H) in position. Reattach the hinges and knobs. Use the technique and photo reference on page 74 of the canister article to install the glass. Hang both doors.

GUARANTEED FOR... A LIFETIME!
Since 1936, this old tool maker has made Quality products Affordable for the home-craftsman. We are proud to continue in this tradition with the introduction of our new line of woodworking Power Tools... Guaranteed To Last A Lifetime! You'll find the same heavy-duty construction and precision engineering throughout these American Made products that you've come to know and expect from Foley-Belsaw. We invite you to compare the quality and features of our new line of Power Tools with those costing hundreds of dollars more. We're confident you'll appreciate the quality and workmanship we've combined to provide a lifetime of performance in a Power Tool you can afford to enjoy using in your own home workshop.

MODEL 480 14'' BANDSAW
The Model 480 Bandsaw gives you the outstanding performance required for every type of bandsawing operations. Contour cutting, straight cutting, resawing, or stack sawing... are all easily handled by the Model 480. Its large $\frac{3}{4}'' \times \frac{3}{4}''$ inch solid cast iron table offers a side take-out slot that allows us to use a solid double trunnion located directly under the work load. A $1/2$ HP motor lets you effortlessly make cuts in up to $8''$ thick material using the standard rip fence.

MODEL 435 20'' SCROLL SAW
Unlock your creativity with our new Model 435. Features like an extra large $20''$ throat and $2''$ depth of cut, combined with a chuck that allows the blade to rotate a full $360^\circ$, a $12'' \times 12''$ cast iron work table that lifts from $0''$ to $45''$ left or right, a variable speed control for the motor that adjusts cutting speed from 600 to 2,000 strokes per minute, and your creative genius becomes almost endless.

BUYING GUIDE
- Porcelain knobs, $\frac{3}{4}''$ diameter, $\frac{3}{4}''$ projection (eight needed).
- Catalog no. E1701, $51.10 each. The Woodworkers' Store, 21801 Industrial Blvd., Rogers, MN 55374.
- Phone 612/428-2199 to order.
- Magnetic catch. Catalog no. D4185, 85 cents each (two needed). The Woodworkers' Store, address above.
- Hinges. Solid-brass ball-tip pin hinge, antique finish, loose pin. Catalog no. D1209, $2.35 per pair (two pair needed). The Woodworkers' Store, address above.
- Glass. Hand-blown full antique glass, $\frac{1}{4}'' \times 6\frac{1}{4}'' \times 5\frac{1}{4}'', $8.50 a pair (price includes shipping and handling). The Stained Glass Store, 3617 Ingersol Ave., Des Moines, IA 50312, or call 515/279-4855.

Project Design: Dave Ash Photographs: Hopkins Associates; Jim Vescoutts; Craig Anderson Illustrations: Kim Downing; Bill Zsaun
SAVE UP TO 80% WITH AMT POWER TOOLS

Please send me the units checked.
☐ Payment in full enclosed...
☐ $5.00 deposit plus item enclosed, balance COD...
☐ Charge my...MasterCard...VISA...
Card No. ...
Expiration Date ...
Signature ...

FANTASTIC VALUES...OUTSTANDING QUALITY!

INDUSTRIAL SIZE 12" SWING 4 FT. WOOD LATHE
DOS WORK OF $700 UNITS

$468.85 $7275

Model No. 2731 — Comparable in speed, precision and durability to units selling for $500 and more. 10" between centers. For wood and plastics. Tubular steel bed with dual post main spindles, spade and tool post. Precision roller mounted center, swivels for 90 degree angles. Model No. 2731B — $621.85

15" SCROLL SAW

$149.00

Model No. 4530 — The beauty of this year's tension design is its speed and accuracy in cutting and its amazing resistance to blade breakage. The cutting action occurs on the downward stroke and the teeth move slightly back from the workpiece on the upstroke...Precision saws for turning bowls, lamp bases, etc. $5.50 10-YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY*

10" CALIPER SET

$21.75 $2350

Model No. 4631 — Measure accurately and reliably measurements in all areas. Includes 6", 8", and 12". Mutiple-Point design provides 4 points in a circle for fast and easy measurement. Model No. 4631B — $23.50

10" CALIPER SET

$21.75 $2350

Model No. 4632 — Measure accurately and reliably measurements in all areas. Includes 6", 8", and 12". Mutiple-Point design provides 4 points in a circle for fast and easy measurement. Model No. 4632B — $23.50

RELIABLE POWER

AMT/G/E. Electric Motor Develops 1 HP

$49.50 $43.45

Model No. 4633 — Made in the U.S.A. 1 year limited warranty. T.B. Factory. Shipping Weight: 17 lbs.

WOOD LATHE

SPEED CHUCK

$39.95

Model No. 4632 — The world's most popular lathe chuck. Heavy cast iron chuck has ten 90° fingers which extend to 1-1/2" in diameter. Model No. 4633 — Made in the U.S.A. 1 year limited warranty. T.B. Factory. Shipping Weight: 9 lbs.

4-JAW LATHE CHUCK

$55.00 $49.65

Model No. 4634 — Made in the U.S.A. 1 year limited warranty. T.B. Factory. Shipping Weight: 9 lbs.

AMERICAN MACHINE & TOOL CO., INC., 4th Ave. & Spring St., Royston, PA 19468

Visit our Royston FACTORY SHOWROOM for these same low prices. 4th and Spring Sts. From 9 to 4:30 on weekdays and 9 to 12 on Sat.

CRAFTS FAIRS

Continued from page 63

The setup needn't be fancy, but it should be clean, neat, and show off your work at its best.

If the fair happens to be away from where you live, you'll have travel and living expenses. Staying with friends or relatives will enable you to trim these.

If you decide on a juried fair, make sure you submit professional quality slides of your work. For most of us, that means paying about $100 to a photographer (or bartering for his skills). Business cards also help add to your professionalism. Dropping one in the wrapping with a purchased piece may also result in later sales.

ADVICE FROM THE PROS

Cleat Christiansen has learned to be a photographer, businessman, traveler, salesman, and educator ("because most people don't understand what woodturning is"), to do crafts fairs.

Beginners, Cleat feels, should look to fairs where the management gives them all the help they can — in assigning space, parking, advertising, and all aspects of the show. "Find out how much they do for you, and you'll be surprised," he advises.

Frank Garvelink suggests that first-time exhibitors try a show close to home, to see if they like it, because: "It's not for everyone."

David DiZinno knows you can "bomb out" from time to time at a crafts fair. "You have to take a little bit of rejection, a little failure. So, test the waters. Look for a fair with a good attitude, organization, and advertising."

WHERE TO FIND WHERE THE FAIRS ARE

After you've asked all the questions about which fairs might be good to attend — read, read, read.

- How to Sell at Arts and Crafts Shows, by Kathleen D. and Robert L. Schultz, 1985, Sandune Press, PO. Box 58, Mosca, CO 81146, $10 postpaid.
Be Your Own Boss and Make $18.00 to $30.00 AN HOUR!

Find out how by... . . . sending now for your Free Lifetime Security Fact Kit!

Your FREE Lifetime Security Fact Kit tells you how to make $18.00 to $30.00 an hour in your own Foley-Belsaw Full-Service Saw and Tool Sharpening Business. Your FREE Fact Kit explains how you can:

—be your own BOSS!
—work full time or part time, right at home.
—do work you enjoy and take pride in.
—operate a CASH business where 90¢ of every dollar you take in is clear cash profit.

And it is so easy to learn. Foley-Belsaw gives you all the facts and instructions. No previous experience or special training necessary. All you need is the desire and ambition to be your own boss. Foley-Belsaw tells you everything you need to know to be successful.

There’s plenty of business where you live to keep you busy. It doesn’t matter whether you live in a big city, small town or a small farm community.

Earn While You Learn

You’ll quickly be able to develop the skills necessary to earn a steady income. You’ll be able to sharpen all types of saws, garden and shop tools for home, farm and industry.

Profits from your Foley-Belsaw Full-Service Sharpening Business can provide...

... CASH for future security or supplemental income
... CASH for travel, vacation...
... CASH for the things you’ve always wanted!

And you’ll be able to set your own hours and not have to worry about layoffs and strikes. There are no franchise fees. Best of all—age or physical condition is no barrier—any age person can succeed.

You can be like Steve Taylor of Brookville, Ohio, who told us:

"... the first year I grossed $21,000.00."

Or James B. Jones, of Albuquerque, NM who reported:

"This past summer my sales and service amounted to almost $6,000.00 a month."

But you’ve got to get the FACTS before you can get started. So WRITE NOW for your FREE Lifetime Security Fact Kit. It’s yours to keep with NO OBLIGATION.

Photograph: Craig Anderson

SALES TAX AND YOU
Selling your work at a crafts fair means retail sales — and sales tax. So, you’ll need a state resale tax number, available from your state’s tax department, to do business. It allows you to buy materials without paying sales tax, and requires you to collect sales tax on items you sell and forward it to the state.

If you sell retail in a state where you don’t live, you’ll also need to have a resale tax number from that state. And sometimes, counties require tax numbers too, because they collect taxes independently, or on top of, those collected by the state.

Most fairs make it easy for out-of-state exhibitors and send the proper forms to you when they notify you of acceptance. Sometimes, forms are available when you check in. Or, you can write to the tax department of the state where you intend to do business. Check with an accountant before you begin. Tax laws can be complex. ♠
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FUN WOOD
Crafts & Toys
Woodworking Plans & Patterns

Large 24" Dump Truck
Order #TY-PH-102 $9.95

Doll Cradle
22" Long
Order #TY-CR-103 $8.95

Funwood
Crafts & Toys
P.O. Box 5412
Coes Bay, OR 97420

Both Plans $15.00
Brochure only $1.00

BUILD AN HEIRLOOM CLOCK
Finest Quality Available
Kits, Movements and Plans
Write or Call for Catalog $2
1-800-328-6445
Kuempel Chime Clockworks
Dept. 012
21195 Minnetonka Blvd., Excelsior, MN 55331

Serving clockmakers for 65 years

CLAMP ONTO LOW PRICES!
We'll Pay the Freight!

8" KIT-6.95
10" KIT-7.95
12" KIT-8.95
14" KIT-9.95

Building this Child's Wardrobe
Order plans for this Shaker reproduction
The beauty of this piece is that it "grows" with the child. The 2 closet poles hold toddler clothing now, and when the child grows into his teens the 2 poles store blouses and shirts. A very handsome piece-finished in the country manner. Measures 23"x42"x42".

To order plans, send $10.00 (Canadian residents remit postal money order in US funds) to:
HAMMERMARK ASSOCIATES, P.O. Box 201-E
Floral Park, NY 11002.

BUY DIRECT! Shipping and handling charge is added. Add 15% tax (NY residents add 8.5%) to total of order. Full refund less mailing and handling if returned within 30 days. We promise that if for any reason you are not satisfied, we will make all efforts to satisfy you. Money back guarantee. Orders filled within 2 weeks.

DUBUQUE Clamp Works
527 Garfield • Dubuque, IA 52002

Turning into a better craftsman can be as simple as turning the pages of our new catalog.

Our new 244 page catalog is filled not just with pictures of great hand and power tools, but carefully written specs, detailed illustrations and recommendations from craftsmen who've spent much of their lives making, using and testing tools.

You'll know what they look and feel like, and you'll know how they fit your needs.

We believe you're not the average craftsman. So why should we give you an average catalog?

MAKITA
FREE FREIGHT
Call 1-800-2-MAKITA for Low Prices on Entire Makita Line

NEW! 6012DWK
Variable Speed Cordless Drill
w/2.5 Volt Recharge Battery
List $179 SALE $104

6012DWK
2-Speed Cordless Drill w/ Batteries & Case
List $109 SALE $88

FREE REPRINTS
Add-on Plan Copies, etc.
Request Form # 99-1299

HOMELUMBER CO.
449 Whitewater St., Whitewater, WI 53190
IN WISCONSIN USE (414) 473-3538

FULL SIZE WOODWORKING PATTERNS
SIMPLE TO MAKE • FUN • PROFITABLE

Check the packets of interest to you!

- 75 pattern packets plus "Shop Secrets"
- Over 50 "Folk Art" patterns
- 8 "Wind-Action" whirligigs packet
- 40 craft plaques plus projects
- 27 toy cars, trucks, train, lorry & more!
- 6 decorative magazine racks

Send $7.00 per blueprint packet or choose any 3 FOR ONLY $14.00.

ACCENTS, Dept. MA17, Box 262, Danvers, MA 01923

BROCHURE OF 500 DESIGNS $2.00 FREE with order

BUILD AN HEIRLOOM CLOCK
■ Finest Quality Available
■ Kits, Movements and Plans
■ Write or Call for Catalog $2
■ 1-800-328-6445
■ Kuempel Chime Clockworks
■ Dept. 012
■ 21195 Minnetonka Blvd., Excelsior, MN 55331
■ Serving clockmakers for 65 years

MAKE TOYS AND WHIRLIGIGS
100% of plans, parts, kits, books, finishes & supplies for toys, whirligigs, classic autos, swing sets, dollhouses, crafts & furniture. Also toy, craft, game & furniture parts in maple, oak, walnut & cherry. Bulk prices available.

LIMO KITS
$11.95 Product: just sand & assemble
$11.95 Unclad: just cut, sand & assemble
Size: 14" long

Cherry Tree Toys, Box 369 S, Belmont, OH 44011

BEST VALUES IN WOODWORKING MACHINERY
15" THICKNESS PLANER
complete with floor stand
Big planing capacity at a reasonable price from the woodworking specialists. Saves time and money, Pays for itself in no time.

14" WOOD LATHE
with duplicator and stand

Producing identical copies or singles. For the pros or beginner. Multi speed. Priced for everyone.

EASY TERMS! FREE 45 DAY TRIAL IN YOUR SHOP
Send for complete information! Don't Delay!

GREAT PLAINS MACHINERY CO.
4050 Broadway, K.C., Mo. 64111

YES! Please rush me my FREE PLANER INFORMATION KIT.
YES! Please rush me my FREE LATHE INFORMATION KIT.

NAME:
ADDRESS:
CITY/STATE:
ZIP:

161 Ave. of the Americas, N.Y., NY 10013
Please send me your 244 page catalog of wood working tools, machinery and accessories. Enclosed $5.00.

Name:
Address:
City:
State:
Zip:

161 Ave. of the Americas, N.Y., NY 10013
Please send me your 244 page catalog of wood working tools, machinery and accessories. Enclosed $5.00.

Name:
Address:
City:
State:
Zip:

161 Ave. of the Americas, N.Y., NY 10013
Please send me your 244 page catalog of wood working tools, machinery and accessories. Enclosed $5.00.

Name:
Address:
City:
State:
Zip:
Wood Words

Abrasive: In woodworking, material used for smoothing the surface of wood or polishing layers of finish after application. Forms include powder (rottenstone), paste (rubbing compounds), coated paper (sandpaper), and steel wool.

Aluminum oxide: A common synthetic abrasive used as the cutting agent on coated papers. Other often-used abrasives include silicone carbide, flint, and garnet.

Bead: Glue applied in a line; also refers to the small bulbous mass of glue forced from a joint under clamping pressure (squeezing out). Used additionally to describe a small, round wood molding formed by a beading bit.

Bow: A warp in which the ends of a board or wooden member curve in the same direction away from the desired plane, usually along the length.

Cove: A molding or shaped piece that has a concave cross section; to make such a cut.

Edge grain: Wood characterized by the growth rings being 45 or more degrees, preferably perpendicular, to the surface of a board; the face grain produced in quarter-sawn wood.

Face grain: The pattern made by growth rings in wood on the greatest surface of a board, or on the superior side of a sheet of plywood.

WATCO
The Original and Still the Best
DANISH OIL FINISH

Watco Danish Oil Finish can be your ideal workbench companion for all those wood finishing projects around the house. You'll be amazed at how easy it is to finish wood beautifully with Watco. The Original Danish Oil. Watco gives wood that natural, hand-rubbed look with lasting durability. And because Watco is IN the wood... not on it like temporary surface coatings... there is no finish that will wear off. Watco Danish Oil is ideal for furniture, paneling, cabinets, doors, trimwork and even antiques. It's also safe for use on butcher blocks, cutting boards, and children's toys after Watco dries and cures in the wood. Choose from 8 beautiful finishes... Natural and Medium, Dark and Black Walnut shades, and Cherry, Golden Oak, Fruitwood, and English Oak colors.

Send today for "Free" color booklet "How to Finish Wood Beautifully and Easily" and the name of your nearest Watco distributor.

watco-dennis corp., dept. bh-w27
1433 santa monica blvd., suite 90
santa monica, ca 90404

name __________________________
street ____________________________________
city ________________________________________
state ______ zip ________

NEW POWER FEED DRUM SANDER

At last! A complete power-feed Drum Sander at an affordable price! Comes ready to use including hood, stand and motor! Choose from 12" and 26" models.

FINISH SANDING...THICKNESS SANDING
Use this high-tolerance machine for light dimensioning as well as the finest finish work. Now you can add new beauty to each woodworking project...save hours of tedious hand sanding! In a matter of seconds, you can produce a satiny-smooth finish impossible to duplicate with hand methods or hand-held power sanders...no more low spots, waves or cross-grain marks!

IMPROVES RESULTS!
Send for complete facts! See how the Sander can dimension and finish...sand cabinet pieces, resawn stock, paneling, grandfather clocks, toys, tabletops, knives, burrs, crotches, and much, much more! You'll soon find it's one of the most valuable tools in your shop! Made in U.S.A. Easy terms.

Call Toll-Free 1 (800) 538-4200, ext. 2416

YES! Please rush my FREE INFORMATION KIT and details on your 30-Day Free Trial Guarantee.
Woodmaster tools, dept. rw16
2908 oak, kansas city, mo 64108

name __________________________
address _____________________________________
city ________________________________________
state ______ zip ________

Free 30 Day Trial!
Send for complete facts on how you can try the Woodmaster Power-Feed Drum Sander in your own shop for 30 days completely without risk!
KILN DRY YOUR OWN LUMBER

nyle corporation

the nation's largest manufacturer of dehumidification dry kilns is now offering small 500 to 10,000 board feet drying systems.

★ Made completely in the USA
★ The leader of the industry
★ Offering excellent warranties
★ Expert consultation and service

KILN DRY KILN SYSTEMS

Box 1107-A, Bangor, Maine 04401
Telephone 1-800-648-9200 or 207-989-4335

GREAT VALUE FROM CANADA

DELTA (ROCKWELL)
* 34-4575XF Unisaw 3 HP Single phase Motor and magnetic control (unitence model) USD $1,299.00

LEIGH DOVETAIL JIGS
* 1258 - 12" DELUXE MODEL $239.95
* 1258 - 24" DELUXE MODEL $289.95
CARBIDE ROUTER BITS INCLUDED

RECORD
★ 04 SMOOTHING PLANE 9¼" $29.95
★ 06 JACK PLANE 14" $34.95
★ 07 JOINTER PLANE 22" $59.95
★ SET OF 3 ABOVE $114.95
★ 148 DOWELL JIG COMPLETE $39.95

All orders over $50.00 prepaid with return of Delta Unisaw (Freight Collect)

MAIL YOUR ORDER TODAY!

MACVita Unisaw dust collector is a compact, portable unit capable of handling machines as large as a 16" planer. Its 9 amp, 10,000 rpm motor drives a high-efficiency centrifugal fan for peak air flow of 207 cfm through a 3" hose providing high velocity for minimal clogging under heavy load. Comes with a huge 8 cubic ft. dust bag, or can be ducted into other containers as desired. Weights only 20 lbs. - easily moved from one machine to another. Why spend another day working in a messy, cluttered shop? Send $299.95 plus $6.00 shipping (check or M.O.) and we'll rush your Makita 410 dust collector to you via UPS. We include 8 ft. of heavy-duty flexible 3" hose, along with information on procuring dust hoods for your tools, or making your own from plywood or sheet metal. One year factory warranty. We guarantee you will be satisfied. If not, return it to us postage prepaid within 30 days, and we will refund your $299.95. Call or write for free brochure.

SEND FOR HUNDREDS OF USEFUL LOW-COST CATALOGS, BOOKLETS AND IDEAS, ESPECIALLY PREPARED TO HELP YOU WITH YOUR WOODWORKING PROJECTS.

COMPLETE THE COUPON ON PAGE 109 AND SEND WITH YOUR REMITTANCE TO OUR WOOD MAGAZINE PROCESSING CENTER.

SPECIAL SECTION STARTS ON PAGE 107.
Cut Perfect Rings in Any Wood... any angle, any size up to 1" thick, 12" diameter.
Cut flat wood into angle
or straight-edged rings.
stack the rings and create
ANY HOLLOW CYLINDRICAL
SHAPE. Just glue, sand and
finish.. create
matched
sets of items.

Ring Master is simple to operate. Only 2
adjustments to set up, 3 operating steps to
cut rings.

In just two years Ring Master is the center
of attention in SCHOOLS, BUSINESS, and
HOMES, and is a welcome profit-maker
for many —

NOW Ring Master Model 2 works on your
Shopsmith® Mark V. OR SIMILAR MACHINE
— attaches in 15 seconds.

Mr. B.W.H. of Santa Barbara, Cal, recently
wrote about the Model 2; “Ring Master is
a new and fantastic machine — it [it] on the
Shopsmith, it has simplicity and durability
incorporated into it — I find it a tremendous
addition to my woodworking shop.”

To request a color brochure or to order —
PHONE TOLL FREE 1-800-654-9615,
in Florida 305 859-2654.
We honor Visa, MasterCard, personal check and COD.

WOOD WORDS

Continued from page 91

Forstner bit: A patented drill bit for
sinking holes which do not
penetrate all the way through the
material. Used for holes requiring
a flat bottom. The sharpened
circumference decides position.

Gain: A rectangular cut across
the grain in a workpiece; also
called a dado.

Grain direction: The direction
in which the dominating, en-
gated fibers or cells lie in the
structure of wood.

Hone: To polish and refine a cut-
ing edge by rubbing it against
a hard, smooth stone or other sur-
face made for that purpose.

Hammering: Vibration and noise
caused by feeding a workpiece in
into a circular saw or dado blade
too rapidly, or by using a dull
blade.

Moisture content (MC): The
percentage of water a piece of
wood contains. Normally, kiln-
dried lumber has a moisture con-
tent of 6 to 9 percent.

PEG: Polyethylene glycol, a pre-
servative for treating green wood
to prevent splitting or checking
by chemically replacing the natu-
ral drying process.

Straight grain: Grain running
parallel to the length of edge of
a board.

Turning: The skill of using a
lathe and lathe tools to produce
rounded wood pieces, usually of
varying thickness, such as fur-
iture legs and bowls. Also used
as a term to describe a product
made on a lathe.

Warp: A general term used to de-
scribe the deviations in the shape
of a board from the true or plane
surface. Caused by uneven dry-
ing, warps include bows, crooks,
cups, twists, or a combination of
these configurations.
The RIPSTRATE holds the work tight against the fence with no hands near the blade. Makes perfect, straight cuts. Wheels lock to prevent kickbacks. Requires no adjustment for stock width or thickness.

Over 20,000 now in use in amateur, professional, school, government, military, and corporate maintenance shops.

One year guarantee, 30 day money back trial. $89 prepaid. Check, M.O., Visa or M.C. Free Brochure.

Write or call our toll free number: 800-421-0256.

Fisher Hill Products 4 Fisher Hill Fitzwilliam, NH 03447
Dealer inquiries invited.

Send $1.00 for full color catalog to:
ELEKTRA BECKUM USA DEPT BAS
PO BOX 24, SOMERDALE, NJ 08083
Call for your local dealer: 1-800-223-8600
See these machines demonstrated at:
Denver, Feb 13-15; Columbus, Feb 13-15;
Milwaukee, Feb 20-22; Wash, DC Feb 27-Mar

ELEKTRA BECKUM

MOLD, PLANE and EDGE

—In Your Shop or On the Job!
Spectacular Savings and FREE 30-Day Trial from Williams & Hussey.

For as little as $725.00 you can own a complete Williams & Hussey Molder/Planer System—the machine, the motor, our portable custom stand, and a Free sharpening certificate. You save $115.00 just by writing for your FREE information kit.

100% American Made to Keep You in Business!
We've packaged our rugged, dependable W-7 Series Molder/Planer into a complete system that turns rough-cut boards into smooth, saleable items you can be proud of:

Picture Frames • Crown Moldings • Raised Panels • Boat Decks • Casings • Shelves • Rails
And the system keeps on working thanks to cast-iron construction and an iron-clad 5-year warranty! Depend on us for fast shipping, courteous service, and the rugged product quality that's kept W-7 Series owners on the job and working for more than thirty years.

5-YEAR WARRANTY
100% American Made • Caster-Mounted Stand • Cast Iron Base & Head • Chrome Steel Posts • Grounded Steel Roller • 2 Minute Changeover

Free 30-Day Trial!

Cuts Any Molding, Planes Any Hardwood
Duplicates thousands of moldings from 7" wide to 3/4" deep, cuts 15 feet per minute—even rock maple! Edges any width board thanks to the open-sided design!

Super-Fast Changeover
Convert your W-7 Molder to Planer in less than 2 minutes. No gauges or special tools needed. Blades bolt on and off—no arbor changes required!

Thousands of Blade Patterns
Just about any molding knife you need—custom models, too! And we ship our off-the-shelf blades within 48 hours. Need a special knife? Send us a tracing, and we'll make it for you!

Choice of Three W-7 Models
Save $115.00 on all three systems: power infeed/outfeed, power infeed only, or manual operation. Each model includes a set of the finest-quality high-speed steel blades, the all-steel, caster-mounted movable stand, plus the rugged 1-5/8 hp. Baldor motor for years of dependable service.

THE COMPLETE MOLDING/PLANING SYSTEM

• W-7 Series Molder/Planer • All-Steel Roller-Mounted Stand • Rugged 1-5/8 HP Baldor Motor

BUILT TO GO THE DISTANCE
1-800-256-1380 In NH 603-673-3446

Yes! Please rush specs on the W-7 Series Molder/Planers.

Name:
Street:

City ____________________ State ______ Zip ______

Williams & Hussey Machine Co., Elm Street, Dept. 237AP, Milford, NH 03055.
BAND SAW BLADE
SPECIAL OFFER
Buy Six Blades, Get One Free.
Band saw blades cut and welded to your exact specifications.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WIDTH</th>
<th>TEETH</th>
<th>PRICE/INCH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1/4&quot;</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>$0.04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Price=inch length x price per inch + 1.75 weld charge
NO MINIMUM ORDER
2-day delivery
Add $2.50 for shipping & handling
S.C. residents add 6% sales tax
Send payment with order—write or call

ROBERTS HARDWARE
P.O. Box 1276 • Taylors, SC 29687
803/879-2470

SHAKER PEGS
Candle Cups
Mug Pegs
$17.95 per 100, prepaid.
Wide selection of other wood products.
Catalog $2.00 or free with order.
Benny's Woodworks
P.O. Box 656, Dept. WD3
Antioch, TN 37013
(615) 331-8894
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WOODWORKERS! Sand like professionals, quickly and beautifully

Model #00686

Includes quick and excellent sander for detail and pattern work at equal to those of professional bandsaw blades. blades are made of hardened tool and can be resharpened for a fraction of the cost of a new blade. Each blade is balanced to one thousandth of an inch. A 2-1/2" width of 8-10/16" blades is cut to fit most popular bandsaws. Each blade comes with a one-year warranty. A 1-1/8" width of 8-10/16" blades is cut to fit most popular bandsaws. Each blade comes with a one-year warranty. A 1-1/8" width of 8-10/16" blades is cut to fit most popular bandsaws. Each blade comes with a one-year warranty.

Waldriff Hardware
P.O. Box 1276 • Des Moines, IA 50326
800/255-8665

Everything we sell is industrial quality. Buy the complete unit or just the Brush Head and/or Pneumatic Drum and build your own.

Professional results in no time at all.

Write or call for the dealer nearest you.

Sand-Rite
32 North Justine St.
Chicago, IL 60607
312-997-2200

SUBSCRIBERS PLEASE NOTE!

WOOD magazine subscribers frequently express interest in products and services that are supplied by our company, Meredith Corporation, and by other reputable firms. Accordingly, we sometimes send our subscribers offers for books, other magazines or home-related products and services of potential interest. We also make subscriber names and addresses available to other firms who are able to supply appropriate products and services. We screen all such offers and take great care to see that information about these products and services is sent only to subscribers who, according to our records, are most likely to be interested.

While we believe the distribution of this information will be beneficial to our subscribers, we firmly respect the wish of any subscriber who does not want to receive it. Should you wish to restrict this, simply send your request to WOOD magazine, PO Box 10266, Des Moines, IA 50306, enclosing a current address mailing label. Please be specific as to whether you still wish to receive Meredith Corporation offers or whether you want to stop all offers from any company, including Meredith. We will gladly honor your request.
Have a problem with your subscription?

We want to solve it to your complete satisfaction, and we want to do it fast. Please write to: Robert Austin, Better Homes and Gardens® WOOD, P.O. Box 10628, Des Moines, Iowa 50336.

You can help us by attaching your magazine label here, or copy your name and address as it appears on your label. Send this along with your correspondence.

Moving? Simply attach the mailing label from this magazine and write in your new address below. (Please allow 4-8 weeks.)

Your New Address Goes Here

For Fast Service...

... it is better to write us concerning your problem and include the magazine label. Also, address changes are handled more efficiently by mail. However, should you need to reach us quickly, the following toll-free number is available:

800-247-2504
Better Homes and Gardens®
WOOD
P.O. Box 10628 • Des Moines, Iowa 50336

FROM THE CENTRAL ALLEGHENY MOUNTAINS...

Wood sized to match your project, at prices sized to match your pocket.

101 GIFT NOVELTY PATTERNS
This wonderful packet contains 101 FULL SIZE PATTERNS of Gifts, Novelty, Lawn Figures, Bird Houses, Shoji, Action Figures and more, that can be cut and sawed out. Send $1.00 (deducted from first order) for the LAWN ORNAMENT PATTERNS plus $1.00 for shipping and handling. Please allow 8-10 weeks for delivery.

90 PATTERNS
This wonderful packet contains 90 FULL SIZE PATTERNS of Lawn Ornaments and Novelties, including all the patterns from the GIft Novelty Patterns plus many more.

FREE Tool Catalog
Quality Products For Woodworkers
Send today for your FREE copy of our new colorful catalog. It’s fully illustrated with the finest quality tools, supplies, books, components, hardware, and much more. Satisfaction Guaranteed. Write today for your FREE catalog.
DIVIDING A BOARD INTO EQUAL PARTS THE EASY WAY

Whether you’re planning to rip a board into a number of equal strips or laying out divisions in a project drawing, here’s a quick alternative to time-consuming calculations and measurements.

Imagine you have a 4½"-wide board you want to make into 11 equal parts. Instead of relying on long division, follow this method (illustrated right).

1. Lay a ruler across the board width at a diagonal to form AB.
2. Keeping one end of the ruler in place at A, adjust the other end slightly up or down until the ruler at B lines up with a number that can easily be divided by the number of parts you need. In this case, the 5½" mark lined up at the right edge of the board provides 11 uniform divisions when marked at every ½" increment.
3. Place a dot at each ½" division.
4. Use a square and mark the division lines perpendicular to the end of the board.

Illustration: Jim Stevenson

---

Introducing...the “LIBERTY 18” 2-Speed—18-Inch Precision Scroll Saw!

This new scroll saw gives you features you won’t find on any other... even the most expensive imported models.

- **New Table Support System**—doesn’t get in the way while changing blades... table tilts 45 degrees both right and left!
- **Two-Speed ½ HP Motor**—twice the HP of any comparable saw.
- **Lexan Laminated Cast Worktable**—Space age material is friction-less, yet tough.

Use this high precision tool to make toys, name bars, jewelry, Christmas ornaments, tôle painting figures, and hundreds of other valuable... and profitable... items.

Call Toll-Free 1-800-538-4200 Ext. 2516 Woodmaster Tools, Inc. 2908 Oak Dept. CW16 Kansas City, MO 64108

---

HILLER HARDWARE CO. ASSURES YOUR SATISFACTION ON ANY ITEM PURCHASED FROM US! WE CAN SHIP YOUR BANK CARD ORDER TODAY!

freud INDUSTRIAL SAW BLADES

10" CARBIDE TIPPED BLADES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Blade</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Teeth</th>
<th>List Price</th>
<th>Hiller's Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LU73</td>
<td>Cut-Off</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>79.65</td>
<td>37.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LU82</td>
<td>General Purpose</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>86.50</td>
<td>39.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LU84</td>
<td>Combination</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>74.51</td>
<td>32.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LU85</td>
<td>Combination</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>110.88</td>
<td>56.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM72</td>
<td>RIP</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>64.85</td>
<td>34.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5/8" BORE STANDARD, ADD $8.00 FOR ANY OTHER BORE

- **WE HONOR ALL FREUD NATIONALLY ADVERTISED SPECIALS**
- **CALL OR WRITE TODAY FOR CURRENT PRICES ON OTHER TOOLS/ACCESSORIES**
- **PRICES QUOTED, DELIVERED prepaid on $25 Minimum Order**
- **VISA, MASTERCARD ACCEPTED**

---

Woodmaster Tools—Dept. CW16
2908 Oak—Kansas City, MO 64108

Yes! Please rush me your FREE Information Kit on the new LIBERTY 18 Precision Scroll Saw, including details on your 30 DAY FREE TRIAL GUARANTEED!

Name ________________________________
Address ________________________________
City ___________________ State ______ ZIP ______

---

MAKITA • PORTER CABLE • DELTA • BOSCH • LION

FOOTPRINT • MILWAUKEE • FORSTNER • JORGENSEN • 3M • W.L. FULLER

HILLER HARDWARE CO. YOUR WOODWORKING SPECIALIST IN THE SOUTHEAST

- HEGNER • STANLEY • LEIGH • HENCKELS • MERIT •
1. Horton Brassee's catalog shows over 500 items of authentic reproduction hardware from the 1700s and on into this century. These are superior reproductions of Chippendale, Hepplewhite, Queen Anne, Sheraton, Victorian and early 1900s brass furniture hardware. Catalog $2.00.

2. Toy Designs' catalog of wooden toy patterns, hardwood turnings, complete kits; also patterns plus turnings kits and woodworking books. Seven full-sized patterns $5 each; four or more for only $4 each. Package of eight spoked wheels $5.95. Catalog free with order. Catalog alone $1.50.

3. W.S. Jenks & Son's new 150-page sourcebook is packed with a full range of tools for the serious woodworker, from hand tools and portable power tools to woodworking machinery. It includes many imported and hard-to-find tools from the best manufacturers at the most competitive prices. $2.00 (refundable with first order).

4. The two-speed Liberty 18 Scroll Saw from Woodmaster outperforms even the most expensive imported saws! Anti-friction worktable, ½ HP two-speed motor, integral stand, dust blower and many more standard features make this your best saw - saw! Send for free information kit today!

5. Cherry Tree Toys' color catalog is chock-full of plans, parts, kits and supplies for whirligigs, toys, doll houses, swing sets, classic autos, furniture and crafts. Also parts (toys, craft, game and furniture) in maple, oak, walnut and cherry. Bulk prices available. Catalog subscription $1.00.

6. If you are making toys and other items for craft shows and flea markets, don't overlook our great selection of patterns for rocking horses, pull toys, cars, clocks and furniture. Specialty supplies also available. Armor Products catalog $1.00.


8. This woodworkers catalog is more than a catalog—it includes the best sources for quality woodworking tools. You'll find everything from bit braces to wood routers, from saws to sharpening stones. Every product is sold satisfaction guaranteed. Free. Woodcraft Supply Corp.

9. Cabinetmakers' tools and supplies. New 224-page catalog of fine hand and power tools for cabinet makers or serious woodworkers. Also featured are three sections on hardware, supplies and cutting tools. This catalog takes the mystery out of using European hardware. A must reference for the woodworker. $3.00.

10. Moisture-related problems, such as shrinking, warping and cracking, can ruin the most beautiful wooden pieces ever built. Avoid wood moisture problems by checking the wood with a moisture meter! The pocket-size Mini-Ligno moisture meter is for the serious hobbyist and professional woodworker. Free brochure.

11. 24-page color catalog from the Xylophiles Company is full of tool bargains from Ryobi, Powermatic, Hitachi, Makita, Minimax, Freud and many others. Everything for your shop. Professional quality at down-to-earth prices plus the fast, courteous service you demand. $1.00.

13. Wonderland for woodworkers! Illustrations and descriptions of over 180 full-size plans of fine, museum-quality furniture. Includes cradles, roll-top desk, tables, chairs, buffets, chests, gun cabinets, poker table, children's furniture, rocking horse, spinning wheels and more. Catalog $2.00-refundable with first plan order.

14. Tool catalog. Available from Elektro Beckum U.S.A. Corp. are advanced technology woodworking stationary power machines with the unique Unimex Motor interchangeable concept. For complete information on Jointer/Planer, Bandsaw, Dust Extractor, Spindle/Moulder, Lathe and Combi Saw send for our catalog, $1.00.

15. Workshop Blueprint's project plans for woodworkers. Professionally designed projects include furniture, playthings and accessories, storage sheds and gazebos. Plans use readily available materials and standard sizes of lumber. Instructions are clear and concise. Send $2.00 for our catalog (refundable with order) and get started!

16. Executive wood toys! If you want more in the line of wood toys, let Toys and Joys offer you a line of detailed patterns for classic cars, trucks, trains, etc. We also carry a complete line of wood toy parts. Ask about our deluxe spoke wheels. Catalog $1.00.


18. Grizzly Imports, Inc. is a unique mail-order company because it specializes in selling heavy-duty woodworking machinery and accessories that are of high quality. The low prices are surprising and often enable a craftsman to equip a complete shop for a fraction of the cost of locally made tools. Catalog $1.00.

19. Discover the world's oldest hobby! Build fine quality wooden ship models from easy-to-assemble kits. Designed are true-to-scale replicas with gleaming brass fittings, exotic woods and delicate rigging, which are lifelike in every detail. A 64-page color catalog from Model Expo, $3.00 (refunded with first order).

20. Woodworker's supplies catalog! Hundreds of handtools, patterns, veneers, hardwoods, turning and carving stock, wood parts, books, cane, hardwood dowels, supplies, edgings, custom veneer faces. Many major brands. Save 20% on Freud! 56-piece woodworkers' kit only 17¢! Hurry! Send $1.00 for catalog today!

21. DML's line of professional, industrial-quality saws is detailed in a 12-page catalog. Covered are tungsten-carbide-tipped rip, cutoff, trim, plywood, plastic, panel, miter, planer, non-ferrous and general-purpose combination saws, industrial dado sets, miter-box saws and DML's new Radi-All combination-grind saw. Part numbers, diameters, bores, tooth numbers and plate/kerf measurements are included. $1.00.

22. 212-page 1987 Garrett Wade catalog features more than 2,500 items accompanied by valuable reference material on proper tool usage. This premium line of products includes hand tools, finishing supplies, clamps, shop accessories, woodworking books and Japanese tools. Power tools include INCA Swiss woodworking machinery and German lathes. $4.00.

23. Kuster Woodworkers' catalog features affordable quality products: UltraSand® Heavy Duty Thickness Sanders; DynaSand® Thickness Sander Kits; SandAid® Abrasive Belt & Sleeve Press for making your own sander belts and sleeves; quality hand tools; abrasives and supplies. Several exciting new products will debut in 1987, so get on our mailing list today.

24. Classic Hardware Catalog is a design guide for craftsmen. Forty full-color pages of the finest imported and domestic brass furniture hardware. Wide selection of standard and specialty hinges including piano, butler's tray, rule joint, hat-tail and European cabinet hinges. Every item shown full size enabling you to see how your project will look when finished. $1.00.
25. Full-color 64-page catalog carries the finest tools for the serious woodworker, including Western and Japanese hand tools, finishing supplies and portable power tools by AEG and Ryobi. Also, unique items such as workbenches made of African teak, small-scale tools for the miniaturist, handmade turn-of-the-century tools and inflatable drum sanders for portable power tools. Rent a how-to video for $10 a month. Fine Tool Shops Catalog Free.

26. Meisel Hardware Specialties' all new 48-page catalog is the source for hard-to-find woodworkers' specialty hardware and project plans. Included are new toy truck plans, doll furniture plans and new country projects. Toy makers' parts include regular wood wheels, wood truck tires with treads, wood wheels with rubber tires and many decals for toy trucks and airplanes. Other items include stenciling supplies, jewelry box hardware, Shaker pegs, antique toy restoration parts and plans for homemade power disc sanders. Many prices are discounted 40%. $1.00.

27. Patterns by Design Group. Hundreds of interesting, useful and fun items to create for personal use or profitable sale. Our 1987 catalog contains plans for toys, games, plaques, puzzles, bird houses, planters, furniture and much, much more! All Design Group patterns are professional, "same-size" blueprints. No enlarging or reducing is necessary. Simply trace outline of item onto wood and create! Full money-back guarantee. Wholesale and bulk prices available on request. Fully illustrated catalog $1.00.

28. Over 500 woodworking designs! Create gifts, toys, whirligigs, folk art, bird houses and feeders, magazine racks, shelves, children's items, kitchen and household accessories plus much more! Simple enough for the beginner, fun and profitable for the pro. Brochure plus sample pattern only $2.00.

29. Freud, manufacturer of the finest in hand tools and carbide tools, makes these two catalogs available to you. They feature a large selection of quality chisels, carving tools, turning tools, planes, as well as carbide saw blades, router bits and shaper heads. Send for your catalogs today. $5.00.

30. Square it™ is a newly patented electronic precision square with a guaranteed accuracy of 30,000 of an inch; preset at exactly 90° and 45°. Introductory special of Square it™ complete with 18-page manual and warranty. The 37-page DOOR SHOP™ MANUAL covers the complete process of door building; the most comprehensive manual out today. Get the Square it and Door Shop Manuals both for $6.50.

31. Warren Tool Company's Wood-carver's Catalog features the finest quality whittling and carving hand and power tools, books, sharpening stones, wood and supplies. Warren Tool has become a common name in the wood carving world because we take pride in selling only the finest professional tools. Remember our motto: "Warren Tools give you the edge." Send $.60 for catalog #5.

32. Tool City catalog is 408 pages; the most complete mail order tool catalog. Priced to save you money in all categories. All types of power and hand tools at discount prices. $2.50.

33. Miniature Antique Transport Plan Catalog. Criss-Cross Creations' newest catalog features vehicle plans designed for the serious scale woodworker. 1849 Concord Coach can be built in 1" scale using our full-size cutting patterns, photos, exploded assembly and instructions. Many other vehicles available. Catalog brochure $1.00.

34. Over 200 router bits and shape cutters displayed in catalog featuring six-piece cabinet sets, three-piece 1/2 in. shank router bit panel raising system and three-wing industrial shaper cutters. Shaper cutters available in 1/2 in. through 1-1/4 in. bore with bushings. Router bits offered in 1/4 in. and 1/2 in. shank. Catalog $1.00.

35. Wyndham Woods is a supplier of the highest quality domestic and exotic lumber and veneer. Our specialties are: finger-cut lumber (wide boards cut from the same tree), unusually figured and colored veneers thick domestic veneers and thin lumber. $1.00.

36. Quality handcrafted clocks. Made by grandfathers in solid walnut, cherry or oak. Kits, "from scratch plans" or completely finished. Grandfather, wall or mantel clocks. Hand-painted moon wheels on fine West German movements. Catalog $2.00.
37. Power tools for woodworkers. Plans and kits of metal parts to build your own band saw, sander, wood shaper, circular saw, lathe/drill press. Use our easy-to-follow plans or design your own tool with our parts and accessories. Brochure and complete information $1.00. Kits priced from $34.99 to $189.99.

38. Antique restorers, woodworkers, collectors and hob- byists! This 160-page wholesale catalog is loaded with unique, hard-to-find items! Includes hundreds of essential antique restoration parts, brass reproduction hardware, oil lamps and accessories, wood parts, can- ing, basketry, upholstery and art supplies, wood refinishing prod- ucts, tools, books, etc. $1.00.

39. The 1987 Hiller Hardware Catalog is a comprehensive collection of tools and accessories for you. Select from the best quality tools in the business at a price only a volume supplier can provide. Power tools, hand tools, cutters, blades and acces- sories. 24 pages, over 240 tools! $1.00.

40. Solid wood clock kits. Full- color catalog of beautiful, easy-to-make clocks. Grandfather, mantel and wall clocks. All solid wood with solid brass pre-assembled movements. All parts hand-cut for perfect assembly even by beginners. Viking Clock Co. Catalog 50¢.

41. "Easy Wood Finishing." Learn how to finish wood easily and beautifully with Watco, The Original Danish Oil Finish. Get a natural, hand-rubbed look in one step...with one product. Full-color brochure includes usage, tips, troubleshooting and more. $1.00.

42. If you own a router, send for our free information kit on router bits. Large discounts. High quality router bits and the Merle Adjustable Corner Clamp are our only business. All bits are two flute with thick tungsten carbide tips and have 1/4" ball bearing pilots. Prices up to 50%-70% lower than elsewhere. Value, quality and prompt service guaranteed! Free.

43. Woodworks offers low prices and fast service on hun- dreds of beautifully turned birch, walnut, oak and cherry wood parts. Our 36-page catalog also includes hard-to-find hardware and tools. Send $1.00 for catalog, bonus coupon and our special "get acquainted" offer.

44. St. Croix Kits' 32-page Music Maker's Catalog contains various kits in guitar, banjo, mandolin, dulcimer and harpichord building. Each kit is rated by skill and patience level. The projects have all been selected by Jerry Brown and all kits are completely guaranteed. Catalog $1.00.

45. Advance Machinery Imports, Ltd. Complete data on AMI's primary products: Hegner precision saws and Hegner wood lathes and duplicators. Reference data, photos, specifi- cations, prices and ordering information. Also, complete details on AMI premium scroll saw blades with coupon for FREE saw blades worth $4.00. Send $2.00.

46. Hammermark Associates' 16-page furniture plan catalog features 24 furniture plans. We currently offer two different types of plans. Our WEEKEND WORKSHOP SERIES offers quick projects that can be completed in a weekend or two. Our CLASSIC SERIES consists of projects that take a little longer to produce. These antique reproductions are likely to become family heirlooms. Catalog $1.00 (deducted from first order).

47. Buy your sanding belts di- rect from the manufacturer and save! Yes, Industrial Abrasives is the company that gives you six free belts with every dozen ordered. But, sanding belts are not the only product we have to offer. In our catalog you will find many sanding related items not readily available in your hardware store. $1.00 (refundable with order).

48. The new Acme Electric catalog of Delta Woodworking tools is now available and full of specials including items from our all new lumber company. Most orders shipped same day, freight included. Factory- authorized service. $1.00.
Now Woodmaster lets you PLANE, MOLD & SAND with the Precision Control of Infinitely Variable Power-Feed!

Just a twist of the dial gives you from 70 to over 1000 cuts per inch...you can sail through even the toughest oak at higher speeds, or slow down to surface stock that is virtually impossible on any other machine. Slower speeds turn out glass smooth molding...no sanding needed!

Now choose from two powerful models! Woodmaster introduces the first 18½" Planer/Molder...The "BIG 18"...with all the features that have made the 12-in. model the most versatile Planer/Molder on the market. Whether you choose the 18" or 12" model...you'll find Woodmaster delivers!

Woodmaster's Quick-Change Molding Head lets you create custom moldings from any stock. Choose from over 250 standard trim and picture frame patterns...or design your own!

Power-fed sanding speeds production and improves the quality of your work. No more waves or cross grain scratches. Separate Sanding head installs in just minutes.

WOODMASTER TOOLS, INC., DEPT. PW16
2906 Oak Street - KANSAS CITY, MO 64106
Or Phone: 1-800-536-4200 Ext. 2316

YES! Please rush me your FREE Information Kit plus details on your 30-DAY FREE TRIAL GUARANTEE!

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
STATE
ZIP

The Discerning Craftsman Catalog Shop

ORDER FORM

Circle the catalogs you want. Fill out the coupon and include your check made out to Better Homes and Gardens® for the cost of the catalogs you ordered plus the $2 handling fee. Please allow 4-6 weeks for delivery.

Circle the catalogs you want to receive:

1. $2.00  6. $1.00  11. $1.00  16. $1.00  21. $1.00  26. $1.00  31. $1.00  36. $2.00  41. $1.00  46. $1.00
2. $1.50  7. Free  12. $4.00  17. $1.00  22. $4.00  27. $1.00  32. $2.50  37. $1.00  42. Free  47. $1.00
3. $2.00  8. Free  13. $2.00  18. $1.00  23. Free  28. $2.00  33. $1.00  38. $1.00  43. $1.00  48. $1.00
4. Free  9. $3.00  14. $1.00  19. $3.00  24. $1.00  29. $5.00  34. $1.00  39. $1.00  44. $1.00  49. Free
5. $1.00  10. Free  15. $2.00  20. $1.00  25. Free  30. $5.50  35. $1.00  40. $5.00  45. $2.00  50. $5.00

$1. $0.00

Send to: Better Homes and Gardens®, WOOD, Jan./Feb. 1987, P.O. Box 2051, Clinton, Iowa 52732.

I am enclosing: $2.00 for handling
$2.00 for total payment

Name:

Address:

City: State: Zip:


MAKITA

50. Workbench Tool Company offers the rugged, precision-built Makita Tool line at special discount prices. Catalog and current price list $.50.

RBI industries, inc.

51. RBI Industries features a full line of Woodplaners and Hawk Precision Scroll Saws proudly made in America by American craftsmen. Patented quick-change planer allows faster and easier set-up for sanding, molding or planing at a surprisingly low price. Catalog $1.00.
CRAFTS FAIRS RANK AS A FAVORITE WAY FOR MANY WOODWORKERS TO SELL WHAT THEY MAKE. BUT WHAT IF YOU'RE NOT CUT OUT TO MAN A BOOTH EIGHT HOURS A DAY TALKING TO COMPLETStrangers? If you would rather trade sales pitches for shop time, you have other avenues to market your work.

ONE-ON-ONE WITH COMMISSION SALES

Commission, or special-order, may be the most convenient way to get started selling your work. Essentially, you build a project or make an item to specifications requested by the customer, with the price agreed on at the time you take the order.

By selling through commission, you stay at home in your shop, have minimal selling expenses, don't have to invest in lots of lumber, or stock a large inventory of finished pieces.

However, commission sales classify as retail selling, so you'll have to have a state retail tax number (see page 87) and collect taxes for the state.

Usually applicable to furniture and cabinets, commission selling requires that you have an agreement with the customer as to what the finished project will look like. You can make that clear with sketches or photos of similar pieces, and with written descriptions and specifications. You should know fairly accurately how much time you'll put into the project to arrive at a price.

Request down payments to cover materials and some of your time. It commits your client to purchase the completed piece.

WHOLESALEING FOCUSES ON PRODUCTION

When you do most of the work and the retailer marks up your product 100 percent (typically), it seems like you don't get much of the gravy. But, when you add up the time you'd have to spend, and the money, to retail your offerings in quantity, wholesale selling becomes more sensible.

Wholesaling also enables you to move lots of your handmade merchandise to a variety of outlets — retail stores, gift shops, and gift catalog companies — to name a few. And after you've delivered the order and have been paid, your worries are over. But to wholesale successfully, you'll have to brush up on your business savvy regarding purchase orders, credit, returns, fulfillment, and shipping. Products that you can make quickly in quantity probably adapt best to wholesale.
SHARE WORK AND PROFIT WITH CONSIGNMENT

Compared to wholesaling, with consignment you realize a higher portion of your product's final selling price — usually 60-80 percent, depending on the shop. But because the shop assumes the selling overhead, responsibility for moving your merchandise, and collection of any sales tax, you don't get paid until after your work has been sold. You trade delayed payment for their investment in the business.

Even the IRS considers the products you have out on consignment yours until they're sold. So, you do have some responsibilities. You must keep track of how much of your work is where. You're also expected to pick up old merchandise that didn't sell and deliver new. That's why it makes sense to consign your work only to shops within a reasonable travel distance.

Written agreements for consignment sales (the law in some states) protect you and your work from loss. They should also cover time intervals for payments to you for merchandise sold, and how often you have to replenish the store’s stock. Some consignment outlets, especially galleries, may limit you as to where else you can sell your work and how much you can sell it for. These restrictions should always be made clear in the contract.

Consignment selling works for most handcrafted items, but it’s extra-appealing if you make higher priced furniture, case goods, or unique, one-of-a-kind creations too fragile or expensive to ship very far.

BEFORE YOU SELL, SEE AN ACCOUNTANT

No matter how you sell, you're in business, and a different set of tax rules apply. Different ways of selling might even require different accounting methods. So, consult a professional tax accountant.

---

FREE SANDING BELTS
DIRECT FROM THE MANUFACTURER

GET SIX FREE BELTS FOR EACH DOZEN ORDERED. All belts are aluminum oxide first quality. Our electronic presses make smooth bump-free splices.

Check your size and how many dozen. We will ship assorted grits unless otherwise specified.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>9 x 11 Paper Sheets</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>50/pk</td>
<td>100/pk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 A</td>
<td>100 A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 B</td>
<td>100 B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 C</td>
<td>100 C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NEW ITEM!
BELT CLEANING STICK - 16.95

Other sizes belts on request.

Shipping Charges - Under $35 add $2.50; $35 or more add $4.00 -- PA residents add 6% sales tax.

CALL TOLL FREE
1-800-428-2222

PA Only - 1-800-222-2292

INDUSTRIAL ABRASIVES CO.
643 North Eighth Street
Reading, PA 19603
WOOD REPAIR
Durham's Rock Hard Water Putty makes lasting repairs in wood. Won't shrink or fall out. Sets quickly, holds tight and can easily be painted. Economical, easy to use. Available at lumber, paint and hardware stores.

DONALD DURHAM COMPANY
Box 804-W Des Moines, IA 50304

WOOD TOY
- Patterns
- Parts
- Wheels
- Many New Patterns available to choose from.
- Executive toys

SEND $1.00 FOR LIST, CATALOG & RECEIVE COUPON FOR FREE WHEELS & AXLE PEGS.

DOWELS - PLUGS - PEGS
Manufacturer Direct
Largest & finest selection Oak, Walnut, Hickory, Maple, Cherry, Mahogany, Teak, even Treated Dowels. Quantity discounts.

MIWODE WOOD WORKS, INC.
4631 Hutchinson Road
Cincinnati, Ohio 45238
(513) 574-8488

PEG-1000 WHOLESALE
GREEN WOOD STABILIZER
10 lbs. $22.20 FREIGHT FREE
For Orders Only Call:
1-800-262-1050
with M.C. or VISA
FREE wood finishing products catalog from GENERAL FINISHES
P.O. Box 143603, West Allis, WI 53214
For information call: 1-414-774-1050

PEGWOOD COMPANY
Van Dyke's
Presents a Catalog with supplies for upholstery, antique restoration, hand working, working, carpentry, metalworking, related trades.
36 Years in Creative Arts & Trades

BRANDING IRON
For hand and soft wood
$24.00
Plus $2.00 for shipping and handling
(See order form for Sterling Silver and Copper rates)
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

Order by mail to:
NOVA TOOL CO.
5433 Colfax Circle, Dept. 3987
P.O. Box 26341, Lincoln, NE 68529

OAKLAND MACHINERY & SUPPLY CO.
130 Newton Wharf
Newton, MA 02158

TOOLMARK
We offer a complete line of wood
lathes, accessories including:
SAFETY SHIELDS
SPINDLE Duplicators
Duplicator Systems
Bowl Turners
STEADY RESTS
U-TOOL WOOD SHAVERS
UNI-CENTER SYSTEMS
For free literature and price list
call or write
TOOLMARK CO.
6840 SHINGLE CREEK PARKWAY
MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 55430
612-561-4210

We offer the best accessories at a good price.
POWER TOOLS

SCROLL SAW AND LATHES INFORMATION — More than 200 pages of information, including full-color photos, on HENGER precision scroll saws, HENGER lathes, and HENGER accessories. Get the HENGER catalog free by sending a request to HENGER.";

WOODWORKING PROFESSIONALS ONLY — Now save 50% on your machine! 70% on operating costs! How? By using the world’s finest production quality universal machine. Commercial durability, most precise, set-up in seconds. No other tool combines usable capabilities like Felder. Thousand sold all over the world. Now available in America through AML. Send for brochure. AML LTD. $1.00. Circle 3.9.

AMERICAN-MADE WOODWORKING EQUIPMENT — The RIBI line of precision scroll saws in models from 12 to 26 inches. Unique patent pending cam tensioning system allows quick resetting of the blade for precision. RIBI line of woodlaminators, models 408 and 612; over 50 years experience in building wood thickness of a line of tools and machines with the RIBI best value. Send for information. RIBI ENTERPRISES INC. Free. Circle No. 85.

SUNWELL OFFERS TOP OF THE LINE IMPORTED MACHINES — For the small DIY and professional woodworking or joinery, full line of tools and machines. Woodworking wood finishing machines are the best value. Send for information. SUNWELL ENTERPRISES. $1.00. Circle No. 97.

MOULDER-PLANERS FROM WILLIAMS & HUSSEY — Mould, plane, and edge, from moulder to planer in less than 2 minutes. The W+7 series is available in 3 models for manual, power in feed, or power in feed out/feed. The units plane to a satin, almost sanded finish, produce wood with a uniform thickness. The models are available in 14" or 24" and can be customized for nearly any length profile. Custom knives available up to 7" wide for custom profiles. Complete with handy movable stand. Send for catalog. WILLIAMS & HUSSEY. $1.00. Circle No. 98.

WOODWORKING MACHINERY CATALOG — Woodworking equipment for 80 years. The 30th edition of the Woodworker’s Bible. Send for information. WORKBENCH TOOL CO. $2.00. Circle No. 95.

IS THIS THE WORLD’S BEST JOINER-PLANER? — We think so and invite you to take a closer look! Like Mini-Max’s new FP35 Joiner-planer, it only 8" wide and has a 24" throat. The FP35 is available for $99.95. Send for information. YogaMagie. $1.00. Circle No. 97.

HAND TOOLS

FINE HAND TOOLS FROM AROUND THE WORLD—Our 1987 hand tool catalog features tools from the Orient, Great Britain, France, Germany, Italy, and Japan. Select from the best quality tools at a price only a volume supplier can provide. HILLIER HARDWARE. $1.00. Circle No. 120.

PERSONAL BRANDING IRONS — Brochure describes branding irons in 6 sizes and 5 patterns. Send for your free copy. ELEKTRUM & SONS LTD. Free.


STAINS/FINISHES

BEAUTIFUL WIPE-ON WOOD FINISHING — Finished in a book from a poet to a poet, this book will inspire you with the best practices in finishing and woodworking. Wood finishes that produce a beautiful hand-rubbed finish without messy brushes or sprays. Truly specialty finishes. Save time and labor with our professional results every time! Guaranteed! Unmatched finishes. Send for your free catalog. Zepplin. $1.00. Circle No. 225.

PEG-1000 WHOLESALE — Polyethylene gycycl green wood stabilizer. 10 lbs. $19.95. 100 lbs. $119.95. Send for additional information. GENERAL FINISHES. $1.00. Circle No. 226.

BEAUTIFUL WOOD FINISHING — With Water Danish Oil Wood Finishes, you can create a beautiful finish with ease. This easy-to-use booklet contains tips and techniques for achieving professional finishes on any type of wood. Send for your free booklet. WATCO-DENISON CORP. Free. Circle No. 270.

To order these booklets, use coupon on page 108.
WOODWORKING/CRAFT SUPPLIES & BOOKS — Brochure of complete kits & woodworking books. Ready to assemble, even kids can make trinkets, feeders, boats, trains, trucks, wood clamps & more. Model airplanes that really fly—rubber band motors. Ready to fly, powered by spiral & moveable wings. Duck & shorebird decoys & wooden fruit ready to paint. TOY MAKERS, $1.00, Circle No. 469.

PROJECT PLANS FOR WOODWORKERS — Professionally designed projects in furniture, furnishings, playthings, and cemeteries. More complex projects such as storage sheds and greenhouse structures. Complete with already available materials, keeping in mind standard sizes of lumber, insist on clear and concise, and occasionally include tips that will help you make the most of your labor. Order our catalog now and get started! THE WORKSHOP BLUEPRINT CO., $2.00. Circle No. 465.

LUMBER

WOODWORKERS HELP CELEBRATE OUR 45TH YEAR OF SERVICE — Send for our free 114-page Craftsman 1987 catalog, 42 hardwoods 164-in. in 4-in. thickness. Fine hardwood veneers, tools, moldings, trim, macrury inlays, upholstery and lamp supplies, finishes, irons, & hooks. Send catalog to FIREWOOD & HARDWOOD, Inc. for your projects. CRAFTSMAN WOOD SERVICE CO. $1.00, Circle No. 536.

Edco — WE KNOW OUR LUMBER — Educational lumber company is pleased to offer our new catalog with detailed descriptions of our products, with the emphasis on quality and service. Send for your BONUS GIFT: 4 new furniture designs. EDUCATIONAL LUMBER INC. $1.00, Circle No. 535.

MACASSAR EBONY — Professionals agree it's one of the world's finest, hardest, and most beautiful woods. Macassar is coveted by woodworkers, artists, turners, and collectors for its rich, warm color, natural sheen, and striking grain patterns. The largest commercial selection of Macassar ebony in the world is available through us. We offer high-quality Macassar ebony, from 4 to 8 inches wide in random lengths to 9 ft. These are virtually unavail- able anywhere else at any price. As a direct importer, we offer the best prices, lowest overhead, and no minimum orders. Send today for our complete description, inventory and price list. Price list, price sheet, $1.00. Circle No. 555.

THIN LUMBER — Approximately 20 species of thin lumber, widths vary up to 72 in. Send for prices. Price list, $1.00. Circle No. 555.

THE BEST LUMBER AT THE RIGHT PRICE — Located in close proximity to some of the most ideal growing regions for Red Oak, Pennsylvania grade Cherry, Hard Maple, Ash, Pecan, and more, we offer you the highest quality wood at competitive prices. Our experience in hardwoods is unparalleled, with a commitment to providing the highest quality materials at the lowest possible prices. Our inventory is constantly updated to ensure the availability of the best hardwoods for your project. Our knowledgeable staff is always available to answer any questions you may have about our products. Send for our full catalog today and experience the difference for yourself.

WOODWORKING CATALOGS

TOOL CATALOG — Available from Anglo American Enterprises, the world famous Reed Moppe Tool Catalog featuring the finest woodworking tools available. Send for catalog and price list. ANGLO AMERICAN ENTERPRISES, $1.00. Circle No. 853.

FINE WOODWORKING WOODWRIGHT'S SUPPLIES — Constance's 175th Anniversary Catalog offers 115 pages in color, of 150 kinds of veneers, over 250 sizes of curly maple, 250 species of exotic woods, natural wood handles, and a wide variety of other woodworking materials. Constance's Woodwright's Supplies is your one-stop shop for all your woodworking needs. Circle No. 850.

AN IMPRESSIVE RANGE OF FINE WOODWORKING TOOLS — Displayed in our 40-page catalog, you'll find a vast selection of tools for any woodworking project. Send for your free catalog today. Circle No. 850.

PUBLICATIONS


GOOD TOOLS BOOK TOOLS — Displayed in our 40-page catalog, you'll find a vast selection of tools for any woodworking project. Send for your free catalog today. Circle No. 850.

TO ORDER THESE BOOKS, USE CODE ON PAGE 109.
INCOME OPPORTUNITIES

START SMALL BUSINESS WITH NEW SCROLL SAW - The Excelsior precision scroll saw from Canada can turn your workshop into a profit center. Make toys and puzzles, do intricate marquetry work, cut out these "operator friendly" machines. Hundreds sold in the U.S. already. Save $49.95 by ordering direct from us. Complete project patterns and plans available. Send for brochure. J. PHILIP HUMFREY LTD. $1.00. Circle No. 1655.

BUILDING CONSTRUCTION - Learn how to profit as an independent contractor. Build your own home...with NRI at-home training in Building Construction. 70 lessons, plus over 100 practical hands-on projects cover the full scope of building skills. Easy to follow, illustrated, and indexed to exterior finishing & landscaping. Send for catalog. NRI. $1.00. Circle No. 1865.

DO-IT-YOURSELF BUILDING SUPPLIES

CUPOLA AND BRIDGE - Consists of designs for 22 foot bridges, 8 covered bridges, 36 cupolas, and some history of each. Complete plans available for each design. SUN DESIGNS, $7.95. Circle No. 1670.

GAZEBO AND OTHER GARDEN STRUCTURES - The most comprehensive collection of gazebo designs found anywhere today. Includes 55 gazebo designs from 8 ft. to 90 ft. 12 stairways, 7 arches, 12 bird feeders, and 4 bird-house designs. Has mini-plans of 2 bird feeders and 1 of our most popular Tiffany garden lamp. Complete plans can be ordered for all designs. SUN DESIGNS, $7.95. Circle No. 1871.

MISCELLANEOUS

PERSONALIZED BRANDING IRON - Personalize your finished projects with BrandMark's solid brass branding iron. Easy to use, lasts for years, satisfaction guaranteed. Makes an ideal gift. See ad elsewhere in this issue or send for brochure. BRANDMARK. 25c. Circle No. 1905.

MAKE WOODEN TOYS - Whittlugs, doll houses, swing sets, classics, furniture and crafts with our plans, kits, parts, and supplies. For all skill levels $0.95. Send for Free Catalog. WOODEN TOY CORP. Circle No. 1830.

MAKE WOODEN CLAMPS - Save 90% off. Kits and plans for 8, 10, and 12 inch wooden handscrap clamps. Acme threaded steel rods, components, handles and full-sized plans provided. Kits also available with unfinished parts. Send for plans. CHERRY TREE TOYS, INC. $1.00. Circle No. 1919.

DUBUQUE CLAMP WORKS - The company serious about producing the BEST wood clamps and wood clamp kits. DCW clamps offer strength, durability, and reliability. Two kits available - Metal Hardware only or Metal Hardware Plus Leather Jaws. Complete plans and instructions. DUBUQUE CLAMP WORKS. $1.00. Circle No. 1949.


BUY YOUR SANDING BELTS DIRECT FROM THE MANUFACTURER - You get six free belts with every dozen ordered. But, sand- ing belts are not the only product we have to offer. In our catalog you will find many specialty items not readily available in your hardware store. Price of catalog refunded with first order. INDUSTRIAL ABRASIVES CO. $1.00. Circle No. 1975.

THE CUSHION CONTOUR SANDER - is a new concept in pneumatic drum sanding. Sanding sleeves are slid over an air bag (inflated with a hand tire pump) on an arm to mount on a rotisserie on a wooden lathe. Drum effects are felt on the lathe, and also on the jointer, planer, and table saw. Complete plans and instructions. INDUSTRIAL ABRASIVES CO. Circle No. 1976.

FREE LITERATURE - New brochure showing all moisture meters available. Send us for detailed information. The perfect way to find out about Electrodes and probes for in-lab moisture monitoring. Complete line of moisture meters include: Pocket-size Mini-Lind with LCD readout 6% to 20%, Mini-Lind E 6% to 36%, analog or digital display meters 4% to 20% and a digital moisture meter with built-in compensation for different wood temperatures. LIGNOMAT USA, Ltd. Free. Circle No. 1999.


WOOD CARVING - For information on learning woodcarving by sending for our literature. The offer includes sample copy of The Woodcarver's Magazine and two full color booklets on carving. NATIONAL CARVERS MUSEUM. $1.00. Circle No. 2021.

BANDSAW OWNERS - A new tool is now available so you can vary or control any length bandsaw blade in minutes. Our sleeper enables craftsmen to make any length blade from economical coil stock. Sent directly to you. Three models are currently available to accommodate blade widths from 14 to 1½ in. The tool comes complete with detailed instructions and supplies. It is a precision tool that can be assembled from stock at reasonable prices. Send for literature. NEW MILFORD SPECIALTIES CO. 50c. Circle No. 2059.

LETTER LAYOUT GUIDES - Brochure containing complete specifications, references, and illustrations. Send for literature. COVEYER MANUFACTURING CO. $1.00. Circle No. 2175.

CARVING SUPPLIES

WOODCARVING TOOLS - Whittlers and carvers - Waren Tool Co. offers a catalog for you full of whittling and carving hand/power tools, books, stones, wood, and supplies. Send for our catalog today. WARREN TOOL CO., INC. 60c. Circle No. 2185.
WOOD TO WET YOUR WHISTLE
Pioneer woodsmen on the American frontier used the inner bark of the slippery elm to quench their thirst when no water was handy. They peeled it from the tree and chewed it like gum.

TALK ABOUT A TURNING!
For Des Moines-based architectural woodturner Mark Knudsen, who routinely turns large items such as posts and columns for buildings, it was the biggest bowl ever mounted on his lathe. Built up of Honduras mahogany segments band-sawn to rough shape, the “blank” measured 54” in diameter, was nearly 3’ deep, and weighed 550 lbs. Not surprisingly, he needed a chain hoist to lift it in place on the faceplate!

Thirty hours later, over 300 lbs. of mahogany shavings lay on Mark’s workshop floor. The newly turned bowl was 29” deep, with 1¾” thick sides.

Mark’s turning work was finished, but there was still more to do with the huge, mahogany bowl. It was freighted to a St. Petersburg, Fla. hotel, where a cabinetmaker halved it like a melon and used the curved pieces to top a pair of china cabinets in the refurbished grand banquet room.

Reflecting on his experience, Mark says he had only two problems: “The sides of the bowl actually moved in and out — kind of flapped — as I was turning it. That made it difficult to keep my gouge against the wood. And, because I had to slow the lathe down to 65 rpm’s, the shavings didn’t follow the bowl around and drop out the bottom when I was working inside — they got to the top, then rained down on my head!”

Mark Knudsen uses a ¾”, long-handled gouge to shear away mahogany from the largest bowl he has ever turned in his shop — 54” in diameter!

THE WOODWRIGHT’S SHOP — CONTINUED
Colonial Williamsburg’s master housewright, Roy Underhill, whose “Old Hand Ways” articles often appear in these pages, continues romancing us with stories about the skills of yesteryear. If you enjoy Roy’s articles, we suggest you check your local program guide for his new PBS television series called “The Woodwright’s Shop.” Much of the new version’s content comes from Roy’s recently released, third book, The Woodwright’s Workbook, published by the University of North Carolina Press.

IT ALL ADDS UP
The value of a red oak tree increases about 37 times from when it’s bought on the stump for commercial use to when it’s sold retail as furniture.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HARDWOOD</th>
<th>BTUs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hickory</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White oak, pecan</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red oak, hard maple</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ash</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elm, sycamore</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yellow poplar</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aspen, basswood</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Except for ponderosa pine, which rates a relatively high 22, softwoods average about 16.
For fifty years, we’ve been helping families with better living ideas for building, remodeling and decorating. So if you plan to do anything new for your home and family this year, get the best help around: Better Homes and Gardens® Special Interest Publications. We’ve got the practical, how-to advice you need to make your home life better than ever!

Better Homes and Gardens®
Special Interest Publications
At Your Newsstand Now!
OUR PORTABLE PLANER IS THE WALKAWAY FAVORITE.

When we say our tools are built for the real world, it's more than just a snappy advertising slogan. It means we design tools to be used by demanding professionals. Then manufacture them to withstand demanding working conditions.

Our AP-10 Portable Planer is a good example. We made it small enough to use in even the most cramped of workshops: it weighs just 58 lbs. and takes up less than four square feet of space.

But we didn't stop there. We gave the AP-10 the capacity to plane material up to 10" wide and 6" thick. And built it tough enough to do it day in and day out.

The power tool buyers of America responded by making the AP-10 one of the most successful new products of 1986. This year, we expect even more professionals and serious do-it-yourselfers to walk away with an AP-10.

If you live and work in the real world, you owe it to yourself to take a close look at the AP-10 Portable Planer. You'll find it alongside the complete Ryobi line, wherever professional power tools are sold.